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FATE OF FATHEK SEEEHT.
CHAPTER
Would

that

''the

I.

fate

of

Father

—

Sheehy'' were only a legend apocrybut alas
phal, dim, and uncertain
it
stands recorded on the page of history, and
•is inscribed in characters of blood on the

—

!

hearts of the Catholic people of Ireland.
It is one of the darkest and most revolting pages in the annals of any nation,

—

and its memory hangs a fearful shadow
over the hills and vales of Tipperary.
The terrible struggle for and against

—

Protestant ascendancy has long since
the
ended, and the national religion
religion which Nicholas Sheehy loved
and practised, and for which he died
is again free to carry out its beneficent
designs amongst the children of the

—

THE PATE OF
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soil

;

the lawless doings of

misguided Whiteboys,

and

tlie

tbe

poor,
still

more outrageous violence and persecu-

—

their ferocious
tion of their enemies
and unrelenting oppressors, have long

been transferred from the stage of life
but the doom of
to the historic page
Father Sheehy his noble resistance
his generous defence
of oppression
;

—
—

of the rights of his poor, harassed,
starving people
his genuine, unostentatious piety, and, more than all, his

—

unmerited sufferings and ignominious
death, are still remembered with intense affection by the descendants of
those amongst whom he laboured, and
Dear to the heart
for whom he died.
of the Tipperary peasant is the memory

of this devoted priest, and may we not
suppose that it has often steeled that
heart, and nerved many a strong arm
with yet greater strength when wreaking vengeance on the oppressors of his

Vengeance

never justifiable,
never to be excused, but it is at times
extenuated in some degree by circum-

race.

stances.

is

FATHER SHEEHY.
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Father Sheehy was just such a
as

the Irish

loves

— the

Celtic

—warm, generous,
— sympathizing

unselfish

—

heart,

and

man
most

utterly-

with the op-

pressed wherever found, and fearless
in denouncing the oppressor ; the whole
beautiful framework of his character,
adorned and enlivened by fervent piety,
and the genial, heaven-born flame of

His very faults endeared him
the more to the people by Avhom he was
surrounded, and to their posterity in
our own day; for they, indeed, "leaned

charity.

to virtue's

side,''

and sprang,

extent, from his real virtues.

and

some
He was

to

might be, reckless in exposing himself to danger guileless he
was and unsuspecting, and, therefore,
incautiously regardless of the plans and
plots of his powerful enemies.
Had he
rash,

it

—

possessed greater discernment of character, and practised
even ordinary
caution, he might have escaped, at
least,

with

life.

And yet, when^we come

to consider the all but omnipotent

power

of his enemies, their ferocious hatred of

the old faith and

its ministers,

and the

—

;
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unhappy

state

of the country at the

period in question, we must conclude
that nothing short of a miracle could
have saved the ill-fated priest.
Father Sheehy was born at Fethard,
in the county Tipperary.
His parents
were in easy circumstances, and connected with several of the most respectable Catholic families of the county.
While yet in his early childhood,
Nicholas was sent to France for his
education, it being then a capital crime
in those penal days for a Catholic gentleman to employ such teachers at home
as he could alone entrust with his son s
tuition.
Catholic education was forbidden under the most severe penalties,
so that the gentry, who alone had the
means of doing so, were reduced to the
necessity of sending their sons to Louvain or St. Omers, Salamanca or VallaOf that time well might Davis
dolid.
sing
:

<^

Oh weep

those
Ireland
Oh weep those
When godless
!

When
!

days, the penal days,
hopelessly complain'd
days, the penal days
persecution reign^

;

—
FATHER SHEEHY.
When, year by
For

5

year,

and peer,
Fresh cruelties were made by law,
And, fiird with hate,
serf

Our senate sate
To weld anew each fetter's

flaw."

Nicholas Sheeliy early manifested a
desire to embrace the priestly state,
and while still young was admitted to
Holy Orders. Alas little dreamed the
prelate who anointed his head with the
consecrated oil that it was one day to be
severed from its trunk by a public execution, and to moulder away, on the
summit of a pole, a spectacle of joy and
exultation to the arch-fiends of the as!

cendancy

And

thought
the sanguine, light-hearted youth that
he w^as destined to fall beneath the
sword of justice. But what do I say ?
justice ! no
let me not so far prostitute
that sacred word as to apply it to the
!

just as

little

—

fell practices,

the nefarious arts of which

he was the victim. None, in a word,
could have foreseen Nicholas Sheehy's
end on the day of his orjiination, when
he stood before the altar in the vigour

—
THE FATE OF
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aad the bloom of youth, his fine oval
face beaming with the consciousness of
that mental power which he was then
devoting to the service of his Maker
his young heart glowing with the love
of God, and with charity towards all
Yet had any one been able
mankind.
to draw aside at the moment the veil
which overhung futurity, in all probability the new-made priest would not
have shrunk from contemplating his
fate^^

—his martyrdom.

was only a limited, and very small
number of priests who were allowed to
exercise their priestly functions, and as
It

they were altogether insufficient for the
spiritual wants of the people, hundreds

young

continually
braved the terrors of death and torture
to bestow on the poor, sufiering Catholics
Of this
the consolation of religion.

of zealous

priests

number was Father Sheehy,

at least for

several years after his ordination, during

which time he had been
''

caught in the

repeatedly

that is to say,
administering the sacraments, or saying
Mass, or perchance, instructing the
act,^^

FATHER SHEEHY.
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people in the doctrines of their religion.
He had been arrested each time and
formally tried, but, by some means or
other, had. as often escaped conviction.
He was subsequently appointed .to a
parish by his bishop, to the great delight of his parishioners,

to

whom

he

had already endeared himself by his
firm assertion of their rights on everjr
occasion.
He was ever the friend of
the oppressed, and the bountiful benefactor of the poor, to the full extent of
his limited means ; and, as gratitude is
a prominent trait in the genuine, unsophisticated Irish heart, it was no
wonder that Father Sheehy wielded a
powerful influence over the surrounding
peasantry.

But,

unfortunately for himself, the
made him so dear
to the poor, persecuted Catholics excited in a corresponding degree the
hatred of their oppressors, the rabid
Orange magistrates and landowners of
the county. These men, amongst whom

same

qualities that

were numbered, to their shame be
said,

several ministers of the

it

Church

THE FATE OF
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by. law established, were banded together in an unholy league for the avowed
purpose of maintaining the Protestant
ascendancy, and forcing their unhappy
tenants to pay the exorbitant rent they
chose to demand, together with tithes,
church rates, '' minister's money," and
various other assessments, imposed on
the people for the support of the English Church in Ireland,
All these were
wrung from a starving peasantry the
Catholic gentry were awed into silence
by the fearful enactments of the Penal
Code, still in operation, and if, perchance, any one of them manifested the

—

slightest desire to assist his oppressed

brethren, it was forthwith
into " a treasonable act/'

construed

Goaded to madness by their accumulated wrongs and sufferings, the people
began

to associate secretly for purposes

of self-defence, and
deny it) for revenge.

resource
for

—

them

also
It

(we cannot
their only

was

so they believed

—there was
—they

neither law nor justice

—

were starving trampled on and outraged in every possible and impossible

FATHER SHEEHY,
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way, and they sternly banded themselves together, resolved to make common cause against the common enemy.
Had it not been for the exertions of the
Catholic priesthood, there is little doubt
but the whole country would have become one scene of anarchy and bloodshed, for the people were athirst for
vengeance, and conscious that from
their rulers they had nothiug to hope.
Yet these very priests were accused of
fomenting rebellion. They were hunted
from place to place, and, when caught,
treated as the vilest criminals, and in
many cases put to an ignominious
death.
Father Sheehy, then, had long been
both feared and detested by the Orange
Magistracy of the day. He was looked
upon as a troublesome man, a dangerous
man, because he feared not to advocate
the cause of the poor, and because his
character for high-souled generosity and
unselfish devotion endeared him to all
the country for miles and miles around.

Many an

attempt had been made, as I
have already shown, to get him out of

THE FATE OF
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the way, but Heaven had so far preserved him from the machinations of
Things were in this posihis enemies.
tion when the Earl of Drogheda was
sent down to the South in command of
a large force, and established his headquarters in a place that has since become famous on another account, for
" 'Twas in the town of nate Clogheen,
Where Sergeant Snap met Paddy Carey,"

that the warlike head of the house of
Moore ensconced himself for the purpurpose of watching the Whiteboys.*
On the very night after Lord
Drogheda's arrival at Clogheen, when
the tired soldiers were fast asleep, and
even the sentries, as they paced their
rounds, could scarcely keep their eyes
open when the silence of midnight
reigned unbroken in the gloom of a

—

moonless night, wild, reckless

men were

called, as I suppose most of my readers
are aware, from the fact of their wearing white
shirts over their clothes in their nocturnal meetings and expeditions.

* So

FATHER SHEEHY.
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gathering in the neighbourhood of the
village, each group and individual as
they met exchanging the password of
the night, and greeting each other with
the secret grasp of sworn brotherhood.
And why this midnight assemblage
why the low, hoarse threats that were
echoed from mouth to mouth, and the
stern expression that might be seen
even through the gloom of night on
every lowering brow ? Oh there was
little need to ask, for the terrible white
shirts, and the blackened faces, and the
'?

!

— —

murderous weapons guns and pistols,
all denoted a
scythes and pitchforks
purpose was
and
that
fearful purpose
a night attack on the newly-arrived

—

British troops.

Some hundreds

of

men were

assem-

bled, evidently of the very lowest classes,
judging by their language and deportThey already far outnumbered
ment.
the soldiers within the town, and still

their

number was

increasing,

little

straggling parties of two and three and
four dropping in at every moment.
In

the fierce excitement of the hour, and

THE FATE OF
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the increasing consciousness of strength

and power, men began to lose their
caution, and threats loud and deep
were heard on every side.
" By the Lord Harry T' cried one
gigantic peasant, as he brandished a
huge pitchfork, "well burn the town
to ashes or we'll ferret the red coats out

of their holes.

If they haven't

put their

heads in the noose this very day my
Come on,
name's not Darby Mullen
boys
we haven't a minnit to lose ;
there's work
enough for us afore
mornin' T
Before a foot had moved in obedience
to this order (for Darby was a man high
in authority amongst the Whiteboys),
a hand was laid on the speaker's arm,
and a deep voice spoke close to his side,
" Darby Mullen, whither would you go?
what is your purpose ?"
Darby started as though stung by an
!

!

—

'^Why, God bless my soul.
Father Doyle, is it you I have here 1
How did you get so near me 1 How
did you get in at all, without the white
adder.

shirt or the black face

T

FATHER SHEEHY.
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Oh as to that," replied the priest,
" the men seemed all to recognize me
as I passed through the crowd, notwithstanding the darkness.
But I ask you
again, what is your purpose ?"
" Why, then, that I mayn't do an ill
**

!

turn, your reverence, but we're going
to

do a

returned the man,

civil thing/'

evasively.

" But what

who knew

all

is if?"

persisted the priest

too well that some despe-

was in view.
" Nothin', in the wide world, your
reverence, only to pay Shaun Meskill's*
respects to the gineral in the town beyant, an' to give him an' his men the
welcome they deserve from us. That's
all, Father Doyle, as I'm a livin' man
rate object

this blessed night."

" Blessed night

!"

repeated the priest,

sorrowfully.

" Ah,

my

children,

my

brethren," he

subdued but most impressive tone, '^you may thank God that

went

on, in a

* This was the name by which the Whiteboys spoke amongst themselves of their organization.
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discovered your intention in time to
prevent its execution ; for I know you
will not go against my bidding wlien I
tell you to return quietly to your homes.
Alas what a change has been wrought
in you by suffering and oppression when
you could deliberately steal on sleeping
I

!

men

—even

though they were your
greatest enemies
and murder them in
cold blood
I know you might easily
overcome these troops, with your superiority of numbers, your weapons, and
your sternness of purpose, taking them,
but then you
moreover, unawares

—

!

—

could not, or would not stop there.
Your passions once aroused, a fearful
massacre would follow, and many of
yourselves would lose your lives, whilst
all who survived would be branded on
heart and brow as murderers
the jails
throughout the country would be filled
to overflowing with doomed wretches,
and your enemies would rejoice in your
having criminated yourselves beyond
forgiveness.
No, my poor fellows do
not this foul thing
Stain not your
souls with this heinous crime, which,

—

!

!

!

FATHER SHEEHY.
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amending your condition,
would but make it an hundred times
worse.
Be advised by me, and return
To-morrow you will
to your homes.
SO far from

rejoice for

A

having obeyed

murmur

of

me

!''

dissatisfaction

ran

through the crowd.
!"
" Ay
that's always how it is
growled Darby, who evidently spoke
!

the feelings of his comrades, ''they'll
never let us have our own way ; if they
did, it's altered times we'd have, for
we'd drive the red-coats, an' the rascally landlords, an' the parsons, an' the
procthors into the say.
I tell you.
Father Doyle, we'll not be said by you
this time

\"

But I command you as a priest of
the Lord not to commit this black,
''

!"

cowardly crime
" Ay !" shouted more than one hoarse
voice, as if the speakers were glad to
catch hold of any feasible excuse for
evading the obnoxious command ; ''ay!
but you're not our priest there's none
of the Ardfinnan boys here the night,
an' Father Sheehy, long life to him

—

B
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isn^t

to the fore to prevent us.

maybe

he was

if

again us

atself

An^

he wouldn't say

!''

you," replied the priest, " I
left Father Sheehy not half an hour
since
he is somewhat indisposed or he
''

I tell

—

would have been with me here, but it
was he who informed me of your intentions, and begged me to hasten hither.
Thank God !" he fervently added,
" thank God I am not too late
Meanwhile the crowd had been thickening more and more, and, whether by
accident or design, had moved consi!''

!

This the
derably nearer the town.
priest saw, and placing himself on the
road right in front of the ringleaders,
he extended his arms towards the people,
his back being turned towards the
village.

''Once more
cried with

I

command

you,'^

he

solemnity, ''and
the love you bear your

thrilling

adjure you by
country and your religion, to turn back
while yet your hands are unstained
with blood
Do what you propose to
do, and the curse of God shall fall
!

—

;

FATHER SHEEHY.
heavily on you and yours
ding,
^

and you

will

have

;
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do

my

my

bid-

blessing

and the blessing of God T'
A backward motion of the crowd was
suddenly perceptible. Wild and lawless as the poor fellows were, there was
not one who did not shrink from the
dread alternative proposed by the priest,
that of disobeying him and incurring
For a moment there was
God's anger.
a sullen murmur of disapprobation
then grumbling voices were heard reproaching the priest with having come
between them and revenge. But Father
Doyle saw that he had gained his point
and silently awaited the result. Very
soon the crowd began to diminish
white shirts were seen through the
darkness straggling over the common
in all directions, and in half an hour

from

amongst the Whiteboys, Father Doyle stood alone on the
midnight waste, with hands clasped
and head bowed down, and tears
streaming from his aged eyes.
''
Thanks be to Thee,
he
God
murmured, *' thanks that Thou hast
his appearance

!''
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permitted

me

to

save these poor un-

happy men from the commission of a
crime which would only render their
miserable existence more wretched still.
When,
my God when wilt Thou
vouchsafe to lighten their heavy load ?
!

When

shall

warded and
to

suffer

—

their temptations

how long
how long,

less grievous

be

their faithfulness

?

re-

become

are they

still

Lord

how

!

long T And then the old man slowly
turned and retraced his steps to the
house where he had left Father Sheehy
in bed.

When

Father Doyle related the

fore-

going scene, his brother-priest raised
" Well, I
himself quickly on his arm.
am thankful to God and to you,'' he
said, ^' that you have succeeded— and
yet and yet, if ever men were w^arranted in taking the law into their own
hands, it would be these very men
I declare to you, friend,'' he added
warmly, ^* I can hardly blame them, for
I believe they have shown more forbearance than any people ever did before under the same circumstances.

—

!
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From my

heart I pity tliem, and I
would willingly lay down my life to
better their condition.

Nobody doubts it, man, nobody
doubts it,'' returned Father Doyle, with
" But now,'^
a good-humoured smile.
''
he added,
you must lie down and be
still,
ril go and look for a bed in some
other part of the house.
Good night,
''

and God

bless

you

T'

A few days after, on a raw cold evening, as the rector of the parish, the

Rev.

John Hewitson by name, reclined luxuriously in an easy-chair before his
parlour

fire,

sipping occasionally the

contents of a beautiful silver tankard
which stood on a small table at his
right hand, his burly form encased in
a dressing-gown of rich brocade, and
his round red face glowing with the
fumes of the generous wine and the
heat of the coal fire before him, a tap
was heard at the door, and instantly
his own servant ushered in a woman
wrapped up in an old grey cloak, the
hood of which was thrown over her
head so as almost to conceal her face.

!

20
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Dropping a low curtsey, and a " sarvent, sir !" she remained standing near
the door, which the servant still held
half open in his hand, while the minister
regarded the intruder with a scowling
At last he spoke,
glance of inquiry.
''

I say,

" The

Lanty,
divil

who is this person T
a know I know, sir

your reverence's pardon, for it's
mighty careful she is about lettin' her
She says she has private
face be seen.
business with your reverence.''
So saying, Lanty closed the door with a waggish leer on his thin, sharp features.
'*Well, my good woman,'' said the
portly rector, ''what is your business
with me ? You had better be quick,
!"
as my time is exceedingly precious
''
I suppose your reverence has heard
of the wonderful great meetin' that took
place the other night on the commons
abroad," began the woman in a bold,
askin'

confident tone.
" Of course I have, but what of thaf?"
" Why, nothing, plase your honor,
only I thought you might be wantin'

witnesses for the thrials."

FATHER SHEEHY.
Wanting witnesses
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!''

repeated the
rector slowly, as he eyed the muffled
figure still more closely; ''why, yes,
we are always on the look out for respectable evidence, seeing that many
undoubted criminals do escape in these

unhappy days for want of evidence.
Of course, my good woman, we are most

—

anxious to procure witnesses always
provided they be of decent character.
Mind that, I say l''
"To be sure, your reverence, to be
sure
I know it's dacent witnesses you
want, an' that's why I come to offer
!

myself.^'

"And who may

you be/' inquired
"
the rector,
who are so willing to run
the risk of telling the truth, at a time

when we can

scarcely find one individual bold enough to come forward
and give testimony
"
name is McCarthy, your honor's

V

My

—Ann

McCarthy, sir, and I'll
make bould to say you'll not get a

reverence

betther witness in all Tipperary, for I
wouldn't be a bit daunted if the judge
himself was to question me on the table.

22
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Troth, I wouldn^t, sir, an' it isn't many
could say that for themselves.''
'^
Well, well !'' said Hewitson, cutting
her self-laudation short, ''but against
whom can you, or will you swear T
*'

Why,

to be sure. 111 swear against

any one you

please''

—but

rector frown, she quickly

seeing the

added

—

''

the

!"

one
" The priest T cried the rector, starting from his chair, '' what priest ?"
''
Ay there it is what priest does
your reverence think it is T
'*Sheehy is it nof?" inquired the
churchman in an eager tone, alternating

priest, sir, for

—

!

—

between hope and
*'

Why, who

fear.

else

should

—

it

be, an'

who else is at
plase your reverence %
the bottom of all these doings T
Hewitson grasped the bell with a
trembling hand, and pulled it with
nervous haste.
Lanty was not slow in
appearing, when his master ordered him
to have the groom saddle a horse, and
ride over with a message to Sir Thomas
Maude. Lanty lingered a moment and
contrived to get round in front of the

—
FATHER SHEEHY.
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as to have a
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view of her

was now somewhat more
One glance was enough, and

face, Avhich

exposed.
with a slight nod, as though he said to
himself, '*It's just as I thought, ^^ he
was about to leave the room, when he
heard his master say
" So, Mistress Ann McCarthy, you
can plump it home against him V
''
Mistress Ann McCarthy !'' repeated
Lanty, with a low, chuckling laugh ;
*'oh, then, the devil a bone of a
McCarthy is in her skin. Why, your
reverence, it's Moll Dunlea that s under
Sure I got
the hood
sorra one else.
a peep at her face this very minnit, an'
Td know her squint among a thousand.
Mistress Ann, inagh
oh, then, faith,
takin'
she's
your reverence to the fair,
as she took many a one before now.''
''
Silence, you scoundrel !" cried his
master, angrily ; " I suppose the decent
woman has her reasons for concealing
her real name.
Go and do what I told
you."
" In coorse I will, sir ;" and Lanty
:

—

!

sidled

out of

the

room,

muttering,
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''dacent woman! wisha, then, whatll
the world come to at last T
" And now, honest woman," said the
rector, apparently oblivious of Lanty's

may

ask what it is that
induces you to inform against this plotAre you a papist V
ting priest ?
" Wisha, troth,'' was the answer, *' I
don't bother my head about religion one
way or the other all's alike to me.
But, for your honors question,'' she
hastily added, ''sure they tell me you re
givin Jifty pounds and a new shuit from
top to toe that's what I call dacent
discovery,

''

I

;

—

And

the respectable witness
that was to be perpetrated a knowing
wink with her left eye.
*'
But I suppose you are aware, my
good woman, that we have oiie witness
pay!''

already r'
"Faith, I do know it well, but he's
In coorse, it's
not worth a traneen.
the omadhaun, John Bridge, you mane

— him

I hear,

Whiteboyism an',
Mr. Bagwell got him to inform

that's in for

;

by the hardest of treatment. Sure his
oath isn't worth much, the creature !"

FATHER SHEEHY.
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I'm thinkin' it*s worth as much as
yours, Moll/' observed our friend Lanty,
who, under pretence of stirring up the
fire, had again made his appearance.
" Of the two I think his is the best,
fool an' all as he is, for every one knows
what makes you hard on the priest, an'
even if your charackter was betther
than it is, people 'ill be sayin' that it's
spite makes you swear, so your oath
isn't worth a button !"
''
Why, what do you mane, you blackguard T cried Moll, as, throwing back
her hood, she turned a pair of squint^'
ing eyes on Lanty.
Haven't you the
divil's own impidence to talk to me in
^*

the way you do V
" An' haven't vou the assurance of
the same ould gintleman to go up on a
let him
table an' swear agin the priest

—

be as he may, when everybody knows
that you did it for revenge V

how is that V
curiosity
his
a little
the
rector,
inquired
'^

For revenge, Lanty

!

excited.

*'Why, your reverence, it seems
Father Sheehy put her out o' the

THE FATE OP
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chapel,

or

cursed

her,

or something

that way, on account o' the bad life
she led, an' ever since she's on the
watch to do him an ill turn. Troth,
sir, she's no great shakes to bring up
for a witness/'

An' what would his reverence expect, 3^ou leprehaun T
retorted Moll,
'^
fiercely.
Who would he get, do you
think, to swear agin a priest, only some
poor outlawed creature like myself?
If I'm not good enough for such dirty
work as that, I'm not good for anything.
So give me no more o' your
impidence, now, or the divil a swear
I'll swear ; an' then his reverence, an'
Sir Thomas, an' the rest o' the gintlemen may go look for dacenter witnesses.
On or off, Mr. Hewitson 1 an' mind, if
I'm to do the business, sir, you must
keep ould hatchet-face there out o' the
room while I'm in it, for he's just talknothing
in' that way for contradiction
**

—

—

else.

you

He

hates the priest as much as
do, but he wants to taunt me, the

ill-conditioned rascal.*'

Lanty was accordingly dismissed, and

;
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Thomas soon after coming in, the
good news was speedily communicated
Sir

to him, whereat he rejoiced exceedingly
for,'^ said he, with a vinegar smile,
which admirably suited his long, lank
visage, *'for now we have this popish
priest under our thumb, and if it be
not our own fault he cannot escape us.
I think, Hewitson, you had better place
this worthy woman under arrest
if
you have no objection/' he added, ad'*

—

dressing the witness.
''
Divil a hair / care where I am,'*

responded Moll carelessly, ''if you'll
only allow me enough of whiskey and
tobaccy to pass the time.
All's one
to Moll Dunlea, if she only gets the
nourishment/'
Being assured that she would have
whatever she desired, Moll dropped a
low curtsey, and then marched off between two servants who were deputed to
lock her up, while the two gentlemen,
drawing their chairs near the fire, sat

down

to discuss their brightening prospects over a fresh supply of claret.
On the following day a small de-
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tachment of soldiers was sent out in
quest of Father Sheehy, but their search

He
was, for the time, unsuccessful.
had said Mass that morning in his
sister's house, but long before the soldiers reached there he was concealed
in a neighbouring cottage, a quantity
of straw being heaped against the door
of a sort of cellar, wherein he was
placed.
For many days the search was
repeated, and as often did the generous,
grateful peasantry succeed in hiding
their beloved pastor from the all-piercing eyes of his persecutors.
They took
it in turn to watch the motions of the
soldiery when out on his trail, and the
most ingenious stratagems were employed by them to screen him from
discovery^
Sometimes he narrowly escaped being caught, for his haunts
began to be known, and at last a proclamation was issued to the effect, that
any one who should henceforward
harbour or assist him in any way should
be treated as an accomplice in his crimes.
This threat made a fearful impression
on the minds of the people, so that
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to shrink from lodging the

persecuted priest, while he himself was
unwilling to compromise their safety,
so that he would remain whole days
and nights hidden amongst the brushwood in the depth of a thicket stealing
at night to some friendly homestead to
procure refreshment.
One evening he determined to make
his way to the house of a farmer at the
very extremity of his parish, joining
that of Ardfinnan.
Intelligence had
reached him that the farmer's wife, a
pious, good woman, was at the point of
death, and, though strongly urged not
to go, he declared that nothing should
prevent him from doing his duty.
^^No,'' said he to his brother-in-law,
Thomas Burke, " Ally Boyce shall not
die without the rites of the Church, if
I can only reach her alive.
Many a
time has she ministered to my wants,
and sheltered me from the enemy, since
I have been a houseless wanderer, and,
with God's help. Til not desert her now
in her hour of need.
God's blessing be
with you, Thomas,'' and he wrung the

—
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outstretched hand with even unusual
''I won't say good-bye to
"warmth.
Kitty, for I know she'd be only trying

me not to go. Give her
anyhow, and should you never

to persuade

my

love,

see

me

again in

life,

don't forget

me

So now, here goes

your prayers.

in

in

!''

God's name
" But, for God's sake. Father Nicholas,
dear, let me go with you !" said Burke,
entreatingly ; " it's wearing late, and
!"
you have a long road to travel
''
Not for the world, Tom, not for the
world would I consent to what you

Eemember your

propose.

and

wife

and

God, your first
Not a step farther,
duty is to them.
if there be danger, I
I insist upon it
And gently pushalone."
it
will meet
children,

that, after

—

brother-in-law into the house,
he closed the door, and making the
sign of the cross upon his forehead and
ing: his

breast,

walked

swiftly

away through

the deepening gloom of twilight.
The
roads were deserted as he passed along,
for, unless on a night when the Whiteboys held a meeting, or went out on an
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excursion, not a soul ventured, or dared
venture, to leave their homes without

" It

not very likely
that the soldiers are about to-night,''
muttered the priest to himself, " and it
is so far best, for I see the lady moon
begins to show her fair face over yonder
hill.
I must strike off through the field,
however, for I am doubly exposed to
danger on the high road/'
He had already got within a mile of
the house, w^hen, forgetting his caution
for a moment, he sprang over a stile,
and dashed along a narrow bridle-road,
or boreen, which he knew to be a short
cut to Boyce's house.
The road was
shaded on one side by a high hawthorn
hedge, and he had only advanced a few
paces, Avhen he was made sensible of his
indiscretion by the sight of three men,
who stood close to the bushes where the
shade was deepest. He was moving on,
without appearing to notice them, when
one of them called out
"Why, then, Father Sheehy, is it
yourself that's in it 1 What's your hurry
this fine evening T
actual necessity.

is

:
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"Maybe

his reverence is goin' over

to the Glebe to

pay a

visit to the rector/'

said another, jeeringly.
''Well, at any rate,

he can
take time to give us his blessinV suggested the third, and all three laughed
it's

like

uproariously.

my friends, you have the
advantage of me/' said the priest, still
hastening on, but two of the men quickly
seized him by either arm, while the
third walked close behind.
''
Fellow !" said Father Sheehy aloud,
'*
what is the meaning of this 1 whither
" Keally,

would you take me V
" Oh
then you 11 soon know that,
priest darlin
well not keep you long
But stir yourin the dark about it.
!

!

man

have to give
you a touch of what you won't relish.
If you knew but all, we're going to pay
you great respect entirely, for in a few
minutes we'll introduce you to one o' the
self,

alive, or we'll

you, sir,
though you don't seem to b'lieve a word
of it
an' sure that's no wonder anyking's officers.

—

It's

truth I

tell
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an honour no popish priest

could ever expect/'
Father Sheehy was silent he was
meditating on the chances of escape,
and looking eagerly for an opportunity
His captors
to make a bold attempt.
had struck into the high road, and were
rapidly approaching a ruinous building
which had once been a comfortable
farm-house.
The moon was now high
in the firmament, and her silvery light
shed a glory over the sleeping landscape, imparting a spectral look, however, to the shattered walls and frameless windows of the ruin.
*'
Wouldn't that be a fine place, now,
for the rascally Whiteboys to hide in V
said one of the men in a low voice, as
though he really had some misgivings
*'
But then, they're
on the subject.
too cowardly to come abroad in the
moonlight they're like the owls, an'
only venture out in the dark.''
By this time they were full in front
of the ruins, the gaping doorway of
which was dark as a churchyard vault,
c

—

—
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when a
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commotion was heard

within.

—

" Shaun Meskill for ever
up, boys,
!'^
and at them
shouted a hoarse, sup!

pressed voice in Irish, and at the wellknown sounds the ruffians who held the
priest turned pale as ashes.
loud
noise was heard within the building
a man in a white shirt stood in the
dark doorway, and, as though terrorstricken by this confirmation of their
fears, the fellows flung the priest from
them, and exclaiming, " There he is, if
!''
they ran off as
it's him you want
fast as their limbs would carry them,
nor ventured once to look back till they
came up with the party of soldiers who
were out in search of the priest. Had
they cast a look behind they would have

A

seen nothing to justify their fears, and
the loud laugh that echoed from the
ruin as a stalwart arm drew the priest
lessened
in, would, perchance, have
their apprehensions.
" Why, how is this
inquired the

T

priest, seeing

that the

man who had
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appeared at the door was entirely alone:
'^
I thought you had a party here/^
"Sorra one but myself, plase your
reverence/^ said Jemmy Boyce, for he

was
watch
it

;

*'

I

went

out,

you

see, sir,

to

bekase poor Ally's so
eager to see you, an' I hadn't gone very
far when what should I see but yourself comin' walkin' along betune two of
Maude's men, an' another of them right
at your back.
Och, wasn't I terrified
at the sight, for I knew there was a
party of sojers a'most within call, an' I
hadn't time to go look for help.
As
God would have it, I thought of this
ould buildin' when I seen the way they
were takin' you, so I crep along betune
hedges and ditches till I got in here.
Then, thinks I to myself, *if I could
only make them b'lieve that there's a
lot o' the boys in the place, they'd be
sure to run for their lives,' so, bedad,
your reverence, I peeled ofi" every stitch
to the very shirt, and that itself, an' I
put it on over the rest o' my clothes,
and then I roused the shout as you
hard yourself, an' I made such a racket
for you,
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that they must a' thought there was a
houseful o' men in it ; sure enough, the
Orange rascals did run for it thanks
be to God that I got your reverence

—

safe out o' their clutches."

" An'

many thanks
!"

to you, too,

my

with
deep emotion, as he shook the sinewy
hand of the honest farmer. "May the
trusty

friend

said

the

priest,

Lord requite you here and hereafter for
the service you have rendered to me
this night.
Now let us hasten to your
poor wife, and God grant we may be
in time

!"

Boyce quickly took off the shirt which
had proved so useful, thrust it into his
pocket, and then hurried home with the
priest.

To

their great joy they found

Ally still alive, and Father Sheehy had
the happiness of administering to her
the last solemn rites of religion.
Two
hours after she breathed her last, and
the priest was carefully concealed.
In
all the grief of the afflicted family, his
safety was not forgotten.
What was the rage and mortification
of the outwitted captors when, coming
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back to the ruin a few minutes after,
with the whole detachment of soldiers,
they found only the bare walls not a
vestige of priest or Whiteboy was to be

—

—the

ghostly ruin was silent all
and tenantless, and the discomfited
guides, in addition to the loss of the
reward, were forced to bear the scoffs
and jibes of the soldiers.
seen
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CHAPTER

IL

THE CHURCHYAED OF SHANDRAGHAN.

There was

in those days a lone house

standing close by the old churchyard of
Shandraghan and it may be there still
for aught I know to the contrary
with
''
its windows looking out into
the lone
place of tombs/' In Father Sheehy's
time it was occupied by a farmer named
Griffith, who was a kind-hearted, upright man, though a Protestant.
The
priest had at one time rendered him a
signal service, and Griffith was not the
man to forget it. He had been known
to say that Father Sheehy was a
wronged and persecuted man, at the
same time expressing a wish that he
could do anything to assist him.
His

—

—

good dispositions were speedily put to
the test, for one evening, about an hour
before sundown, as he sat alone by the
fire smoking his pipe, who should come
in but the priest himself, disguised as a
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mendicant, with a huge wallet slung
over his shoulder.
*'
Good evening, Billy/' said the pretended beggar, as he doffed his tattered
caubeen, and flung his bag on the
** How is all with youT'
earthen floor.
" Why, then, indeed, good man, you

have the odds of me," said Grifiith, regarding the stranger with a quiet smile,
*'
but we're all well, thanks to you for
askin\
Sit down an' take an air o' the
fire this

far the

could evenin'.

day

Did you

travel

V

" I see you don't know me, Billy f
said the priest, sitting down by the fire,
and spreading his hands to catch the
'*Did you ever see
genial warmth.
1"
and
he turned so that
this face before
the light fell full on his care-worn
features.

and drew back involuntarily.
*'Why, as I'm a livin'
man, it's Father Sheehy himself."
"Sure enough it is!" replied the
priest, with a mournful smile, '*you
see I've got the bag* at last."
Grifiith started

* That

is

to say, turned beggar.
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But what

in the

world brings you

here T asked Griffith in great agitation ;
*' don't
you know they're not far off
that's seekin' you night and day?
I
seen the sojers passin' not twenty
minutes agone, an' they may be back
this way before long."
*'
I know all that, Griffith, an* it's the
very reason why you see me here.
I
have so often bafl3.ed my pursuers that
they're getting to be too sharp for me ;
they don't leave a Catholic house unvisited, and they destroy all before

them

;

so I

must put an end

to this

state of things, for I cannot bear to see

my account. I will
give myself up
but not to these vultures who are thirsting for my blood.
If I can only conceal myself a few days,
till I can write to Dublin and get back
an answer, I will then disburden my
friends of a heavy charge.
You are a
Protestant they will not suspect you
of harbouring me, Griffith
will you
afford me a shelter ?
I know you are
others suffer on

—

—

!

incapable of being tempted by the reward offered for my apprehension, and

—
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have

full
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confidence in your

kindly feelings towards meJ'
''An' so you may, sir, so you may/^
said Griffith, rising from his seat,

and

extending his hand to the priest, while
the glow of honest satisfaction suffused
**
his sun-browned cheek.
Youll find,

Father Sheehy, that you didn't lean on
a rotten stick and that William Griffith
never forgets a good turn, if it was the
Pope himself that did it.^ But where
I'd just
in the world can I hide you ?
as soon the children didn t get sight of
you, if it could be helped/'
The fact was that the house did not
afi'ord a single hiding-place, and the
out-houses were not to be relied on
unless the whole family were in the
secret.
They were then standing at a
window, overlooking the churchyard,
and the priest suddenly said
1
*'
Is there not an old vault yonder i^
the grave-yard belonging to some family
now extinct ? I have heard people say
so.
Could I not hide there in the daytime as I have only two or three day^^^
to provide for
and you might probably •#

—

:

—

—
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be able to admit me into the house at
night, without your sons knowing anything of

it

T

" The plan's a good one, sir !'' said
Griffith, in a melancholy tone, '' but it
would be an unnatural place to hide in.
a fearful thing for the livin' to be
shut up among the dead ; an I don't
like it at all, sir, if it could be helped."
'^
Ay, that s the question if it could
be helped. But I see no other prospect
for concealment, and as I have never
willingly or knowingly injured living
man, I have no reason to shrink from
abiding a day or two in the dwelling of
Better there than in the
the dead.
hands of Maude or Bagwell's emisIt's

—

saries."
<c

suppose we can't
do better ; and then I can let you in
here every night till you get something
to eat an' drink, an' a few hours' comBut the boys will soon
fortable rest.

Well

be in

—

sit

!

well

!

down,

sir,

I

sir,

if

you

please,

till

you a bit to eat."
Having made a hasty meal of oaten
cake, eggs, and milk, Father Sheehy

I get
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now

almost dark/' said
my hidingplace for a few hours, till your family
are gone to bed.
Just show me the
door of the vault,'' he added, with a
rose.

he,

^*

'*It is

and

I

forced smile,

must

retire to

"and

leave me to introCome,
inmates.

duce myself to its
come, Billy, why do
shake your head ?
very well that the

you

stare so

and

Don't you know
mouldering dead
are safer company for a doomed man
like me than many of the living ?
ha! har
His laugh was wild and unnatural,
and it made Griffith shudder. He spoke
not another word, but beckoned the
priest to follow, and led him out by the
back-door, and round the end of the
" There's
house into the graveyard.
the door, sir!" he said, pointing to a
low, narrow door, which, being a little

lower than the surface of the ground,
was reached by a few steps, green and
mossy from long disuse. The door was
old and crazy, and merely rested against
the aperture.
The priest descended the
steps with a single bound, and lifting
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the worm-eaten door aside looked into
the vault.
But he could not see even
its extent, for within it was dark as
midnight.
Even the brave, bold heart
in Father Sheehy's breast shrank from
entering there at that hour.
*'Go,"
said he to Griffith, who still lingered,
" I can easily secrete myself now in the
dim light from any one passing the
I
road by keeping close to the wall,
need not intrude on the peaceful slumbers of the dead till the morning light
compels me, owl-like, to seek the darkness. But go into the house, my worthy
friend, for I hear some one coming down

the road.''

In this strange retreat the persecuted

remained some four or five days,
sitting all the day on a large stone which
he found in the old vault, reading his
Breviary, as well as he could, by the
dim light which came through the wide
priest

chinks of the door, meditating the while
on the lives of the first Christians in the
Catacombs, and combating his natural
aversion to the place by the remembrance of the great St. Anthony volun-

FATHER SHEEHY.
tarily retiring to the
baffle his spiritual

"

And

himself,

I
''

too/'

tombs in order

to

enemies.

he communed with

may

I too
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profit

by a

brief

It will
sojourn in this dreary place.
prepare me for the approaching time
when I shall be called upon to enter
the world of spirits.
Let me, then, endeavour to profit by the occasion, and
meditate on the eternal truths while
only the dead are near the silent, longPlaced, as it were,
forgotten dead.
between the two worlds a link between
death and life let me consider how I
stand before God how I am prepared
to account for my stewardship at the
bar of Divine Justice/'
Engaged in such meditations as these
he heeded not the flight of time, nor
sighed for a return to the busy, bustling
world. But the aff^airs of men
even

—

his

own

— were

—
—

—

—

moving

on.

He had

written a letter to Mr. Secretary Waite,
ofi'ering to give himself up provided his
trial might take place in the Court of
King's Bench, in Dublin, and not in
Clonmel, where the power of his enemies

—
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was supreme and despotic. An answer,
accepting his proposal, came, addressed
to his brother-in-law,

who brought

it

That

evening
Father Sheehy ventured to go home
with Burke, took an affectionate leave
of his weeping sister, and set out achimself

to

Griffith.

companied by his brother-in-law, for
the house of Mr. O'Callaghan, a magistrate of high standing and unblemished
To him Father Sheehy
reputation.
surrendered himself, on condition that
he was to be sent to Dublin and Mr*
O'Callaghan showed himself well worthy
;

of the trust reposed in him, for he treated

him with

the respect due to his
priestly character and his long sufferings.
He sent to Clogheen for a troop
of horse to escort him in safety, fearing
to trust the Orange constables by whom
every magistrate was then surrounded.
When all was in readiness for Father
Sheehy^s departure, his brother-in-law
came up to him, and said in a low voice,
as he WTung his hand at parting
"Your cousin, Martin O'Brien, is
all

:

going up to town to-day.

He

will re-

—
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you as lie possibly can,
render you any little service

as near

so as to

may

be in his power/^ Then rais'*
ing his voice he added
May the Lord
bless you, Father Nicholas, and deliver
you from the hands of your enemies l"
''Amen T' responded the priest. ''Tell
Catherine to be sure and pray for me
and you, too, Thomas you, too, for it
is written that
the prayer of the righteous availeth much/
God be with you
till I see you again, and if Ave do not
that

:

—

'

meet

here,

we

shall

meet in heaven

at least I hope so."

Father Sheehy was then placed on a
horse between tw^o of the dragoons, and
having exchanged a kind farewell with
Mr. O'Callaghan, he turned his horse,
as did the soldiers, and the troop rode
off.
The priest pulled his hat over his
brow, and was speedily lost to surrounding objects, his thoughts being
intent on the probable issue of his approaching trial.
But his trust was in
God, and however it might end, he
resolved to regard the decision as com-*
ing from the great Judge of all, the
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Disposer of events, and, therefore, to
be received with entire submission. It
was early in the morning when the
prisoner and his guard left Mr. O'Callaghan's house, and at eight o'clock in
the evening they stopped before the
arched gateway of the Lower Castle
The officer's summons was anYard.
swered by a sentry from within, and
very soon the heavy gates were thrown
open, the troop rode into the yard, and
Father Sheehy was duly delivered to
the proper authorities, "to be kept till
As the doors of the prison
called for/'
closed, he thanked God that he was
not in Clonmel jail, but at the same
time he made an offering of himself to
God, saying
"
Lord ! do with me what thou
:

wilt!

Thou knowest what

is

best for

me r
Leaving Father Sheehy immured in
that prison where he was not destined
to remain long, let us go back some
months to bring forward an occurrence
too little known, yet honourable alike
to a public functionary of those days,
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and the people by whom his upright
conduct was so well appreciated.*
At an eariy period of these agrarian
disturbances in the South, the government of the day had appointed a special
commission to examine into the real
state of the case, and to try the offenders
(whether real or supposed) who had
been taken into custody.
Many of the
most respectable Catholics had been
tried, Father Sheehy amongst the number, and if the whole country was not
plunged in mourning by the loss of
many useful lives, it was not the fault
of the zealous Orange magistrates, or
their formidable phalanx of witnesses,
for certainly they all did their duty and
did it well so well, in fact, that they
overshot the mark, and made the conspiracy into which they had entered so
broadly manifest that the whole proThis was
ceedings fell to the ground*
owing, in great measure, to the strict
* Plowden relates this fact in his History of
Ireland, and Dr. Madden mentions it on his
authority in his Historical Introduction to the
Lives and Times of the United Irishmen.
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sense of justice

and keen

legal

acumen

of Sir Richard Acton, Lord Chief Justice

of the

sent

The

Common

Pleas,

who had been

down

to preside on the occasion.
uprightness and impartiality of that

excellent judge were indeed remarkable

and worthy

of all praise, at a time

when

ran so high that it was
deemed a crime to show any sympathy

partizanship

and when
character was

for the suffering of the people,

every trial of a political
expected to end in the conviction of the
accused.
But Sir Richard Acton was
far above the gross prejudices of the
time when seated on the bench he
divested himself of all party antipathies
or predilections, and really appears to
have given his decision on the actual
merits of the case before him.*
Many of the accused were, therefore,
honourably acquitted, and they being,
as may be supposed, the most respectable in character and prominent in
position of the Catholic community, the

—

^ Dr. Madden aptly styles Sir Kichard Acton

"the Fletcher

of his day."
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over the country.
The people were, in fact, transported
with joy, for hitherto, in all such cases,
prosecution was sure to end in conviction, and conviction in banishment or
rejoicing

all

death.

was morning, a mild, fair morning,
and the sun had already ascended
It

half-way towards his meridian height,
when a carriage-and-four, containing Sir
Eichard Acton and a barrister, who had
accompanied him from town, drove out
of Clonmel, and moved rapidly away on
the Dublin road.
About two miles from
Clonmel the coachman suddenly pulled
up and informed Sir Eichard that there
was a great crowd of people on the road
before them.
" I don't know what they're about,
my lord," said the man, " but they're a
wild-looking

and I don't half like
their appearance.
I'm afraid they're
some of the Whiteboys, your lordship."
" Well, suppose they be," replied the
Chief Justice, ''you need not look so
terrified.
From what I have seen of
them, they are far from being the bloodset,
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thirsty savages

they are represented.
!"

Drive on, Eobin
The man obeyed for a moment, but
had only gone a short way when he
stopped again*
'*
Please your lordship, Fm afraid of
my life to go on. Your lordship knows
very well how they hate the law and all
belonging to it, and it's short work
they'll make of us all if they know
who's in the carriage. As sure as your
lordship's sitting there, they'll tear us

limb from limb, and they'll
first that's

outside

fall

on

me

!"

Eichard and his companion
laughed heartily at the doleful countenance of the coachman, yet though
Sir

neither showed any

symptoms

of fear,
prudent to see

the barrister deemed it
what the gathering meant.
" With your permission, Sir Eichard,
I will walk on before the carriage, and
see what they are about.
If they have
any evil intention in awaiting us here,
it must be you who stand in the greatest
danger, and it may be well for you to
keep out of sight. It is true these Tip-

!
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perary Whiteboys have no great love
for the

law or

its

not this
awaiting w."

like

*'

"

administrators,

assemblage,

and

I

evidently

Nay,'' said the Chief Justice, calmly,

if their

intention be hostile

we cannot

now

escape them, and I will not conyou should expose yourself
even to possible danger on my account.
Somehow, I cannot persuade myself that
there is danger but we shall soon
know how the matter stands. Drive
drive on, I say
on, Eobin
no one
sent that

—

!

will

!

harm you T

"0

Lord, Sir Richard, here they arel
they're coming towards us, as Fm a
They'll kill us all, my lord
sinner.
they will, they will ! Oh then, wasn't
I the unlucky man to undertake to
drive a judge's carriage through this
bloodthirsty Tipperary T
He had scarcely spoken when the
horses were stopped by the brawny
arms of the tall mountaineers, and
many loud voices were heard on either
''
side of the carriage.
Isn't it Judge
that's
Acton
within T
Robin was

—

!

—
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scarcely able to keep his seat on hear-

ing this supposed confirmation of his
He sat pale and trembling
worst fears.
box,
the
whip and the reins fell
the
on
from his nerveless grasp, and he could
only murmur some inarticulate words
in reply.
''

Yes/' said the Chief Justice, putting
his head out of the window, '' I am Sir
Eichard Acton ; what is your business
with me T
"Business! oh, then, sorra business
in the world wide, your lordship's honor,
only to thank you from our hearts out
for what vou did in the town athin.
We daren't say what we wanted to say
there, please your lordship, bekase the
sojers ud be set on to keep us quiet,
and the magistrates, bad cess to them
'ud be making it out trayson if we raised
our voices at all, at all.
But we can't
let you lave Tipperary without thankin'
you, and lettin' you know that we'll
!"
never forget your goodness to us all
!

Sir Eichard turned to his

companion

with a benevolent and, moreover, a gratified smile on his face
:

!
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—

" I told you SO ^I told you they were
not likely to do us any harm.
But I
did not tell you of this overflowing
gratitude, for I could not possibly have
anticipated any such thing."
Turning again to the peasants who
stood hat in hand round the carriage
windows ** My very good friends, you
take me somewhat by surprise.
I have
done nothing that entitles me to such
an expression of gratitude. As a judge
I have simply done my duty, favouring
neither one side nor the other."
**An* that's jist what we want to
:

thank you for.
We want no favour,
but only a fair thrial. Justice, my lord,
justice is all we ask, and that s what
your lordship gave us.
May the great
God in heaven have mercy on you when
you stand before him to be judged
And well pray for you every day we
have to live, an' well tache our little
ones to pray for you, too, bekase you
gave law an' justice to the people.''
''
Ay !" cried one taller than the rest,
being, indeed, our acquaintance.

Darby

Mullen, '4f judges an' magisthrates was
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all like

his lordship, there needn't be

any Whiteboys in Tipperary, or anywhere else for that matter T'
Here some women, crushing their

way through

the

excited

multitude,

held up their little children, crying,
" There he is now look at him, alanna!
for maybe you*d never see the likes
again, barrin' you see himself that's
the judge that gave us fair play,
!

—

astore
''

him

I"

May

the blessin'

an' his,

now

o'

God be about

an' for evermore/'

Fall back there, all o' you !" roared
a stentorian voice, and a space being
cleared, the horses were in a twinkling
taken from the carriage, and, notwith''

standing Sir Richard's earnest remonstrance, the brawny fellows laid hold of
the shafts, and drew the vehicle along
with amazing swiftness, while the hills
around re-echoed with the shouts of the
warm-hearted, grateful peasantry
" Hurrah for the English judge that
wasn't afeared or ashamed to do us
justice
Acton for ever !"
"Three cheers more, boys! jist to
:

!
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and the other

man what

jintle-

The
a Tipperary cheer is
three cheers which followed might well
have made the Bagwells, and the Maudes,
and the Hewitsons turn pale and tremble, while it brought the tears to the
eyes of the upright judge.
When at length the carriage stopped,
and the horses were once more put to.
Sir Eichard presented a bank-bill of
considerable amount to the first who
appeared at the window.
But the man
drew back almost indignantly.
" Take it, friend,'' said the judge
in a kindly tone, '*just to have you
all drink my health this raw, chilly
!''

morning.''

"No,

your lordship, not a rap
we'll take
As for drinkin' your health,
well do it, plase God, at our own expense.
Now you may drive on," he
said to Eobin, who had long ago re''
covered his self-possession.
You were
daunted at first, my lad we could see
that, but you know nothing at all about
us, or you wouldn't.
You're not a Tip
no,
!

!

—

that's plain."
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Farewell, then/' said Sir Eicbard,
taking off his hat, and bowing courteously to the crowd as the carriage rolled
" You have taught me to love
away.
and reverence your virtues, and to make
allowance for your faults Y'
Another enthusiastic cheer rent the
air
the crowd fell back on either side,
and the carriage rolled through, the
people gazing after it as long as it remained in sight, pouring out fervent
blessings on its owner.
**
I tell you,'' said the Chief Justice,
as, sinking back on his seat, he drew a
long breath, " I tell you, my good sir,

—

there

from

is

a fearful moral to be drawn

this scene, illustrative as it is of

Would

every
witnessed
judge in the land could have
Irish

character.

that

itr
*'

Truly, these poor people are vilely
traduced," said the barrister, "and their

them only through a most
medium/'

rulers see

distorted

" Well, Eobin," said Sir Eichard to
his coachman when they stopped to

have the horses

fed,

"what do you
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Not quite

so blood-

!"

your lordship, they're not
the bad name they've
ril be hanged if ever I stand by
got.
and hear them ill-spoken of again, poor
"Why, to hear the gentlemen's
fellows
servants in tilonmel, you'd think the
Might I
Whiteboys were born divils
make free to ask your lordship was there
any Whiteboys among them people on
''Faith,

half as bad as

!

!

the road V
This question was put with an earnestness which brought a smile to the calm,
grave face of the Chief Justice, and made
his

companion laugh

Why, Robin,"

heartily.

said the lawyer,

''

that
rather a puzzling question even for a
judge
How on earth do you suppose
*'

is

!

your master could distinguish a Whiteboy from all others '?"
''
Well, really, Eobin, my good fellow,"
said Sir Richard, with his usual gentleness, " I can scarcely answer your question, but I am inclined to think that by
far the greater

number

were Whiteboys."

of those

men
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And

yet they drew our carriage/'
said he of the whip, musingly, ''though
we were sent down to try them. Well,
''

I protest,

of

them

I don't

for

know what

Whiteboys

''

to

make

!''

Just this, Eobin,'' said the barrister,
with a good-humoured laugh, ''just this,
that the devil himself is not so black as
he's represented.
But be off now and
there's a good fellow,
see to the horses
for we have a long road between us and
!"
dinner
"I say, Sir Eichard," asked the
lawyer, when they were again seated
the carriage, after "stretching their
limbs" by a short walk while the horses
enjoyed their feed, "what is your
opinion of the priest Sheehy 1
What
manner of manner of man do you take
him to be ^
" Just the sort of man who cannot be
tolerated by the petty tyrants who are
determined to keep the people under
their heel.
He is a man of ardent
temperament, bold and reckless as regards his own safety, but keenly alive
to the wants and sufferings of the people
:

m
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I take

him

to be a high-souled,

warm-hearted man,
but imprudent withal, inasmuch as he
takes no pains to conciliate tkose who
have it in their power to do him and
his much mischief.
The consequence
is that the magistrates both fear and
hate him."

A

new

subject

was started of per-

haps more immediate interest, and the
Tipperary trials were dropped for the
time.

#

*

4t

*

*

*

Shortly before Father Sheehy had
given himself up, a fresh commotion
was raised in the neighbourhood of
Clogheen by the sudden and mysterious
disappearance of Bridge, the crownwitness.
This man, it will be remembered from Moll Dunlea s conversation
with the rector, had himself been arrested for Whiteboyism, and being
known to all the country round as a
simple, half-witted creature, the magis-

had judged him a fit subject for
a crown-witness.
He was harmless as
a child, and wholly incapable of either

trates
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conceiving or execnting a malicious proHe repeatedly denied
ject of any kind.
all knowledge of the affairs of the Whiteboys, but his denial went for nothing,
as the magistrates had determined that
he should give information.
They
scrupled not to torture the poor creature, under pretence of making him tell
the truth, till they finally succeeded in
forcing him to swear against certain individuals whose names they suggested
to him.
Father Sheehy was one of the
first mentioned in these dictated depositions, so that Bridge's testimony went
to corroborate that of the amiable and
estimable Moll Dunlea.
All of a sudden, however, Bridge
disappeared, and his fate became an
inscrutable mystery to the whole community. Man, woman, and child talked
of the event, but none could offer any
feasible solution of the enigma.
The
simple peasantry were inclined to rejoice that Bridge was not forthcoming,
''
for,'' said they to each other, " it happens well for poor Father Sheehy. God
keep him out o' the way till the thrials
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are over anyhow, for the crature hasn't
the sense but to swear whatever they

bid him, an'
go."

we

all

know how

it

ud

Ay, but what in the world has come
of him, Paddy T asked our old acquaint*'

ance,

Darby Mullen.

"

God knows

I'd

be sorry for anything bad to happen
him, for he was ever an always a quiet,
harmless crature^
Do you think he
would have the craft to hide himself
a-purpose for fear o' swearing what he
knew wasn't the truth % Myself thinks
he hadn't so much cuteness in him/'
" God knows, Darby, God know^s,"
" But, anyhow,
replied Paddy Carroll.
it's as well he's not to the fore
even
on your account and mine^' he added,

—

significantly.

Darby nodded assent and reached his
pipe to Paddy, inviting him to " take
a dhraw'' in a tone which indicated a
desire to change the subject.

Once escaped from the clutches of
his enemies. Father

Sheehy's natural
goodness of heart and his frank affability of manner failed not to produce
E
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their effect

He was

on those about him.

at j&rst lodged in the provost in the Lower
Castle Yard, but after a cursory examination his innocence

was so apparent to Mr.

Secretary Waite (already prepossessed
in his favour by his letter of capitulation, so to speak) and to Town-Major
Sirr,* that he was at once freed from
all restraint, and permitted to go anywhere within the city limits. Major
Sirr

went

so far as to

become security

for his appearance at the approaching
trial.

" I will never believe,'^ said the goodnatured Town-Major, " that such a man
as he is guilty of the crimes laid to his
charge.
I have had some experience of
those over-zealous worthies in the South

who trump up

plots, thick

keep their hands
1 swear to you

and

fast,

and
goes no

full of business

(of course it

to

;

farther) that in nine cases out of ten it

* This Major Sirr was father to him who exercised such wanton cruelty on the noble but
unfortunate Lord Edward Fitzgerald. A striking verification, surely, of the old proverb, that
*'
many a good father has a bad son."
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they who deserve trial, and not the
poor miserable devils of countrymen
whom they goad to madness with their
is

oppressions and exactions.

—

But that

is

not our affair it is for the judges to
look after that.
This priest, however,
must not be kept in prison, for I see
his innocence as plain as I see your
face.
So FU be his security for appearing when called on let him out on my

—

responsibility

l^'

was Waiters answer, and
Father Sheehy was speedily informed
that until such time as his trial came
on, he was at liberty to go where he
''Agreed!''

pleased, provided he did

not quit the
precincts of Dublin city.
His word of
honour was then taken that he would
appear when called, and with many
expressions of heartfelt gratitude to the
high-minded gentlemen who had dealt
so generously by him, he withdrew, almost a free man.
*
*
*
^
^
*

Nearly

eleven

months had passed

away before Father Sheehy was brought
up for trial, the case being put back
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from time to time under one pretence
or another. During all that long period,
Father Sheehy had been supplied with
funds by his friends in the country,
whom he had the comfort, moreover, of
seeing from time to time, and especially
his favourite cousin, Martin O'Brien,
who, in fact, remained almost constantly with him.
But at length the time came when
his fate was to be decided, and the
summons was given him in the little
chapel of SS. Michael and John, where
he had just said Mass. A silent bow
was his only answer, as he turned and
wallced into the sanctuary, where he
knelt in prayer a few moments before
the Blessed Sacrament, and then arose,
and approached O'Brien, who awaited

him

in the aisle.

Do you see that, my boy V

he asked,
with assumed gaiety, when they had
reached the street, '' there's a notice
from the court that my trial will come
on on the 10th just four days from
now. So it is, you see, long looked for
comes at last,^ as the old saying goes/'
'*

—

'

!
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My God how

**

!

O'Brien,

much

unfortunate !" cried
" But you
agitated.

must not appear, Father Nicholas, in!"
deed you must not
" How," said the priest, turning
sternly on his cousin, " how is it you,
Martin, that would counsel such a deed
of shame ?
Would you have me betray
!

the confidence of the generous man who
voluntarily answered for my appear-

ance

For shame, Martin O'Brien

1

Certainly I will appear, in God's holy
name, and leaving to Him the issue."
" But I have just got news from home
that will increase your danger, and that
very considerably."
*^

What

"

A

is

that

r

report has recently been set afloat
about Clogheen that Bridge was made
away with in fact murdered 1"
**
Good God !" exclaimed the priest,
and a momentary paleness overspread
his face. '* Good God can that be true ?
Poor simple fellow
Could any one be
found wicked enough to lay violent
hands on a creature so guileless and so

—

!

!

simple

T
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"

I

know

O'Brien,

''but

report will
''

not,

On me

much

*'

it

!''

I

sir/'

fear

replied

that

cried the priest,
'^

the

—

in un-

why, what on earth

me f
too, too much

to do with

Much

dear

come hard on you/'

feigned surprise,

has

my

— see you not,

Father Nicholas, that whatever may
have become of Bridge, your enemies
have got up this report, so that in case

you

are

now

acquitted of this ridiculous

charge of treason, they can still retain
you as being accessory to the murder,
whether real or supposed V

"No,

no, O'Brien,

no, no," replied

the priest, slowly and decisively, "you
cannot persuade me that even they, bad
as they are, could be guilty of such
Your friendly
atrocious wickedness.
anxiety for me makes you too apprehensive of evil/^ And then he changed
the conversation by inquiring after his
sister s health.

But O'Brien renewed his request, and
during the time which intervened before
the trial, he urged his reverend friend,
again and again, to make his escape
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while it was yet in his power, representing to him, and with some show of
justice, that self-preservation is a sacred
law of nature, and that it was his duty
to adopt the only means that remained
to him of eluding the vengeful pursuit
of his remorseless enemies.
" You are not bound,'" said he, '' before God or man, to throw yourself on
destruction, which you will assuredly
do if you stand your trial, for my heart
tells me that this strange and sudden
report of Bridge's murder is a hellish
device to ensure your conviction.
Innocence will not save you should their
wretched informers swear against you
as being cognizant of the murder.
As
to the amount of Major Sirr s security
we can easily make it up amongst us,
and repay him with thanks, which we
will do were it to beggar the whole
connexion.
Go, then, in the name of
God, and thus defeat the malice of
those who are thirsting for your blood/'
"I cannot do it, O'Brien I dare not
do it
The voice of conscience and the

—

!

dictates of

honour alike command

me

—
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to remain and confront my accusers
the former tells me I am innocent

:

innocent of any crime either against
society or the laws of this realm
while
the latter reminds me that my word is
pledged and cannot be forfeited, end
the matter how it may.
Go, Martin,
urge me no more, if you value my peace
of mind, for I cannot and will not do
what you ask. I will not shrink from
a trial as though I were indeed guilty,
and you know, moreover, as well as I
do, that here, at least, I shall have a
fair chance/'
"Av, but that devilish rumour
that s what I fear, and not the present
indictment. If they bring such a charge
as that against you, and prove it home,
then God have mercy on
as they will
your soul, for I know they're fit for anything, and will carry their point by fair

—

—

means

or foul/'

" Nonsense, man, nonsense f said the
priest, with a faint smile ; " your fears
maguify the danger, and, what is more,

my

dear fellow, you are a little uncharitable, I fear, in regard to these func-
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For

my

7l

part, I believe the

report was only got up to intimidate
me, but if so they have missed their
mark. I fear them not, for ' the Lord
is

my

fear V

deliverer,^

He

and

*

whom

shall

I

Disposer of
events- be it done unto me according
to His will !"
And he reverently raised
his hat and looked upwards through
the shifting clouds to the blue sky/'
O'Brien sighed deeply, but made no
answer.

—

is

the

great
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CHAPTER
LAW AND

III.

JUSTICE.

The 10th

of February came on clear
and cold, and, before many of its hours
had passed away, the Eev, Nicholas
Sheehy was tried for treason and treaThe charge was a
sonable practices.
serious one, no doubt, and even the
stoutest heart might well have quailed
under the circumstances, but Father
Sheehy looked with a smiling eye on
the imposing array of white-wigged
lawyers ; the earnest-looking occupants
of the jury-box, as they crowded forward
nay, even the grave
to see the prisoner
and awful dignity of the three judges
failed to blanch his cheek or dim his

—

That cheek had much of the
freshness of youth, and that clear blue
eye was full of life and spirit, while his
fine aquiline nose gave token of the
decision which marked his character.
The trial went on, evidence on both
eye.
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and

it is

say (what respectable historians have already said) that the whole
proceedings were marked by the strictest
impartiality.
Several hours were occupied in the examination of the witnesses, and very often, as some glaring
inconsistency was discovered in the
evidence for the prosecution, or some
shameless bribery was brought to light,
Major Sirr, who sat near the judges,
would address a whispered remark to
the gentleman who sat next to him.
Throughout the whole trial the judges
treated the Tipperary dignitaries with
something very like contempt, to the
fair to

great discomfiture of those ultra-loyal
persons ; and when, at seven o'clock in
the evening. Chief Justice Gore rose to
address the jury, he said it gave him
no ordinary pleasure to assure them
that the Court was unanimous in believing Mr. Sheehy innocent of the
The jury
charge brought against him.

and very soon returned to their
box with a verdict of Not Guilty. No
sooner was the word pronounced than
retired,

—
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one wild, enthusiastic cheer rang out
from hall and gallery, and was caught
up by the multitude without. Father
Sheehy manifested not the smallest
change of countenance, but stood leaning against the railing of the dock, with
folded arms and head slightly raised, in
the atitude of listening.
But the drama
was not yet concluded the Chief Justice arose to address the prisoner.
At
that moment Father Sheehy looked towards one of his chief opponents, who
had come all the way from the neighbourhood of Clogheen to be present at
the trial, and he saw on his face an
exulting smile which boded him no
good.
His eye wandered on to the
Chief Justice, and he was convinced
that there was something more to come,
for the face of the judge had undergone
a serious change. After a momentary

—

pause he said

"The

:

has acquitted you of the charges contained in
the indictment, and by this time you
should have been free, had not a fresh
- one,
too,
obstacle presented itself
jury,

as I expected,

—

—
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serious

conse-

He

paused a moment, and then exchanged a few words in a low voice
with the other two judges a deathlike silence pervaded the court
the

—

—

and expectaAll eyes were turned on the
tion.
priest
his head had fallen on his chest,
and he seemed lost in thought, but no
shadow of fear was seen on his face. The
judge spoke again, and Father Sheehy
raised his head to listen
'^
Nicholas Sheehy
it is now my
painful duty to remand you to prison
you are charged with being accessory
to the wilful and deliberate murder of
John Bridge
A cry of horror escaped from almost
every individual present, and again were
silence of intense anxiety

;

:

!

—

I'"*

eyes turned on the unfortunate prisoner, now evidently doomed
doomed
to undergo every species of persecution,
and deprived of all chance of escape.

all

He was

—

but his eye was still undimmed, though a tear was evidently
forcing its way.
After a moment's
pale,

—
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he bowed low to the Chief
Justice, then to each of the other two,
silence

and lastly to the jury.
'^My Lord Chief Justice,^^ he
length,

''

this

—does

new

accusation

—

said at
terrible

not at all surprise me.
the men from whom it comes,
and their persevering enmity towards me,
I had every reason to expect that they
would be prepared to follow up my acquittal here
if acquitted I should be
with some other charge. Such a charge
as this no one w^ho knows me could have
I
anticipated, but God's will be done
accept this grievous humiliation as coming from His paternal hand, and will
only pray Him to turn the hearts of

as

it is

Knowing

—

!

I am thankpersecute me.
ful to this worshipful Court, my lord,
and to the gentlemen of the jury, for
the impartiality with which my trial
has been conducted, and will ever pray
that the righteous Judge of all may deal
mercifully by those who have not shrunk
from doing justice to an oppressed and
persecuted man.
I am now ready to
submit to whatever fate awaits me, al-

those

who
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ways declaring that if John Bridge were
indeed murdered, which God forbid, I
have had neither act or part in, nor knowI am
that execrable deed.
well aware that this declaration avails
nothing before a Court of Justice, but

ledge

of,

owe it to my reputation as a man, and
more as a priest of the Most High
God, and that God, who seeth the heart,
knoweth that I do not prevaricate. I
I

still

have done, my lords
''
Mr. Sheehy !" replied the humane
!''

Chief Justice, *'it is not for me to express an opinion of any sort in this
matter, but this T will say, that I have
seldom performed a more painful duty
than that of remanding you to prison.
Mr. Sheriff,'^ he added, addressing that
functionary, " you will take the prisoner
at the bar again into custody, until such
time as he be brought up for trial.''
The officer bowed, so did the prisoner;
but a shout of execration rose from the
multitude within and without the build*'
ing.
plot
a plot!'' was the general
cry, and a violent commotion was seen
to agitate the crowd.
Father Sheehy

A

!
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and
lie left the dock,
his
hand.
with
warning
gesture
made a
Speech was not alloA¥ed him, but the
people understood his wishes, and showed
their respect for him by the profound
a silence which
silence which followed
w^as only broken by a murmur of pity
and indignation. If any were present
turned before

—

who

believed

him

guilty of this

new

crime, they took good care to conceal
their

opinion,

one dissentient

for not

was heard.

No

sooner had the
prisoner quitted the dock and the judges
withdrawn from the bench, than the
groan for
fierce shout was heard
''
voice

:

A

Maude, Hewitson, and Bagwell

!

—

-the

priest-hunting, bloodthirsty magistrates

of Clogheen

!—there

goes one of them,
boys let him hear how well the Dublin
lads can hoot such rascals !"
The groan,
or rather a series of groans and hisses

—

which followed, made Bagwell right
glad to escape to his carriage which
was in w^aiting, while his black heart
overflowed with venom to hear the wild,
and oft-renewed cheer which ascended
from many thousand voices at the men-
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And

name.

again and again the cry arose of *'Sheehy
for ever
down with the Tipperary ma-

—

gistrates

\"

until

would never

Bagwell

cease,

thought it
he could

or that

never get fast enough out of hearing.
" But we'll have our revenge for this/^

was

his consoling reflection

*'
;

By

the

King William but well have
our day, and a black day it will be for
him, the popish villain ; that's as sure
as my name is John Bagwell.
His
Dublin mob shan't save him no, by
nor this white-livered Gore, if
he was again sitting in judgment but
he shan't, for we'll lose a fall for it, or
well have him broug;ht to Clonmel.
This trying the fellow in Dublin will
never do, and I knew that all along.''
Unfortunately for Father Sheehy, his
enemies did succeed in having him
brought to Clonmel for trial ; and he
was only taken from Newgate to be
transferred to the jail of his native
county, under the escort of a party of
It was night when he again
dragoons.
entered Clonmel ; and it was by torchsoul of

!

—

H

,

—
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gloomy gates
which were to him the portals of fate.
They closed behind him, and as the

light that he passed those

echo died away along the dreary walls
a cold shiver shot through all his body,
and for the first time in his life his
heart sank within him, for he felt as
though the icy hand of death were already grasping him, and that the warm,
living world was shut out for ever. Bat
his depression was only momentary.
**
Why should I despair !'^ he said to
himself; "they cannot deprive me of
heaven unless through my own fault,
and the greater my sufierings and humiliation here the greater will be my
reward hereafter, provided God gives
me the grace to sanctify them by conCourage, my
secrating them to Him.
soul heaven lies beyond the dark porlet us not shrink from
tals of death
the passage, since Christ Himself has
set us the example.
He died, then why
should we fear to die T
His reflections were cut short by the
jailor, who roughly bade him follow,
and he was very soon the tenant of a
!

—
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floor of the prison.

Again did his heart sink, but he quickly
off his despondency and betook

shook

himself to prayer.
No sooner was his arrival in Clonmel
made known than the whole country
was thrown into a feverish excitement.
Some were rejoiced that is to say, the
few who lived on the hope of seeing
the Catholic party entirely prostrated,
and the Protestant ascendancy permanently established ; but by the great
mass of the people the event was hailed
with all the wildness of lamentation.
It is very questionable if any one individual there was who really believed
Father Sheehy cognizant of Bridge's
murder, if murdered he indeed was,
but it is quite certain that many

—

affected to believe

it.

was not alone in this
new misfortune, for it was the policy of
the ruling party to get rid of the most
influential Catholics, either by fair or
foul means ; and the disappearance of
Bridge, the crown witness, was a glori-

But the

priest

ous opportunity for involving

many

of
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til

em

in one

common

ruin.

At

first

he

companion one Edward
Meighan, who was accused of having

had only

for

given the fatal blow, acting on the orders

The witnesses on this
occasion w^ere the estimable Moll Dan-

of the priest.

and John Toohy, who had been recently liberated from Kilkenny jail
(where he was confined for horse steal-

lea

ing) for the express purpose of giving

information against Father Sheehy and
Edward Meighan, and the third was
the vagrant, John Lonergan, a boy of
some sixteen years of age whose character was of the very worst description.
Father Sheehy was nearly a month
in Clonmel jail before his trial camic on,

and during that time he bore his sufi'erings with amazing fortitude and even
cheerfulness.
He was not allowed to
receive any visits, but it chanced that
a gentleman of his acquaintance entered
the inner yard of the jail while the
prisoners were taking their daily walk,
and saw the unfortunate priest sitting
on a lone bench against the wall, being

unable to walk.

Being there on busi-

—
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one of the turnkeys, the
gentleman ventured to approach and
ask him how he did.
ness with

Tolerably well in health, I thank
you,'' was the reply ; " but you see I am
a cripple/'
''

''

How

is that, sir

Why, look

r
my

he said,
with a smile, pointing to the bandages
by which they were enveloped, *'they
are swollen to the most unnatural size,
'*

at

legs,"

andfearfuUylaceratedbythe cords wherewith they were tied under the horse's
belly, as I came here from Dublin."
''
God bless my soul. Father Sheehy !
is that the case V asked the other in unaffected astonishment, while the tears
stood in his eyes.
''To be sure to be sure it is," exclaimed the prisoner, with a gay laugh,
"but take care don't let any one here

—
—

you sympathizing with a
would be the ruin of you,

see

priest

it

my

dear
bless you,

indeed it would.
God
away
now
and go
;
but a word in your
ear before you go
we'll defeat these
fellows yet, with God's help."
sir,

—
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*'

That you may,

I

pray God," was

the fervent answer, as the gentleman
turned away. The prisoner struck up
a snatch of an old hymn tune, which

was

his

"bother

custom when he wanted to
phrase has it.
the clear, sweet tones

grief/' as the Irish

For years

after,

of his fine voice singing, or rather humming, seemed to ring in the ear of him

who had just

parted from him, and the
remembrance was painful in the extreme, when connected with the trasfical
end of Father Sheehy.
The very few who were permitted to
see the priest saw him only in the presence of the jailor, and they were all
most urgent in their entreaties that he
would call on a number of respectable
witnesses, which, he could easily do, to
prove that he was in no way cognizant
So great was the
of Bridge s murder.
power of his enemies in Clonmel and
the adjacent towns, that no lawyer
could be found to undertake his defence, fearing to incur the wrath of his
persecutors.
Dublin attorney had,
however, been engaged to conduct the

A

—

—
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;

and he urged the necessity of
summoning all the witnesses whose evidefence,

dence

could be relied on, but to all
these representations Father Sheehy
laughingly replied
" Why, what need is there of troubling so many
will not two or three
respectable witnesses be quite sufficient ?
There I have Mr. Keating, of Turbrid,
to prove that I slept at his house on
the night that Bridge is said to have
been murdered; and what can be
clearer than that 1
Will any jury
even an Orange packed jury dare to
take the oath of a strumpet and a noted
thief in preference to that of a gentleman of high standing and unblemished
character ?
And I have Mr. Herbert,
:

—

—

too.
Both of these are independent
and where is the use of exposing these

poor, warm-hearted people

who

willing to brave danger on

my account,

when

these

are so

two are quite enough? You

that scores of my parishioners
able and willing to prove me
^'
innocent
*'
And not only that/' interrupted his

tell

are

me
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but there are two or
three able to prove that no such murder
was ever committed, Bridge having
taken leave of them, for the purpose of
going abroad somewhere/^
^^Welir said Father Sheehy, ^^that
may be, but it will be enough for me
to establish the fact that I knew nothing
of the murder ; and the fewer witnesses
I have it will be all the better, for I
cannot consent to let so many persons
draw down on themselves the vengeance
cousin, O'Brien,

''

of these oppressors, whose power equals
their

malice.

No, no, O'Brien

!

—

no,

nor
''

There now," returned O'Brien,

bit-

was just the way you
served me when I wanted you to quit
the country before your last trial came
on it would have been well for you if
you had taken my advice/'
" Not so, Martin, w^hatever comes of
terly,

''that

—

do not regret having then awaited
my trial— it was my duty to do so, and
we must never be deterred from doing
our duty."
O'Brien was here abruptly informed
this I
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that it was time for him to go, and
there the conversation ended.
It really seemed as though a doom
rested on Father Sheehy, for he could
not be persuaded to avail himself of the

means within his reach for the establishment of his innocence. It is true, his
notions were of the noblest and purest

—being

we have
any
one
without
absoseen, to expose
lute necessity to the hatred and malice

nature

unwilling, as

own

persecutors ; but still we
cannot help wishing that he had listened
to reason, and permitted the people to
come forward and give their just testimony. Still it is very doubtful whether
his witnesses would have been allowed
to give their evidence, for it is now
matter of history that, during the whole
time of his trial, the court-house was
surrounded by treble lines of armed
soldiery, who suffered none to go in or
out without a j)ass from the magistrate.
From the day before his trial, too, the
streets of Clonmel were constantly paof his

both day and night, by parties
of armed men, headed by certain of the

trolled,

—
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vile Oraiige magistrates themselves
lodging-houses and taverns were kept
under the closest surveillance, so that
the friends of the unfortunate priest
were not even permitted to manifest the
slightest sympathy
nay, they dared
not venture to converse on the subject.
In short, the whole town was in the
hands of the magistrates and their unprincipled satellites, and pale dismay was
on the face of every one who favoured
the Catholic party, or was interested in
the fate of those who lay thus at the
mercy of the common enemy.
The
crown witnesses were handsomely entertained at the barracks in Clonmel. There
Toohy cracked his jokes over his steaming whiskey-punch, furnished from a
neighbouring tavern, and the vagabond
Lonergan grinned approval, while Moll
Dunlea was in her element, romping and
carousing amongst the soldiers. She had
taken up with one in particular, whose
name was Brady, and he being a nominal
Catholic, either felt or affected to feel an
interest in the fate of Father Sheehy.
One evening when they were all assem-

—
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—

guard-room it was the
evening all but one before the trial
Brady suddenly asked Moll whether she
did not feel a little squeamish about
swearing against the priest.
*'
Squeamish/' cried Moll, snapping
her fingers contemptuously, '' the devil
a that I care for all the priests from shore
to Shannon. An' if it goes to that amn t

bled in the

—

what's right isn't it fittin' that
the guilty should suffer ?
gainsay that
I doin'

if

you can."

—

" Guilty," repeated Brady, incredulously
"you know as well as I do,
Moll, my sweetheart, that the priest is
not guUty."
''
Who says so 1" cried Moll, starting
to her feet, and shaking her clenched fist
at the soldier, while her face grew livid
with anger '' who says that he's not
guilty ?
whoever has the impidence to
say it, Moll Dunlea's the girl that'll soon
give them the lie.
I'll prove it against
a thousand that I will ay, an' what's
more, he'll hang for it, an' I'll have the
pleasure of seein' him."
•'
Why, what harm did he ever do

—

—

—

—

—
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you, Moll V* inquired the soldier in a
coaxing tone, being desirous of reaching
the bottom of the secret, though his
motive was only that of curiosity.
''
Harm '^ said Toohy, taking up the
word before Moll could speak, ''didn't
he order her out o' the chapel ? ay,
faith did he, Jim
he put the dacent
girl out, an' cursed her into the bargain,
because she wouldn't give up a boy she
was livin' with at the time. Sorra a
word o' lie I'm tell in', Jim. An' now is
it any wonder that she'd owe him a
!

!

—

—

between ourselves, he was
hard on me, too, though the dear knows
I'm as innocent a boy as you'd see in a
summer's day troth I am, an' Jack
Lonergan will tell you as well as

spite

?

an'

—

myself."

Lonergan answered this appeal by a
sort of grunt that might have been construed either into denial or assent, but
Moll cut short the conversation by calling for *' another glass."
Where's the use talking ? " said she,
"it makes a body divilish dry ; give us
another glass, Brady, that's the chat, let

!
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the priest, an' the judges, an' all, go to
the d
Hurra! that's
1, for all of us.
the raal stuff here's may we never have
worse to drink !''
It was a melancholy sight to look at
that miserable woman, and think that
on the word of such as she should hang
the lives of men of high standing and
unblemished honour. What a state of
society it was when such a man as

—

Father Sheehy, his cousin Edmund
Sheehy, Mr. Farrell, and Mr. Buxton,
were condemned and executed on the
evidence of such profligate wretches
For a day or two before the trial no
one was allowed to see either Father
Sheehy or his companions in misfortune,
and though hundreds of friends crowded
into the town, yet no one ventured to
speak above his breath of that which
engrossed the attention of all.
On the

morning of the trial Sir Thomas Maude
and the two Bagwells were seated in
the parlour of an inn adjoining the
courthouse, engaged in conversation,

when Mr.

Cornelius O'Callaghan m.ade
his appearance, and unceremoniously

—

"
"
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joined their company.
This gentleman
was well known to all three, but they
had their own reasons for afFectiDg reserve in his presence.

" Good morning, gentlemen," said the
new-comer, '' what news have yon got
here? I hope my entrance has not disturbed you/'
''Not at all, Mr. O'Callaghan, not at
all, sir,'' replied John Bagwell, making

room

him

for

beside himself.

just talking over

''

We are

some matters of

little

importance/'
**

What

sort of a

calendar have

—

we

pretty full, I believe ?
"Why, yes, rather so this Whiteboyism has demoralized the whole
this

time

—

country.''

Mr. O'Callaghan smiled, and Maude
continued
" It is no longer safe for a gentleman,
especially if he be a Protestant, to live
:

in this neighbourhood

papists

;

these

rascally

are becoming quite savage on

Don't you think so ?
"Why, really no," returned O'Cal" Since you ask my opinion, I
laghan.
our hands.
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you that Catholics

have ever been, and still are, my very
best neighbours and even friends. I am
one of those who do not believe the
people to be half as bad as they are
represented. Now, to go no farther than
this case of Mr. Sheehy.
I do not think
civilized
whole
there is a country in the
world where such a state of things could
exist,

save

ours.

The

this unfortunate island of

fact of

it is,

that unless the

whole population of the neighbourhood
in error, the man Bridge was no more
murdered than I was, and if he were
murdered at all, which I for one do not
believe, I would stake my life for it that
this unfortunate priest knew no more of
it than did any of us.
The thing is
absurd, improbable, and if I am not
is

altogether mistaken, this day's trial will

prove it so."
''On what authority do you ground
your very decided opinion, Mr, O'Callaghan ? " inquired William Bagwell,
with a sly wink at Maude, " for really
it diflfers

"On

somewhat from ours."
what authority!" repeated
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O'CaJlaghan, with honest indignation,
for he well knew the men with whom he
had to deal ; ''why, on that of an intimate friend of my own, in whose house
Mr. Sheehy slept the whole of that night

on which Bridge is supposed to have been
murdered.
Yes, gentlemen, and his
testimony undoubted as it must be—
will put your crown witnesses to the
blush, or rather those who employed

—

them, for blushing is out of the question
with them ?"
An angry flush was on the cheek of
Maude, and a taunting reply on his thin
lip, when a person entered to announce
that the judge was entering the courthouse.

You^U soon see what your opinion is
worth !'^ said the baronet with a malicious
sneer, as he passed O'Callaghan on the
''

staircase.

"The unhlushing

witnesses

may do as well as 'the intimate friend'
!''
of Mr. Cornelius O'Callaghan—ha! ha
His insolent lauo;h was echoed by his
two worthy associates, but O'Callaghan
did not condescend to answer.
The court-house was crowded above

—
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most part
the Orange

for the

with partizans in
Few, very few of the Catholic
interest.
party were allowed to enter, while the
others were brought in from all parts,
in order to make it appear to the judge
filled

opinion was against the
The jury was to a man comprisoners.
rabid
Orangemen, the ofl&cers
posed of
of the court were of the same school, so
that they had the game entirely in their
own hands, and a fearful game they
that public

made

of it

That very morning, about three hours
before the trial commenced, the witnesses
for the prosecution were separately
visited by one of the magistrates muffled

up in a large cloak. The visit over, the
same personage had a long conversation
with one of his brethren, and its tenor
might be gathered from its conclusion
''
So you think it would not be safe to
try Meighan
we have shrunk from
:

—

doing

it all

has

along, for the fellow

the name of being a good Catholic
that is to say, a staunch papist but,

—

perhaps, he might listen to reason,

G

now
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There is yet
that the trial is so near.
time ^if he could only be got to confess,
and acknowledge that the priest urged

—

him to do the deed. We might offer
him something handsome."
'*
I tell you it^s no use," replied
Hewitson, " it would only make matters
worse Meighan is a devilish obstinate
fellow, and I know he would not turn

—

against the priest, nor confess, as
facetiously call

whole

we

you gave him your

it, if

estate."

*'

Well, really, these witnesses that
we have are so very low, and their
character is so notorious, that it is a
great drawback on the whole affair.
Is there none of the witnesses on the
other side that could be turned to

account?"
'*I

am most happy

that we
of them over,
standing."

to inform

you

have succeeded in getting one

**

And

''

Herbert."

his

—a

name

farmer of tolerable
1"

Give me your hand, rector,^' cried
Maude, in a glow of exulting joy. ''The
*'
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gaining over of that man is the making
T know him very well
of us all.
he
calls himself a papist, but I believe he
is neither one thing nor the other, a sort
of amphibious animal that can live in
either church as it serves his turn.
But you must have given him a high

—

price

Of)
5

life, my friend, nothing less/'
" Why, how is that 1 I heard nothing
of his being in jeopardy
" Oh but it was easy to put him in,
when we found that he was one of
Sheehy's main witnesses.
The fear of
death will bring a man to reason when
''

His

V

!

money

will

have no

effect,

so

we

sent

and had him arrested, and Toohy swore
against him for Whiteboyism. When he
found himself actually in jail, he was
very glad to be offered his freedom on
the terms we proposed.
So, give up
the notion of sounding Meighan, for it
would only ruin all he'd be sure to
throw it in our faces, and though his
word would have no effect in point of
law, yet it would be made a handle of

—

hereafter if anything

came against

us.''

;
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''And, besides, we can do without
him now, thanks to your friend Herbert.
But let us be off, it's getting near the
I think there's little doubt but
time.
have
our badger caught this time
we
weWe here on our own ground, and we
have another sort of man than Gore
on the bench.
The only thing Tm
afraid of is Keating's evidence ; how is
that to be got over % You see Keating
stands very high, d
1 take the fellow
And they say he is to swear positively
that Sheehy slept at his houseon thevery
night in question.
It is true we have
three ^plumpers against his one, but
then the question is, whether there
may not be others brought forward to
support him/'
''
The subj ect requires serious thought,
said the rector musingly, *'and we
have not much time to reflect upon
it, for already I see the dragoons clearCome in
ing the way for the judge.
'
here to the Spread Eagle,' till we put
our heads together, as the saying is.
Perhaps it may not be so bad after all.
At all events let us consider it I"

—

'

'

!
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"take sweet

counser' together on Keating's evidence,
and the result of their deliberations
will be seen hereafter.
On coming out
of the hotel, the first they met in the

was

one of Father Sheehy^
sisters,
Mrs. Green, leaning on her
husband's arm, for she seemed scarcely
street

able to stand.
Her face was closely
veiled but her whole frame was trembling with agitation.

" Mr. Hewitson !'' said Mr. Green unexpectedly accosting that portly gentleman, ''The soldiers have refused us
permission to enter the court-house
they say that they dare not admit
us without orders from some of the
magistrates.
Will you be so kind as
to get us in 1
My wife would fain be
present, though I would just as soon
she were not.''
''
Well, really, Green," replied the fat

—

drew up his shirt-collar,
and stroked down his rosy chin, " well,
really you must excuse me.
I regret
exceedingly that we cannot comply
dignitary, as he

with Mrs. Green's wishes, but

women
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worst spectators on such
they are apt to make too
much noise, if anything excites their
feelings.
Good morning."
**
Oh, my brother
my doomed
the
occasions
are

—

!

brother
the unhappy sister, " is
there not one of your own kith or kin
to be present when you're tried for life
or death ?
May God forgive you,
gentlemeu, that's all / say.
But there
will come a day for all this, be assured
there will V'
Her husband drew her away, while
the two gentlemen laughed scornfully,
as they bowed with mock respect, and
walked oflf towards the court-house.
There was a deep flush on the cheek of
Terence Green, and some bitter words
!" cried

were hovering on his
solutely

repressed

his

lips,

but he

anger,

for

re-

he

was a prudent man, and well knew that
any expression of resentment from him
would be wrested into an assault by the
worthy magistrates, who desired no
better than
for taking

custody.

to get a plausible excuse

Father Sheehy

s friends into

;
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" Don't say anything to them, Mary
dear," he whispered to his wife ; " you
know that that s all they want, to get
ns to say or do them ill, that they may
have us arrested. Well leave them in
the hands of God, darling, and let Him
judge them. But Tm afraid it will go
hard with his reverence this very day,
for they have it arranged so that no
one can get in without their knowledge
at least no one that could be of
service to Father Nicholas, or poor Ned
Meighan.
Look, look, Mary !" he
added, pointing down the street, " see,
there are the crown witnesses going to
the court-house.
See, they have them
guarded by a company of soldiers. Oh,

—

then, blessed Mother

!''

he added bitterly,

look at Moll Dunlea, the infamous
prostitute, dressed up in a cloak and
bonnet, finer than ever she was before.
And there's Toohy, in the apparel of a
gentleman, and the young ruffian. Jack
''

Lonergan

—

oh,

possible that

then,

oh,

then,

any judge or jury

is

it

will

take their w^ord their oath against
such a man as Father Sheehy 1 Come

102
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away, dear, come away, I can't stand

any longer/'
The afflicted wife spoke not

this

could not speak

—but her

— she

tears fell fast

and thick, as, leaning heavily on her
husband s arm, she moved away.
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IV.

JUSTICE AS OPPOSED TO
E^VCH OTHER.

The first trial that came on was that of
Edward Meighan, the alleged murderer
John Bridge. When placed in the
dock, the sunburnt face of the prisoner
wore a satisfied and even an exulting
smile, and there was a triumph in the
glance which he cast around.
And
well might it be so, for that humble son
of toil had that very very morning
of

trampled on the glittering bait held out
to him by the tempter, and spurned the
degrading ofier of pardon, involving as
did the sacrifice of principle.
The two magistrates whom we have
seen discussing the question of attempting to bribe Meighan knew not that one
of their brethren had already tried and
This fact they only learned in
failed.
the course of the day.
Early in the morning, as Meighan

it
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sat alone in his dreary cell, thinking of

his approaching trial, with the sad fore-

bodino^s so natural to a

father

in

the door
the jailer,
of the magistrates, whom
well knew.
The prisoner

such a

and in

opened,

but one

husband and

position,

came— not

Meighan
stood up and made a low bow, which

the other returned, after carefully closing the door.
''Meighan!" said the gentleman,
" you are aware, I suppose, that your
trial comes on to-day

V

''

it

Of

coorse I am, your honor

—

I

know

well/'

"Has

ever occurred to you that
you have it in your power to escape
even a trial V^
it

no, sir!"
said Meighan,
could I think of sich a thing
once in here!" and he looked around
" Once in here,
with a visible shudder.

"Well,

**

how

no gettin' out without a thrial
every one knows that!"
" And yet there is a way," returned
the
and
visitor,
slowly
speaking
distinctly.
"It is in your power—
there's
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to you as a husband and
and as a son, if you are
not bound to ward off the impending

and

I

put

—ay

it

father

danger
*'

I

!

V
don't

Tm
Tm

know,

sir, till

I

hear

how

tell you whether
to do it,
bound or not.
You know me, sir,
an' I know you ; it's many a long day
since you knew I was neither afeared
nor ashamed to profess my religion, an'
it's just as long since I knew that you
had no love for Catholics an would go
any length to see one of us out of the
way.
Say what you have to say, then,
without any coming round about it."
There was an angry flush on the

then 111

cheek of the magistrate, but he chose to
" This is bold talking,
assume a smile.
Meighan,'* he said, " but it is quite
characteristic
let us however, come to
the point at once.
What hopes have
you, in case you stand your trial
*'
Well not much, your honor, not
much.
There's no one knows better
than yourself that innocence is no
security now-a-days.
To be sure, I
have witnesses plenty to prove that I

—

—

V

!
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OI"

had nothing to do with this murder,
even if the deed was done, but that

—

wont save me I know well nor his
reverence neither ; God help us both !"
"You say you have no hope," said
the visitor, not seeming to notice his
*' well
last words
here I stand who
can set you free, even without a trial,
and restore you to the wife and children
and the aged father who are depending
on you for support/'
Meighan's eye glistened, and his cheek
'*
glowed.
And what would you have
me do, sir ? what price would you lay

—

on

!

my freedom

V^

Only turn king's evidence, confess
yourself guilty, and swear that Sheehy
employed you to make away with
Bridge, and you are a free man
ay
"
and a rich one
*'Dont say another word!" cried
Meighan, ''don't insult me any farther. I
guessed what you were at from the very
beginnin'.
If I wasn't a prisoner you
daren't make sich an offer to me. Och
''

—

!

!

the worst of all, indeed it
is!" and the poor fellows tears burst
then, this

is

—

"
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forth like rain, notwithstanding all his

them.
Then I suppose you reject my proposal V^ said the magistrate coldly.
''
Eeject it '' said Meighan, in a voice
half choked with emotion '' Oh indeed
Although I am in
I do then reject it.
jail for mui'der (here he made the sign
of the cross on his forehead), God hasn t
given me up that way.^^
*'
Life is very sweet " said the magistrate, " and it is the part of a fool to
throw it away/^
''
Well I'd throw away a thousand
lives, if I had them/' exclaimed the prisoner fervently, '' before Td consent to
swear away any one's life, an' the priest's
above all och, then. Father Sheehy
he added clasping his hands together,
'*
did any one ever hear sich a thing as
them to ask Ned Meighan to turn informer
against you
you that's as innocent as
the babe unborn
ocli, then, is there
justice in heaven? for if there isn't, God
help us all.
Ay that 'id be a hearin'
efforts to restrain
''

!

;

!

!

!

!

!

—

!

an a

seein', sure

enough

— Ned Meighan

confessia' himself guilty of sich a crime
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an swearin'
Til
that Father Sheehy bid him do it
just tell you what it is, sir,'' he added
with a sudden change of manner '' the
sooner you take yourself out o' my sight
sich a black crime as that,

!

—

111 be all the better pleased/'

''But remember your wife and child!"

and your old father
*'
I do remember them, an' I could
never look one o' them in the face if I
thought even for a minute of doin' the
likes o' that.
If it's God's will they
must all bear up agin their heavy loss
when I'm taken from them, but they'll
never have it thrown in their faces that
I done anything for them to be ashamed
of an* that Id be the shame o' the world
if I tould a lie, an' swore to it, to add a
few years to my life. Don't be uneasy
about my family for I know they're a
great trouble to you all out but jist go
your ways. I'll not spake another word
while you're in the place, so you'll be
only losin' your time."
" Well, depend upon it, both you and
the priest shall swing for it."
''
An' if we do, too, we're not the first
ren,

—

—

—
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that suffered in the wrong— nor well
not be the last either, while the law is in

the hands of you an' the like of you.
tt
^
^
"w
^
^

Two

hours

later,

poor Meighan stood

and what wonder was it
that his fine, manly face wore a look of
triumph ? But a saddened expression
soon came over every feature, when in a
in the dock,

corner of the court-house he recognized
his aged father leaning on his stick.
glance of mournful meaning was exchanged between them, and then the old
man raised his eyes to heaven, and
pointed upwards with his finger.
Just
then the trial commenced. The witnesses
for the prosecution were Mrs. Bradyreader it was the miserable prostitute
Dunlea, who had borrowed the name of
the soldier Brady with whom she then
lived, (in order to give a show of decency
to her evidence)
Toohy, the notorious
horse-steal er, and the vagabond Lonergan.
These worthies all swore that
Meighan had murdered Bridge, on the
night of the 24th of October, by striking
him on the head with a bill-hook, at a

A

!

—

—
!
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" Oh, then,
cried the prisoner,

Signal from Father Sheehy,

glory be to

God

when he heard

!

"

this

sworn

for the first
that doesn't beat all the
swearin ever man or mortal heard
isn't it a wonder that the ground
oh
doesn't open under their feet an swallow
them up?" ''Silence there !^^ cried a
''
stentorian voice, *' not another word
The prisoner was silent, but a deep groan
burst from the oppressed heart of the

time,

*'if

!

!

—

poor old father, and he was heard to murmur, " Wirra ! wirra ! is it him is it
Ned to split any one's skull oh sweet

—

mother Mary, are you
•*

Silence in the court
voice again, and all

!

—

!

listenin* to thatl''

roared the loud
was still save the
''

witness on the table. It was Toohy, who,
dressed up for the occasion in a superfine blue coat, with black silk vest and
knee breeches (as an eye-witness described him), made a very respectable
Then followed Lonergan,
appearance.
who being no more than sixteen, and
small in stature even for that age, was
equipped in a long blue coat, reaching
to his heels, with a view to

make him

!
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All three had their lesson
well learned, and there were no lawyers
bold enough to cross-examine them, at

appear older.

least so as to test their evidence,

and so

the prosecution was triumphantly closed.
*'Well! but we have plenty of good,

decent witnesses," said the father of
Meighan in a low voice to those about
him.
''Thanks be to God! poor Ned
has no want of evidence these wretches
'ill not have it all their own way.**
'^
Husht! husht! Atty,'' said a friend
" God help
near him, in a low whisper.
us all there is not much law for us
any one o' them blackguards that we
heard swearin' such barefaced lies will
be worth half-a-dozen of Ned's witnesses
for all they'll be swearin' the blessed
truth.
But, husht, we must keep silent
or well be put out.
The witnesses for the defence were

—

!

—

numerous and of good character, and
furnished overwhelming proof that Edward Meighan did not leave his own
house all that night when Bridge was
said to have been murdered. Ay, it was
proved beyond a doubt that the same

H
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Bridge had not been murdered, nor even
molested on that night, having been seen
by more than one individual some days
later, and two men of fair, unblemished
reputation swore positively that he had
told them he was about to leave the
country for fear of being taken by the
soldiers.
Such a body of clear direct
testimony in his favour might well lead
the prisoner to reckon on an acquittal,
and it was not strange to see the old man,
his father, raise his

hands and eyes

to

heaven with a fervent ''thank God!^'
when the last witness for his son had left
the table.
As for Meighan himself, he

was thinking that moment of the priest,
and knowing that the two cases were so
he too thanked God
that Father Sheehy might yet escape.
But all this was soon changed the
judge arose to charge the jury, and while
he dwelt on the positive evidence for the
prosecution, he declared all the other
closely connected,

—

unsatisfactory, and deserving of little or
no attention. A faintness came over the
prisoner, and he leaned heavily against
the railing of the dock, but in a moment
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he turned and looked towards his father.
The poor old man was still there, leaning
on his stick his thin, white hair thrown
back from his forehead, and his eyes fixed
with a wild, eager stare on the door
where the jury had disappeared; nor did
he once look at his son while the jurybox was empty, probably fearing that
the sight might draw from him some
exclamation which might attract observation, and be the cause of his being
expelled from the court-house.
After a short deliberation the jury reentered their box, and pronounced Ed-

—

ward Meighan Guilty of the murder of
John Bridge. A wild scream was heard
from the body of the court-house, and
poor old Meighan was seen lying pale
and motionless in the arms of a bystander.
The unhappy prisoner, forgetting even the awful words he had just
heard, thought only of his father.
" Och, then, isn't there some good
Christian there that'll see to the poor

ould

man

man

—the

poor, heart-broken ould

/'

" Ay, in throth,

is there,

Ned

!''

said

—
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one and another, and several sturdy
farmers gathered round the old man.
*'
Don't be frettin about him, for he'll
never want a friend God pity him an'
'^
you an' us all for the matter o' that!
" Well !" said poor Meighan, with a
faint attempt at a smile, " well, sure
enough, if this is laiv it i^iit justice but
it isn t the same in the other world
there well get justice
an' sure that's
There'll be no perjured witcomfort.
nesses heard there.
I suppose there's
no use in me saying anything more, even
if I was allowed
for what could I say
only repeat again, which I will do to my
last breath, that I never harmed John
Bridge, nor any other man '?~an God
knows that as well as I do."
"'
Take him away," shouted a loud,
authoritative voice,
**and bring in
Nicholas Sheehy.''
low murmur of indignation ran
through the court, notwithstanding that
scarcely any of the friends of the prisoner
were present. The sound rose higher
and higher during the time that inter-

—

—

—

—

—

A

vened between Meighan s removal and
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the entrance of the priest, but when the
latter was brought in and placed at the
bar, many voices were heard in various
parts of the court-house crying out
:

"May

the Lord deliver you from
your enemies, Father Sheehy dear but,
ochone you ve only a poor chance afther
how they've thrated Ned Meighan/'
"The perjured villains,'' cried others
" they'll swear whatever comes before
them, an' a man s life isn't worth twopence in their hands."
But all these friendly voices were
speedily silenced ; the prisoner was forbidden to speak, and the trial com!

!

—

menced.
While the first witnesses were examined, Father Sheehy appeared to
listen with an expression of earnest
curiosity on his face, but he remained

From

time to time, as
the wretched witnesses proceeded with
their respective tales, he was seen to
raise his hands and eyes to heaven in
mute astonishment, as thouo^h wonderino;
perfectly silent.

how any human being
and

relate

could imagine
such barefaced falsehoods
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moreover, on the Holy Evangelists.
There was a mournful look in
his eyes, and a paleness on his cheek
which denoted a failing spirit, but still
he bore it bravely, considering his recent
imprisonment, and the announcement of
Meighan s conviction, which had reached
him just as he entered the dock. The
witnesses were the same who had sworn
against
Meighan ; and when Moll
Dunlea made her deposition, and swore
positively that she had heard the prisoner
tell Meighan to give Bridge his dose
(meaning to strike him with his weapon).
Father Sheehy was heard to murmur in
an under tone '' Thou knowest, oh,
Omniscient God, that I never saw
this unhappy woman till this present
moment, though from her scandalous

sworn

to,

—

life

I

was obliged

to

excommunicate

her."

Yet, though the scandalous creature
and her worthy compeers swore in the
most positive manner that Bridge had
been murdered with his consent and

Meighan had been
condemned on the same testi-

approval, and though
so lately
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mony, notwithstanding his having abundant proof of being entirely innocent,
yet still did Father Sheehy appear to
hope on while a shadow of hope remained.
He had just drawn himself up
to his fullest height, after the examination of one of these hired witnesses,
when he heard Patrick Herbert called,
and forthwith that individual appeared
on the table. A mortal paleness overspread the face of the prisoner, a sudden
faintness came over him, and he would
have fallen to the ground had he not
caught the railing of the dock.
''
Why,'' he said in a low voice, leaning over to his lawyer, " why this was
one of my witnesses ; he knows very
well that I wasn't within some miles of
the spot where they say Bridge was
murdered on the night in question.
Good God can he, too, consent to go
!

'*

against his conscience ?
Alas he found that Herbert had been
gained over by the threat of a prosecution for Whiteboyism, if he persisted in
giving his testimony for the priest ; and
the crown lawyers, fearing that the pri!

!
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soner might have other witnesses brought

forward in his place, if his dereliction
were known to him in time, had purHerbert Avas
posely kept it concealed.
evidently a man of timid, irresolute
character, and now when he was swearing in direct opposition to his conscience,
there was a tremor in his voice, and an
agitation in his whole demeanour, that
spoke a mind ill at ease.
It is true,
his testimony was not very important,
being indeed rather of a negative than
a positive character, but still the desired
end was gained, the prisoner was robbed
of one of his best witnesses. Once, and
once only. Father Sheehy forgot himself
so far as to speak to him.
Herbert
^^
said he, "do you forget that
Herbert
God sees and hears you ? '' The judge
sternly commanded him to be silent,
and Herbert went on, though his varying
'

'

!

colour and faltering voice showed how
deeply he felt the appeal.
But he never

once dared to raise his eyes towards the
prisoner, but kept them cast down, while
he hurried over the shameful business
in hand, scarcely making his replies in-

;
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from the low, indistinct tones
As he was quitting
in which he spoke.
the
the table, the full, deep voice
well-known voice of the priest again

telligible,

—

reached his
''

ear.

Thank God your conscience
!

is

yet

you are already tortured.
Go, poor man go and do penance
and may God forgive you, as I do."
The prosecution was closed and the
defence commenced.
Few were the
witnesses called, but they were well
worthy of credit, and their testimony, if
alive.

I see

—

not conclusive, was, at least strongly
presumptive of the fact that Father
Sheehy was innocent of the crime laid
to his charge.
nothing very
Still
important had been gained for him, and
his lawyer began to manifest a certain
degree of impatience, when Mr. Keating, of Turbrid, was called, and instantly ascended the
witness table.
Mr. Keating was a man in the prime of
life, with a singularly handsome countenance, whereon was stamped the
candour and uprightness which belonged
to his character, together with that look
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benevolence which lends such a
charm to "the human face divine."
His fine person was attired in those

of

rich

but

little

else to

unostentatious habiliments
which distinguish the man of education and of good standing in society
from the ephemeral fops who, having

devote

all

recommend them, seem
their

to

energies to the one

great business of "dressing fashionably/'
When Mr. Keating had bowed to the
Court, he turned and
saluted the
prisoner in the dock with as much respect as though he stood at the altar.
cheerful smile lit up the wan features
of the persecuted priest as he returned
the salute, and, moving a step forward,

A

he seemed to await what was coming
with renewed hope.
He glanced to-

wards certain of the magistrates, where
they sat near the judge, and he could
see that they regarded Keating with a
"Of
scowl of suspicion and dislike.
course they hate him,'' thought he,
they know that his testimony cannot be set aside, and must be conclusive
**

for

in establishing

my

innocence.

But he

FATHER SHEEHY.
can set them at defiance

and
reach

his character

him beyond
heaven bless him and his
place

station

—

;
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The testimony
this effect

:

their

V

of Mr. Keating

was to
that Father Sheehy had

on the night when
the murder was said to have been committed, and that he could not possibly
have left the house during the night
slept at his house

Being asked
without his knowledge.
could he then swear positively that the
prisoner had not gone out in the night, he
answered, " Yes, I can ; on my oath,
Father Sheehy went to bed at a rather
early hour of the night, and did not
leave it again till the following morning was somewhat advanced.''
*^
Thanks be to God!'' murmured
the prisoner, " they cannot go beyond
that."
And he saw with satisfaction
that even the judge seemed strongly
impressed with the conclusive nature of
this evidence.

From

the

body of the court-house

arose an enthusiastic shout of gladness,
that made the roof ring ; many voices,
too,

were heard calling out

''
:

Long
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life

to your honor

!

it's

you that can

the truth.

Success to you, Mr.
Keating
Many s the good turn
your honor done before now, but this
'*
God reward you,
is the best of all 1"
sir/' cried another, while several were
heard to say '* An' sure I could sw^ear
to the same thing
I was talkin' to him
that evenin' on the lawn at Turbrid T'
tell

!

:

and

—

soforth.

Mr.
Keating was cross-examined
according
to the
most conclusive
method of making a witness perjure
himself, but not a particle of contradiction could be elicited from him
his
evidence was plain, unvarnished truth,
and he was not the man to be embar-

—

by the quibbling, or quirking,
Seeor punning of a crown lawyer.
ing that his inquisitor had paused,
and manifested no intention of renewing his examination, the witness

rassed

said

:

presume, sir, you have nothing
more to ask of me may I be allowed
to go down V*
"Ay, you may go!" said the man
**I

—
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of law snappishly, ^*we have done with

you."
Just then stood up the rector of
Clogheen, the Eev. Mr. Hewitson, and
his rubicund face was bursting with
importance.
"Is not this/' said he,
'^
James Keating, commonly called, of

Tubberett or Turbrid V
*'
Why, certainly, Mr. Hewitson, that

my

is

name, and

the

name

of

my

Keating,
with
I should think the
evident surprise.
was altogether superfluous
question
here ; there are few in this assembly to
whom I am unknown.''
''
Well," said the portly dignitary of
the established church, deliberately unfolding a written document, and glancing over its contents, " such being the
case, I have to inform this worshipful

residence,'*

replied
''

Court that said James Keating is on
my list of disaffected and dangerous
persons.'*

"
**

I

I

!"

amazement—
why in the name of
how come I on your

cried Keating in

on your

list ?

—

that is sacred,
list of disaflfected persons
all

?

Who

has

I
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dared to accuse me of crime T
He
spoke with warmth the honest fervour
of indignant innocence.
''
Pray be cool, sir," said Hewitson,
with a sneering smile '' you are down
here in black and white (laying his
finger on the paper in his hand) as having been accessary to the murder of a
sergeant and a corporal at New Market.
As a natural consequence your evidence

—

—

is

inadmissible,"
" Gracious God

exclaimed the priwilt
soner,
wilt thou endure this 1
thou suflFer this innocent man to be
made the victim of these men's hatred
of me ?
is he to be involved in my
ruin because he loved justice, and gave
testimony to the truth % Oh, Lord oh.
Lord I beseech thee that thou save
him from the vengeful malice of our
enemies.
Do with me as thou wilt
am a poor, insignificant individual,
!"

—

*'

—

—

!

—

whose
one

— but,

able,

of small

life is

my

moment

to

any

God, his

life is valupersecutors
of our
and let not the

oh,

He

spoke almost
aloud, at the same time covering his

faith take

it

away.''

—
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face with both hands, as though to shut
out the visible world, and for a mo-

was a death-like silence in
It was but a moment
the court.
cries and sobs were heard around, and
Mr. Keating spoke, but he spoke not

ment

for

there

—thought

himself

not

of

himself.

Turning towards the prisoner he said
" Father Sheehy, they have devised
:

new plan

deprive you of the
value of my evidence may the Allmerciful God protect you, for your last
earthly hope is thus wrested from you."
''
Take him away take him away !"
" Handcuffs here
shouted Hewitson.
quickly for the prisoner Keating '^ And
instantly two constables advanced to
seize him.
" Stand back yet a moment !*' said
Keating, waving his hand with an air
of dignity that awed the men; ''I must
say a word at parting.
My lord,"
this

to

—

!

!

he

said,

bowing

respectfully

to

the

myself not to that
man, who has so conveniently found
my name on his list, with him I have
nothing to do, but to your lordship,

judge,

''

I address
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and this honourable Court, I must be
permitted to say that, on the word and
honour of a gentleman nay, on my
solemn oath. Father Sheehy is as innocent of the crime laid to his charge
as I am of this newly-coined indictment and I think even those who are
prejudiced against this persecuted priest
must see that this accusation has been
brought against me solely to deprive
him of the benefit of my testimony,
which they dared not attempt to set
Whatever comes of it, with reaside.
gard to myself, I will bear my fate as
and as I now
a Christian and a man
see that my reverend friend is doomed,
and perhaps myself, too, I can only pray
that he and I may meet in that world
where Justice reigns supreme. Men
you can now put on your irons Catholic
gentlemen are well used to such ornaments in these ascendancy days/'
" My lord,'' said Maude, rising from
his seat behind the judge, for Hewitson
was literally speechless with anger
" my lord, is not this man's insolence
deserving of punishment

—

;

;

—

V

!
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about to receive/' said
the judicial functionary, with a bland
smile.

**

is

You seem

cellent friend, that

prison

to forget,

he

is

my

ex-

to be taken to

and there kept in
such time as his trial comes

forthwith,

chains, until

Our reverend friend here has
ordered him to prison, so rest contented.^'
Maude bowed and smiled, and resumed
Keating was quickly handhis seat.
cuffed, and carried off to solitary confinement but before
he went he
bade adieu to Father Sheehy, and
requested him to pray for him and his
on.

—

family.

" The blessing of God, and my blessing, be about you and yours, best and
truest of my friends !'' cried the priest,
in a loud, distinct voice ; '' but, fear not,
Mr. Keating, something tells me that
God will not give you over to the
Philistines.

dren shall

Go in peace, for your chilnot now be fatherless you

shall escape

—

—

I,

the priest of the Lord,

you so from him V^
Mr. Keating could only smile and
repeat the word, " farewell!'' till he
tell
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was hurried out of
turned

a

sight.

The judge

countenance

stern

on the

priest.

he

with

solemn
emphasis,
I command you to be silent.
Dare not again to disturb the peace of
''

Prisoner,"

said,

''

the court/'
The prisoner bowed in silence, and
folding his arms on his breast, stood
calmly regarding the scene as calmly
as though he were no more than a casual

—

spectator.

The novel method taken to do away
with Keating's evidence had an eflfect
which probably its inventors might
have foreseen, viz., that of deterring
others

who had

it

in their power to give

evidence for the defence from coming
forward.
Whispered dialogues might
have been heard in more than one place
amongst the crowd.
^'Why, then, Paddy Cusack," said
one farmer, in a low voice, to his neighbour, " didn't you say a w^hile ago that
you'd go for ad and prove that you were^
talkin' to Father Sheehy that very night
in Mr, Keating's parlour beyant-—when-

—
^
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him about

you went

to spake to

tenin' the

young one V
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chris-

"To

be sure I did/' replied honest
Paddy, ''but where 'id be the use o' me
doin' it ?
don't you see how they
handled Mr. Keating himself, that's so
high up in the world ? And bedad it's
hard to say they'd let me off aisy, that s
only a poor cottier, God help me V'
''
Ay but aren't you bound to tell
the truth," persisted his friend, *'and

—

!

more

when

especially

Father Sheehy
^'Oh ay, if

Paddy

it

might sarve

V
it

'id

sarve him,''

said

myself that would
soon go for'ad if they were to hang me
for it to-morrow
but you see, they're
detarmined to bring him in guilty, an'
all the evidence that we could give
would be of no use none in the world.
Moll Dunlea and Jackey Lonergan
the devil's own boy
'ill be listened to,
bekase they're paid to do the dirty job
but for an honest man to go up and
tell God's thruth,
as his
conscience"
bids him, there'll be a deaf ear turned
to him, an' he'll be marked into the
briskly,"

it's

;

—
—
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God help poor Father Sheehy,

bargain.

any way

!"

deep-drawn

When

concluded Paddy,

with

\

sigh.

lawyer for the defence
was asked whether he had any more
evidence to bring forward, he answered
in the negative, and begged to know
whether Mr. Keating s evidence might
not be allowed to stand good.
He was
roughly and sternly answered "no, sir !"
and the judge arose to address the jury.
He spoke for a considerable time dwelling particularly on the well-known character of the prisoner at the bar as a
demagogue and a political agitator, as
a man who encouraged the ignorant and
misguided people to throw off all rethe

and rebel

against the lawful
After a little circumlocution he came to the murder of Bridge,
and described it as being of the most
atrocious kind.
It had been clearly
proved, he said, that the prisoner at the
bar had, at least, encouraged the actual
assassin to do the dreadful deed, and he
charged the jury, as loyal subjects and
Irienda of humanity, to do their duty
Btraint,

authorities.
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indeed he was convinced
The only allusion he
would.
they
made to the evidence for the defence
was somewhat characteristic of the
*' There
is abundant evidence/'
time.
"
of the prisoner s guilt, but he
said he,
has not a single witness to prove him
notwithstanding his wellinnocent,
known and, indeed, baneful influence
The only individual
over the people.
who could be found to give any important testimony for him is now in prison,
on a charge of a precisely similar nature.
Gentlemen of the jury, the case is now
in your hands, and I am sure you will
decide justly and according to the
evidence before you.
The obsequious jurors bowed low to
the compliment, and marched in rank
and file from their box with becoming
dignity of mien, to decide the fate of
the celebrated Father Sheehy, the farfamed defender of the people s rights,
and the benevolent consoler of their
griefs and misfortunes.
While the
jury-box was empty, the lonely occupant
of the dock stood mute and motionless,
fearlessly, as
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head thrown slightly forward, and
his arms still crossed on his bosom.
His eyes were fixed on vacancy, for his
mind was far from the present scene
his

far,

away

far

in the viewless realms of

thought.

opened, and

Suddenly a door

he

The foreman of the
jury entered the box, and after him
raised his head.

came his brother jurors in
"When all had gained their

succession.
places, the

foreman advanced to the front of the
announced that, after the
box, and
most mature deliberation, they had
found the prisoner, Nicholas Sheehy,
Guilty of the murder of John Bridge^
that is to say, as having aided and
abetted

Edward Meighan

therein.

Again was the voice of wailing, loud
and deep, heard echoing through the
building sighs and loud groans, and
;

ochone ! ochone ! gave note that many
a heart, even in that packed assemblage,
sympathized with the unfortunate victim
of injustice.
But the prisoner himself
only raised his eyes to heaven, and said,
**
Even this, my God even this can I
!
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Thou

wilt,

whether they be good or evil/ so long

Thou keepest me

as

can cheerfully submit to

grace, I

holy

in the state

of

Thy

wiW

He was

then removed, to be brought

up the following day for sentence.
No sooner was the trial over than the
most indecent triumph was manifested
The
in and around the court-house.
magistrates hurried out to congratulate
each other on their success, and were
to be seen here and there through the
town shaking hands in open exultation.
''

Ha V

said the Bagwell brother

had been present
last trial,

''ha!

who

Sheehy s
Thomas, he

at Father

ha! Sir

hadn't his Dublin mob this time at his
back ; it was easy to see that we were
the rulers here, and I say now w^hat I
said the7i, that if he had been tried in
Clonmel for that last affair, he would
have had his desert long ago. But you
know what the old saw says.^'
>

''Ay ay V laughed Maude, ''Better
than never, so say I, too, and

late

!

—

;
,
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it is

well

at last/'
W
.$;•

we have him snugly trapped
«&b

^^

Mr

M»

M,

^

W

'7^

Jk

W

Meanwhile a heart-rending scene was
going forward in that darksome cell
which contained the prisoner Meighan,
Father Sheehy s companion in misfortune.
An old gray-haired man and a
young fair-faced woman were with him

was
mother

it

his

father

and

his wife,

the

They had

of his three children.

been admitted by the jailer as a special
act of grace, and for some minutes none
of the three could speak; they could only
weep and look at each other in mournful
silence

— the silence of intense

The convict spoke at
once more embraced

last,

anguish.

when having
he took
Sure I was

his wife,
''

hold of his father's hand.
lookin' at you in the court-house, father
dear an' God help us all, it was you I
was thinkin' of most o' the time, except
when poor Biddy an the children id
!

come into my head. Well! Biddy darlin
this is a black day to you, ma colleen
dhas ! an' one that you never thought
But clon t cry so^ Biddy don't
to see.

—

"
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my

heart

An' then there's no

tears.

use in murmurin or repinin* ; if this
wasn't the will o' God it 'id never come
to pass, so let us thry to bear it as stoutly
as we can/^
cried his
^^Oh! but, Ned!— Ned!
wife, with a fresh burst of tears, ''what
in the world put it in any one's mind to
swear murder against you f och och
^^

—you

—

of all people,

harm a

much

!

!

you that wouldn't

a Christian
aren't they worse than the divil himself
that brought such a thing against you
'^
Well, you needn't wondher so much
at that, Biddy dear," said her husband,
dog,

less

!

V

*'

when

they're

now

Father
Oh, then,

thryin'

Sbeehy for the same offence.
it would be no way strange if God
would rain down fire from heaven, and
consume them off the face of the earth."
" But Ned dear," said his father,
wiping away the tears with the back of
his hand, '' do you think what'U they
do to you and Father Sheehy, if they
bring
^'

him

in guilty too

An' they

'?

will, father,

you

may

be

—
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Bure they will/' said Edward earnestly;
''
they're bent on doin it, an' do it they

by hook or by crook.

Sure wasn't
the magistrates here with me
this very mornin wanting me to turn
king's evidence, an' swear against Am,
an if I would that they'd save my
life
ay without ever a thrial at all,
an' make me a rich man besides/'
refused to do it?'' cried
^' An you
the wife and father in the same breath,
and with startling earnestness, leaving
it doubtful whether they approved of
the step or not.
" Eefused !"
repeated
Edward
''
refused, is it
why, don't you both
know very well that I wouldn't listen
God sees only I was
to such an offer
handcuffed I'd have sent him out head
I
foremost, prisoner an all as I was.
will,

one

o'

—

!

'?

!

would indeed

—

—worse

than hang

they couldn't do, an' that
any way. Eefused to do it
I did, and why not
"That's my own darlin

they'll

—

me
do

to be sure

V

son,''

said

the old man fervently ; ''if you consented to do sich a shameful thing you'd

—
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be the death of your father, but now
I'm proud an' happy proud an happy
though my one son is in your place,
Ned Meighan I can bear all now!"
murmured the poor old man.

—

!

"An' me

me

and
the heart-broken wife fell once more
into her husband's outstretched arms
" thanks be to God you had the grace
too,

Ned,

to thrate their offer as

too!^'

I'll
desarved.
be a poor, sorrowful woman all the days
of my life if they take you from us,

it

but then Fm thankful withal
have
done your duty to God
that you

agra

gal,

an' to his reverence, that's in sore peril.

—

but then when I think when I
."
think of the time that's comin
''Come away, both of you, the time's
expired !" growled a voice at the door,

Oh

!

and

in a

moment

the old man and his
were hurried away

daughter-in-law
without being allowed to B^jfaretveU!

—
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CHAPTER

V.

THE LAST ACT OF THE TRAaEDY*

At

an early hour on the following day
the prisoners were brought up to receive
their sentence, and poor Meighan s turn

came first. He received the sentence
of death with surprising fortitude, considering him as a man without education.
But though wholly ignorant of
book-learning, he was a Catholic, and
well instructed in the elevating doctrines
of the Christian faith, and such a man
can never be called uneducated, for he
is educated for eternity.
His wife was
present,

and so was

his father,

and when

they heard the dread sentence pronounced, they clung to each other, as
though for support ; one deep, heartbreaking groan from the old man, and a
single exclamation of *' Oh, God pity
us, God pity us !" from the pale lips of
poor Biddy, and then both were silent
they did not even shed a tear such

—

—
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Poor Edward Meighan was removed, and a dead

grief as theirs cannot weep.

upon the crow^ded court
expectation was on every face, and all

silence fell

eyes were turned towards the door leadIt opened, and
ing from the jail.

He
Father Sheehy w^as brought in.
walked with a firm step to the front of
the dock, and placing his two hands on
the railing, made a low bow to the
judge, and then looked around as though
to see w^as there any one face that he
could

that of a friend.
There were many, for the trial was over,
and the prisoner convicted, and it w^as
just as well to let the papists be present
to hear the priest sentenced.
Slany a

recognize

as

—

kindly eye was beaming on him many
more were filled with tears as they
gazed, and a faint gleam of satisfaction
flitted over his face.
Having returned
the salute of those who ventured to bow
to him, Father Sheehy turned toward?
the bench.
The judge had on the awful
black cap, and his long, pale face looked
ghastly and grim as he gazed on the
prisoner, but the latter shrank not
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Sheehy!'^

said the judge;

have you any reason to offer why sentence of death should not be passed
*'

upon you V
''
My good lord

V said the priest, with
a simple earnestness of manner that
touched every heart that was not steeled
by prejudice ''my good lord! I am
aware that your question is a mere form,
and that anything I can or could say
Would have no effect still, as the opportunity is afforded me, I must say
that I am entirely innocent of the crime
the heinous crime of which I have
been convicted. Not only am I innocent;
thereof, but, to the best of my belief, no
such murder has been committed. I am
almost fully persuaded that this very
John Bridge is still living, for we have'
the clearest evidence that, some day^
subsequent to the date of the supposed
murder, the man was seen alive and in
good health, and took leave of his friends
to go to either Cork or Kinsale to embark for some foreign country.''
Here the excitement throughout the
court became so great that the judgQ

—

—

—
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and commanded

silent, under pain of being exTo the
from the courthouse.
"
This is totally irreprisoner he said
all to

be

pelled

:

Have you nothing to say that
upon your own individual case V

levant.

bears

" My lord it appears to me that I
speak to the purpose surely I do when
myself and another are to be put to
death for a crime which never was committed by any one.
Knowing, or at
least believing this to be the case, I protest against the entire proceedings, as
regards Meighan and myself, and wilt
!

my

—

moment

against
the shameful injustice, the gross perjury,
the deadly malice of which we are the
victims.
In conclusion, I must declare
that, notwithstanding all this, I heat
these unhappy men who persecute me
even unto death not the slightest illwill ; I leave them in the hands of a
just God, knowing that He will deal
with them according to their deserts
That is all I have to say
I leave God
to distinguish between the innocent and
the guilty ^
protest until

latest

!

!

—
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The judge had listened with evident
impatience, and scarcely was the last
word uttered when he arose, and putting
up his right hand he drew down his
ghastly cap over his brows, saying in a
" Then it becomes
deep, guttural voice
my painful duty to pronounce the awful
sentence which the law prescribes.
Since you seem disposed to deny your
guilt, clearly as it has been established,
you are to be considered as still unrepenting.
You shall be hanged, drawn,
and quartered, on Saturday next, the
:

15th inst, and may God have mercy on
your soul, and grant you a sight of the
!"
enormity of your crime
"It is well V replied the undaunted
priest, "and I thank your lordship for
your good wishes.
Doubtless I have
much to answer for before God, since
we are all sinful creatures at the very
best, but He knows that of this crime,
or aught like unto it, I am wholly innocent.
To His justice I fearlessly and
with all confidence give myself up
praise, honour, and glory to His holy
name now and for evermore^ and may
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His will be done on earth as it is in
heaven !'^
Here the long-restrained feelings of
Father Sheehy's friends burst forth anew
sighs and groans, and half-stifled exclamations of horror and of pity were
heard on every side, and it required all
the authority of the judge to restore
anything like order. In the midst of
the tumult the prisoner was removed,
and very soon after the Court adjourned

—

the following day.
During the short interval between
the sentence and its execution nothing
could equal the excitement of the public

till

mind.

People of all classes felt themselves deeply interested the Catholics,
of course, were filled with indignation,
for the trial and conviction of Father
Sheehy and Meighan had outraged every
sense of justice, being the very climax
of shameless corruption, and a direct
violation of all law, human and divine.
There were few men of his day so popular as Father Sheehy, and the people
seemed everywhere to regard him as the
victim of his high-souled generosity and
;

K
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undisguised

sympathy with them

their
all

It required,

sufferings.

in

indeed,

the influence of the priests to keep

them from pouring

into Clonmel

In

and

ardent
attachment to Father Sheehy they utattacking the

jail.

terly lost sight of their

would have rushed on
tion,

the

their

own

safety,

and

certain destruc-

without even a chance of saving

doomed victim

ance and

of religious intoler-

political hatred.

The

jail

was

constantly surrounded by a strong niilitary force, some of Lord Drogheda's
troops having been brought from Cloglieen to reinforce the garrison.
By a great stretch of favour his own
immediate family were permitted to see
him, and also Father Doyle as his spiritual

director.

His demeanour was
those mournful days,

calm during all
and he even succeeded in cheering and
consoling his afflicted relatives by his
glowing descriptions of the joy which
awaits the blessed in the other world^
in that world whither he was hastening.
He studiously diverted their minds from
the violent death which awaited him,
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and dwelt on the joy of being released
from the miseries of this life, the bliss of
shaking ojff " this mortal coil/' and putting on the robes of immortality. " And
*'

as for the dark stain
will rest on
character, even

then," said he,

which
that need not
friends

!

for

my

distress you,

my

kind

I feel assured that the all-

righteous God will clear up this fearful
mystery, and show forth my innocence
and that of poor Meighan.
On this

head

have no fears."
It was the day before that appointed
for his execution, and Father Sheehy
had just parted with his two sisters
and some other dear friends, of whom
he begged that they would not ask to
see him on the following day, *' for,''
said he, " as I am to-morrow to appear
before my God, I would rather be left
Let none
to undisturbed preparation.
of you come near me, then, for I would
fain break asunder now of my own free
will those bonds of earthly affection
which death
those 'cords of Adam'
will rend to-morrow. Go now, my sisters
and may God bless you and yours^
I

—

—

!
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and guide you

safe into the port of

For

why weep so

bitterly

think you had but
tian's hope.

that

shame
why one would

shame

salvation.

1

—

!

little

for

of the Chris-

Do you not know and feel
probably very
—
where our Divine

we shall meet again

soon, in that heaven

Master lives to welcome our coming 1
Only keep your last end continually in
view so as to avoid sin, as much as in
you lies, and I will venture to predict a
happy meeting for us all, knowing that
the God whom we serve delights in showing mercy to the contrite sinner.
Farewell, be of good cheer
and forget
not to pray for me when I am gone
hence !" So saying he took the hand of
each sister in his own, and held them
a moment there, while with eyes raised
to heaven, he invoked a blessing on

—

their

heads, again

exhorted them to

be of good heart, to which they only replied by a doleful shake of the head,
and a fresh burst of tears. *' No no,
no !'' murmured Mrs. Burke, the elder,
*'
there's no use in telling us that, when
we have to-morrow before us, I'm

—

—
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joy or pleasure well
ever have in this world after such a

afraid

it's

little

blow as this"
"

May

the Lord pity us !'' ejaculated
" Oh Katty dear, how
the younger.
When I think
will we stand it at all ?
that to-morrow the best of brothers is
to die such a death, and his life sworn
away by such vermin, too oh, blessed
Mother, it makes my blood boil, and
it seems as if my poor brain was
turning f'
By this time the afflicted sisters had
reached the street, and went off together
to their lodging-house, fortheir husbands
had remained behind at the priest's re!

!

some instructions which
would have been too harrowing for them

quest, to receive

to hear.

came

in,

Martin O'Brien just then
and Father Sheehy told him

with a smile
" Just in time, Martin, to hear
:

last will

and

my

testament.''

O'Brien wrung his outstretched hand
in silence, more eloquent than words
could have been.
**When I shall have suffered the
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extreme penalty of the law'' said he,
laying a strong emphasis on the last
word, "you will bury all of this poor body
that you may be able to obtain in the
old churchyard of Shandraghan.
It is
not, to be sure, where you would wish
to lay my remains, but I bespoke my
lodging there some months ago.
You
will make my grave close by that old
vault, under the shade of a gnarled elm
which overhangs the spot. Tell Billy
Griffith that his noble protection of a
poor, persecuted priest will be remembered even in heaven, if I am so
happy as to reach there, and that my
blessing rests and

and

his children.

him

this

fashioned

watch,''

shall rest

You
(it

will also give

was a

silver one),

upon him

it

large old-

is

the only

treasure I possess on earth, and I would
fain send that excellent friend a token of
Tell him to keep it for
gratitude.

my
my

sake,

To you,

it is all I

Thomas Burke,

silver snuff-box

keep

have to give him.
I give

—and do you, Terence,

this little ivory crucifix/'

forth one

this

drawing

which he wore on his neck.
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only reversional,
he added with a
melancholy smile, for you are not to have

my

dear

is

fellow/'

my

Then you are to
death.
take possession, but I have worn it for
many a year, and I cannot part with it
it till

after

For you, Martin,
remains.
I have reserved my beads, which I
value very highly, for they were given
while

life

me when

life

was warm and young

within me by one of the professors
in Louvain.
My Breviary and a few
other books I have given to Father
Doyle, and so I have already bequeathed
all

my

effects

— my

body

Shansoul to God, if he will
to

draghan, and my
deign to accept the oflfering. Not a word
now not a word !" he said, seeing that
some of his listeners were about to speak,
^'
111 hear not a word spoken with
such a doleful face as that.
O'Brien T'
he suddenly added, ''we had little
thought of this when discussing the
matter on Arran-quay, as we walked
along, looking down, on the black,
muddy Liffey. I know not what you
might have thought, but, for myself, I

—

—

;
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can safely say that I never dreamed of
such an end/'
" Truly/' interupted Martin, endeavouring to speak in a cheerful tone,
"truly 1 must say, Father Nicholas, that
I have always had a misgiving on my
mind, ever since I heard the report
of Bridge's murder.
That report is
the unfortunate cause of this dreadful
catastrophe/'

" Not at

Martin, not at all/' replied the priest briskly ; ** the cause
lies farther back, and may be traced to
the active part I took in getting the
church-rates knocked off in a parish
all,

where they ought never to have been
paid,

seeing

that

it

contained

a single Protestant, and, then, in

not

my

encouraging the people to resist that
novel and most unjust marriage-tax
these are the Jirst causes ; this pretended
murder of Bridge is but an adjunct of
the main scheme, for if his disappearance
had not furnished a weapon against
me, they would have found another.
My only grief is for poor Keating

God knows what

is

to

become of him—
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leaves

so

many
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Meighan, who
mourners

helpless

But I trust God will
behind him.
provide for them, since He sees fit to
deprive them of their main support/'
With regard to Mr. Keating/' interposed Bourke, "I hear he has been
sent to Kilkenny jail, so that he*ll not

be tried here."
''

Thank God

for that

same

!''

ex-

claimed Father Sheehy with fervour.
" He has, then, a much better chance of
escape ;
that he

I
is

am

truly rejoiced to hear
not to be tried in ClonmeL

Should any of you ever see him again
tell him how anxious I was about him,
and that my prayers were continually
ofiered up on his behalf, that God
might reward his goodness even in this
life by delivering him from the hands
You, Martin O'Brien,
of his enemies.*
* It was fortunate for Mr. Keating that he
was tried in Kilkenny rather than Clonmel, for
there the Orange faction was not so powerful, and
the jury scouted the evidence brought against
him, being chiefly the same miscreants who had
prosecuted Father Sheehy* The consequence
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pay a

soon as possible aftei
to-morrow to Mr. Cornelius O'Callagh an,
will

visit as

and thank him

for his

kind and respect-

treatment of me.
Tell him how
deeply grateful I was, and that I remembered his disinterested kindness to

ful

the last

moment

believe this

is all/^

of

my

existence.

I

and he looked around

with, a pleased expression of countenance, ''my worldly affairs are now
arranged, and I am at full liberty to
attend to ' the one thing needful/ my
Father
final preparation for eternity.
Doyle promised to come back this evening, and I hope to receive the ador-

able sacrament to-morrow morning for
dear
viaticum.
So now,

my

my

you

me

myself
awhile ; my soul must needs prepare to
meet the bridegroom, and secure His
approbation before He ascends the
God be with
tribunal of judgment.
He then
you till we meet again.''
shook the hand of each in turn, and

friends,

will leave

to

was that the injured gentleman was honourably
acquitted, and Father Sheehy's prediction verified.
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they quitted the prison in silent anguish.

The

—

wind of March wild,
was careering over the

cold, sharp

—

stormy March
earth when, on Saturday, the 15th of
that month, Father Sheehy was brought
out from his cell to undergo the murHe was attended
derer s punishment.

by
tor,

his faithful friend

and

spiritual direc-

Father Doyle, and, of the

latter

showed

—

far

tw^o,

the

more dejection than

They came out
the prisoner the felon.
on the lapboard in front of Clonmel jail,
and there stood side by side, while one
loud, long shout of sorrowful greeting

from the assembled multitude.
Sighs and groans were heard on every
side, and many a convulsive sob even
from the bosom of brave and stouthearted men.
" Och
then may the Lord prepare
a place for you in the glory of heaven
this day, Father Sheehy, dear !"
''
Ay, if he hadn't been so thrue to
us," responded another, "he wouldn't
be where he is this sorrowful mornin'.
It's because he always stood up for us

arose

!
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that he's brought to this untimely end !
The Lord be good an merciful to him as

he was to us, anyhow !'^
*'
Och, then, your reverence won't
you give us all your blessin' sure it's
the last time we can ask it of you, an'
Bore hearts we have for that same/'
Father Sheehy s eyes filled with tears
as he advanced to the front of the board,
!

;

hand made the sign
of the cross over the heads of the crowd
below.
**May the Almighty God, before whose judgment-seat I am about to
appear, bless and protect you all, and
may He grant to each of you the graces
which you stand most in need
May
He preserve you steadfastly in the true
faith, by which alone salvation is to be
and

raising his right

!

my

obtained.
I need scarcely tell you,
good people, that I die entirely innocent
of the foul crime laid to my charge. As
for those who have persecuted me, even
to death, and the jury who condemned
me on such evidence, I forgive and pity

them

and would not change place
with any one of them for all the riches
of the earth*
The care of my reputation
all,
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my God — He will re-establish

own good

In conclusion,
I pray you all to retire quietly to your
homes, and make no disturbance, for
that would only give a pretext for fresh
it

time.

persecution/^

He

then shook hands with the priest,
and begged to be remembered in his
prayers, then calmly turned and made
a signal to the hangman. That functionary was prompt in his obedience ;
a moment, and the body of Father

—
—

Sheehy swung in the air another, and
he had ceased to breathe the pain of
death was passed Heaven in mercy
had made it but momentary, and the
wild scream that arose from the multitude below, loud and heart-piercing as
it was, rolled away, unheard by him^
and mingled with the boisterous wind

—

that filled the air around.

May the Lord God of Hosts have
mercy on your soul, Nicholas Sheehy !'*
exclaimed Father Doyle, loud enough to
be heard by the people in the street.
"He will not refuse you that justice
"

which your fellow-men withheld from

—
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A

melanclioly death was yours,
but your soul has, I trust, found favour
before God, for you were indeed free

you.

from guile/^

But

all

was not yet

The body
was cut down

over.

of the martyred priest
and taken away to undergo the remainder of the sentence hanging was
not enough for the brutal spirit of the
Protestant ascendancy the poor, lifeless frame was to be drawn and quartered; and while the task was being
accomplished, Edward Meighan was
brought out on the lap-board. He, too,
declared his innocence in the most posi-

—

up an affecting
prayer for those who had sworn away
his life, for the jury who had condemned
him on their false testimony, and for
the judge who had passed sentence upon
tive terms,

him.

He

and

offered

also repeated his

solemn de-

claration of Father Sheehy's innocence.

''Though I know,'' said he, ''that he
is already gone where I am soon to follow, but still it's right to speak the
thruth to the very last. That good
priest has been put to death wrongfully,

—
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when they done it to him that was
God's own servant, they may well do it

an'

am
man that
poor,
—
though, thanks to the great God, I'm as
to

me

I

sinful

innocent of this murder as the child unThat's all I have to say, only
born.
that I freely forgive all my enemies,
and pray God to have mercy on my
soul, an the Blessed Virgin, an' all the
saints to pray for me, an^ for them I
leave behind/'
He was launched into eternity almost
before the words were uttered
no, not

—

quite so soon, for his suiferings were
somewhat longer than those of the
priest ; for two or three minutes he
struggled in the agony of his violent
death,

and then

all

was

still

—

all,

at

least, save a low moaning sound that
arose from under a neighbouring gateway, where old Atty Meighan and his
miserable daughter-in-law had taken
refuge.
few of their neighbours and
friends had gathered around them, and
were bestowing upon them such conso-

A

but their words
or no impression on the

lation as they could

made

little

;
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heart-broken sufferers, who could only
sigh and moan, and look into each
others eyes, and grasp each other's

hands in

silence

—

their anguish

was

fai

too great for words, and not one tear did

Their faces were pale—
pale and haggard
their eyes wild and
bloodshot, and the old man's thin, gray

either shed.

hair

—

hung unheeded around

his face,

while poor Biddy's fair tresses were
scarcely concealed by the little linen cap
that was their only covering, for the
hood of her blue cloak had fallen back.
Neither of the two had ventured to look
out on the fearful scene just enacted,
but they knew and felt that all was
over, and that their mainstay was gone
the cries of the appalled spectators
had told them of the dreadful fact, and
they felt as though utter darkness had
fallen on the earth, and a crushing
Poor, lonely
weight on their hearts.

—

—

mourners that frail, old man, tottering
on the verge of the grave, and that
young woman ^the mother of three
with her small, fair
fatherless children
features, shrunken and wasted as though

—

—
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by

mortal disease.
the hand of disease
Poor old father, and poor heart-broken
wife the strong and vigorous arm that

—

had supported them was now wrenched
from them, and stiff in death,^ and the
kindly heart that loved them oh, how
well
was cold, cold and dead. And
if he had died a natural death
if he
had died with his friends around him,
kneeling in prayer, and closed his eyes
in peace, what would it have been ?
at
!

—

—

—

—

least so

they thought.

At that moment

no thought of consolation entered

their

minds, but afterwards, when time had
somewhat dulled the acute anguish of
that terrible day, they found comfort in
the remembrance of his " having had the
priest."
*' Sure he died a good Christian,
as he lived.
Father Doyle had given
him the rites o' the Church, an' the good
God be praised for it, he died an innocent man.
May the Lord be good and
merciful to your soul, Ned Meighan.*'
Such was the winding up of many a
conversation amongst the friends and

.

neighbours of the dead.

Tke crowd was

dispersed at the point
i.

ieb
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of the bayonet tlie streets of the old
town were again quiet and lonely-looking, and their silence was the silence
of death, for the majority of the
inhabitants had closed their, houses in
token of sympathy and respect for the
innocent victims of unj ust law.
Everything wore an aspect of mourning, borrowed in part from the cold, cheerless
weather, and the dim, gray light that
struggled through the dark masses of
cloud which obscured the firmament
Such was the aspect of Clonmel when,
on that inauspicious evening, about an
hour before sunset, a strange and
ghastly spectacle was presented to the
eyes of those who passed by the prison.
Over the arched porch of the old jail
was hoisted on a pole the severed head
of the ill-fated priest, the well-known
features little changed, were it not for
the unnatural purple hue diffused over
all
the natural effect of the fearful
death which had parted soul and body.
The Catholics who had occasion to
pass that way hurried on with a shudder,

—

and murmured

*^

Lord have mercy on
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him
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as they glanced at tlie dreadful
object over the gateway, but there were
scores of hearts inClonmel that evening
!'•

that exulted in the *' day's work done/*
In niany a tavern through the town
there was merry-making and carousing,
for the Orangemen held '^ high holiday,''
and their leaders pledged each other iii'
foaming tankards to the further success
of the good cause, and the greater downMany of
fall of Pope and Popery,
them there were who were not ashamed
to boast of having *^ sent Sheehy to,
where he ought to be long ago/'
" Here's may the ould fellow give him
his warmest corner,'' said one big, burly
Orangeman, as he tossed off his glass of
"the rale stujSP," at the bar of the
'*
Spread Eagle/'
*'
Ay ? an' that all the priests in Ireland may soon get their due, as he got
it—that's the worst I wish them, Davy
Robinson!" cried another, as he followed
the other s example, and swallowed his
potation, nothing loth, then laid

down

the capacious measure, and smacked his
4ips approvingly.
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that faction did exult,

and lord it over the prostrate Catholics,
and boast that many more of them
would share the fate of Sheehy and
" We
Meighan before all was over,
have Keating fast enough/' would they
say, '* and therell be more in for this
same affair before the week's over,"
And it was too true only a few days
had passed when several other Catholics
of respectable standing were arrested on
the same charge, two of them being
;

relatives of Father Sheehy.

One

of

Eoger Sheehy, was acquitted out
of very shame, but was brought up
again on a fresh accusation, a little while
after However, God saw fit to bring him
unharmed out of the hands of his enemies. Of the others, three were executed,
viz., Edmund Sheehy, a second cousin
of the priest, and a gentleman of
excellent character, who left a wife
and four young children to bewail his

these,

untimely end ; also James Farrell and
James Buxton, both of whom were men
of education, and in good circumstances.
Seven or eight others were tried
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order to
save appearances, as they were nearly
all bound over before they left the court
in

an early day to answer
sundry charges of high treason.
:^
*
^
*
*
^
to appear at

Many

years had rolled away, and
still the head of Father Sheehy was
bleaching over the porch of Clonmel
jail harrowing the hearts and souls of
Many applications had
the people.

been made by his friends to have it removed, but all in vain, until more than
twenty years had passed away since it

was hoisted there

— grisly monument as

bones and eyeand the fearful associations
clinging around it
memories of vile
injustice, and gross perjury, and religious
Oh,
intolerance, and cruel oppression.
yes, truly it was a mournful spectacle,
the head of that martyred priest and,
what made it more mournful still, was

it

was, with

less sockets,

its fleshless

—

;

of Father
the entire establishment
Sheehy's innocence only a few years
after his execution, in direct fulfilment
of his prediction.
But, by a special
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ordination of retributive Justice, "before
that head was withdrawn from the
public gaze, scarcely one individual

who

on Father Sheehy's jury

sat

mained

been cut
deaths.

re-

had
all, or nearly
by strange and sudden
Some of them died of diseases

alive

all,

;

off

too loathsome to mention ; one in a state
of raving madness, biting and gnawing
his own flesh ; another killed by a fall
from his horse ; and so on of all the
rest, with only one or two exceptions.*
As for the miserable witnesses who had
sworn away so many innocent lives, their
fate was just what might be expected.

The wretched Moll Dunlea was killed
by falling into a cellar in the city of
Cork, while Lonergan finished his
ignoble career in that disgrace to Dublin,
Parrack-street, the victim of his own
evil courses.
Poor, poor wretch, he
was still young in years when the measure of his iniquities was filled up, and
* This is all strictly true ; throughout all the
southern province the doom which fell on
Father Sheehjr's jury is everywhere known and
' '
'
.
blkedoiF^
.
;

•

-^

'

<

-
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tBe thread of his life was cut short
the avenging hand of God.
•%
4k
4k
^
4k
w^
4E:
^vr

It

*T^

•jv*

was seven years

•»?

by

•jx.

after the death of

Father Sheehy, when a native of
Clogheen entered a tavern on the black
coast of Newfoundland, in company
with another person with whom he had
been transacting some business, and
they went in to have a friendly glass
together before they parted.
While
they were sitting at a table, chatting
over the bargain just concluded, and
»sippingat intervals their whiskey-puneh,
our Clogheen man suddenly fixed his
eyes on the face of one who just then
came into the shop. Starting from his
seat, he darted forward and caught the

new-comer by the

breast.

"Tell me, honest man!'' he exclaimed^
you not from Tipperary, Ire-iland r
"Why, then, indeed I am,'' said the
other, looking askance at his assailant,
and endeavouring, at the same time, to
*'

are

shake
•

-

'

off his grasp.

Were you

ever in Clogheen

V

pcr-^

"

IG6
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holding him
and looking into his very eyes.

sisted Peter Crowly.
fast,

still

—

" Is it in Clogheen ? oh, bedad if I
had a shillin for every time I was in it,
it's myself 'id be the rich man all out.
Why, man alive, I was bred an' born
athin two or three miles

o'

that

same

place.'*
*'

And

your name V^ asked Crowly,

with a sort of convulsive trembling that
indicated the deepest emotion.
''
Why, one id think you were some
lawyer or another, the way you go on
wid your questions ; but if you want
badly to know my name, sure it's John
Bridge divil a hair I care who hears

—

it.'^
''

I

knew

it

!

I

knew

it

the minnit I

seen your face!"

shouted Peter, as,
letting go his hold, he dropped heavily
on his seat, while Bridge stared on him

amazement, and the others who
were present gathered eagerly round to
learn the meaning of his strange conin utter

duct.
**

What

demanded

did you know,
Bridge, in his

ahagur

own

f

simple
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way

;

" that

is if it's
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no harm to put

the question."
''1

knew

was John Bridge that
stood before me
an' only it was broad
daylight rd have taken you for a ghost/
''Arrah, then, what in the world
wide put that in your head % Faith,
dear, yourself looks as much like a dead
man as I do. Ghost, indeed no more
it

—

—

!

ghost than another, for the matter

o'

that/'

An' how did you get here at all or
what made you leave home V inquired
Crowly, making an effort to collect his
''

thoughts.

Och, then, if you're from Clogheen
yourself," returned Bridge, ** sure you
can t but know that.
Didn't I run away
to Cork for fear o' being taken an' put
in again for what you know.
Faix I got
enough o' the law, for the very flesh
was torn off my back, an' all to make me
sware agin them that was as innocent
as the child in the cradle.
Sure they
wanted even to make me sware agin his
reverence. Father Sheehy."
" Ah, then, but that same goin' away
*'
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was the unlucky move, all out,
manes o' many valuable lives

away."
" Why, Lord bless me! how is thaf?"
demanded Bridge, his round bullet eyes
dilating with intense curiosity ; " how
did that happen, or what do you mane
bein' taken

at

all

r

" "Why, just this," said Growly,

with
slow and solemn emphasis on every

—

word, ''just this that there was a report got up that you were murdered,

than five men were hanged
An' listen here, John," he
added, lowering his voice almost to a
whisper, '' listen here, Father Sheehy
was one o' the Jive
An exclamation of horror escaped
from every individual present, and
Bridge reeled back against the wall,
literally gasping for breath.

an no

less

for that same.

^

Hanged! five men hanged for killin'
me! and the priest among the rest.
Oh, Lord oh, Lord cross o' Christ be
about us !'' and he made the sign of the
" An'
cross on his forehead and chest.
the only one that ever hurted me was
''

!

!
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vagabone that whipped me for the
magisthrates. Och, och, Father Sheehy,
dear, didn 1 1 go an get your blessin*

^fcbat

jist before I

came away

;

and sure you

me a bright silver crown, though
Och,
it s not much you had to spare.
wirra ! wirra ! Arrah, then," he suddenly asked of Crowly, *^ was there no
one to go for ad an' prove that I wasn't
killed at all ; sure didn't I tell many a
one that I was goin' to lave the
counthry, an the rayson why I did it,
gave

an' all

V

"Yes," said Crowly, and the tears
almost choked him, "yes, there was
no less than three of them proved thaty
but their evidence wasn't listened to,
because they wanted to get poor Father
Sheehy an' the others out o' the way,
seein' that they were Catholics, an' well
thought of by the people.
If God
doesn't rain down vengeance on them
all, root and branch, then I'll say he s
not a just
*^

Is

God

John

after all

!"

Brien, the dancin master,

living stilll" inquired Bridge,

had a

little

when he

recovered the shock of these

,
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*'
strange tidings.
Sure if he's a living
man, couldn't he clear every one o' them,
if there wasn't another but himself ; foi
the very day before I left home, I told
him in private what I was goin to do,
an bid him farewell, bekase I had a
great regard for him."
Indeed, then, he is alive," replied

Crowly, "or at least was then, for he
proved on the table, in my own hearin
just what you're after tellin me, but it
all no use.
By the powers if St.
Peter himself came down an proved
his
Father Sheehy innocent
oath
wouldn't be b'lieved again Moll Dunlea's
Well, boys,
or Jacky Lonergan's.
there's no use in talking, but Gods
that's
above, an' sees all that's done
one comfort."

was

!

—

"And

do you really mean to say,"

asked the landlord, who was a native
of the United States, '' that five men
were executed for the murder of this
man here, whom I have known off and
on for six or seven years ; one of them
a Catholic priest, too, in a Catholic
country like yours V

FATHER SHEEHY.
*'

It's

as true

as the

Gospel,
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Mr.

Hunter/' replied Crowly ; ''an* as for
poor Father Sheehy, his head was on a
spike on the top of a long pole over the
jail-gate the last time I was in Clonmel,
an' I suppose it's there yet, whoever
sees it."

" Well, I guess you wouldn't catch
me taking up my quarters in such a
country as that. If that is the sort of

wonder the
hands, and make

law you have in Ireland,

I

people don't take it in
laws for themselves."
" So they do, sir, so they do, but only
They're beginning to try
of late days.
an' get justice for themselves, when
it won't be given them.
Sure that's
the rayson of all this Whiteboy work,
an these night meetings an' everything
o' that kind.
The poor Catholics see
plain enough that there's nothing for
them but the worst o' thratement, an'
hangin' them up like dogs for no rayson
at all, only because they won't give up
their faith ; and as they can't nor won't
do that, they must only combine,
together, an' take the law into their

—

;
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own

when they can't expect
from them that's set over them/-

hands,

justice

While the conversation went on in
poor Bridge withdrew into
a corner, blubbering and crying lil^e a
child, and wiping away his fast falling
tears with an old blue handkerchief
Every
which he took out of his hat.
now and then he was heard muttering
''An' they hanged Father Sheehy,
this strain

—

:

Och och
the black-hearted villains
then, hadn t he the hard heart all out
him
that put a rope round his neck
that was so good and kind to every one.
!

Ob, wirra

1

!

but I hope he i^
happy anyway, for if he isn't God help
Och,
the world
that's all / say!
wasn't it quare too, to hang them all
for killin' me, an' me alive an' well
!

luirra

!

—

bates the divil.'^
for you, John," said Crowly,
catching up his last words, '' the old
boy himself couldn't do a blacker deed ;

sure
^'

it

True

but I must just go

home

off

now

an' writ^

to the magistrates that I seen

you

here."

"

Oh

!

for God'^ sake, don't

!"

cried
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^^ sure they tell
the poor simple fellow
me that I could be taken up here jist
as well as if I was still in Ireland, on
account of the place belonging to the
king so every one tells me ; and if
they knew I was here they d be sendin'
afther me, and Td be hanged for bein^
Oh, faix I would !''
a Whiteboy.
**
But wouldn't it be a thousand pities
not to let them know that you're alive.
Couldn't you go to the States, man
alive
and then there'd be no danger
of you bein' taken?" but nothing he
could say would induce Bridge to consent, so great was his terror of the law^
and he seemed to be under the im-?
pression that he would not be safe any-s
where, if it were known that he was

—

!

alive.

*

*

-y?

^

*

:*

Mrs. Burke at length succeeded in
obtaining possession of her brother's
head, or rather, skull, from the pole

whereon for upwards of twenty years it
had remained the dreary sign-post of
Clonmel jail.
Many of the friends of
the family accompanied her on this

—

—
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melancholy errand, and a box being
prepared for th,e purpose, the head was
conveyed to Shandraghan, and deposited in the cofl&n with the remains
of its kindred body.
And there may
the grave of Father Sheehy still be
seen, with its white tombstone, bearing
the following inscription
" Here lieth the remains of the Rev.
Nicholas Sheehy, parish priest of Shandraghan,
Ballysheehan,
and Templeheney.
He died March 15th, 1766,
:

aged 38 years. Erected by his sister,
Catherine Burke, alias Sheehy."
I cannot better conclude this melancholy sketch than by quoting the words

—

*'
of Drc Madden
Beside the ruins of
the old church of Shandraghan, the
grave of Father Sheehy is distinguished
by the beaten path, which reminds us of
the hold which his memory has to this
day on the affections of the people.
The inscriptions on the adjoining tombs
are effaced by the footsteps of the
pilgrims who stand over his grave, not
rarely or at stated festivals, but day
after day, as I was informed on the
:
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while the neglected tomb of the
proud persecutor, William Bagwell, lies
at a little distance, unhonoured and
unnoticed by them/'
And such is actually the case the
power of the Orange faction has passed
away for ever the days of the Protestant
ascendancy are with those beyond the
flood
the memory of the functionaries
who so unjustly wielded their power is
branded with opprobrium, and their
names are only remembered at all to
be used as bywords of reproach and
execration, while that of Father Sheehy
is enshrined in the inmost hearts of the
people, and is ever music to their ears.
It only remains for us to thank heaven
that Tipperary, in 1850,* has seen the
glorious revival of Catholic splendour,
and that the Synod of Thurles has redeemed the glory of that good, old,
faithful county, where the national
religion was so oppressed and trampled
on, and its children so cruelly persecuted
spot,

—

—

—

Eighty Years Ago.

The following
*

stanzas, translated

This was written in 1851.

M

from
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the Irisli, have been kindly sent us from
Worcester,
Hoping
Massachusetts.
that they may not be uninteresting to
those who have been following '' The
Fate of Father Sheehy'^ in our columns,
we give them almost verbatim. The
translation was made, our correspondent
states, by a member of the family of the
lamented Father Sheehy.
It seems
that his sister, almost bereft of reason,
had been watching twenty years the
mouldering head of her martyred
brother, which stood on a high pole in
front of Clonmel

Many

jail.

had been made

applica*

have the head
removed, but in vain. At the end of
that long period of time the devoted
sister succeeded in stealing the head by
night, whilst a raging storm kept the
tions

to

sentries in the shelter of their boxes.

So the story goes in Tipperary, and
on it these verses appear to have been

As the friend to whom we
founded.
are indebted for them justly remarks,
''
they must have been touchingiy sweet
and mournful in the grand old tongue
of our Celtic sires/'

f!
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FATHER SHEEHY'S HEAD— FOR TWENTY
YEARS EXPOSED IN FRONT OF CLONMEL JAIL.

TO

Head of the martyred

priest, I

now can hold thee

Thus to my lips and to my heart I fold thee
On CionmeFs gates, while soldiers lay a-dreani-'
1

I watched the fatal spike thro' darkness gleam-

Martyr' d to Erin's cause by men unholy,
Marcyr'd, like Christ his Lord, for justice solely;
Dark doom of grief to many a mother's daughter.
From Knockmaoldown to Shannon's widespread water.

From Shannon

of the ships and

all

its

holy

islands,

To Cashel

of the kings

and

its

diocese of high-

lands,"^

Cork of the ancient sword and pointed arrow.

And co;p^a ma

chree of the

And where

are they,
reviled thee?

Who

mound

of sorrow.J

dear head

1

that once

spiked thee high and with filthy pitch

defiled thee

?

*Munster was called of old the "Highlands of
Ireland."
t Brien Boroihme's sword and arrow are deposited in
the museum of that city, where they may still be seen.
J This seems to have reference to the place of his
sepulture.
His remains lie in Snandraghan churchyard,
fourteen miles west of Clonmel, near the borders of the
county Cork.
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All pray 'rs for pity spum'd, scoSM and slighted
They crushed my heart, and left me old and
blighted*

Sure of their doom, some died in madness,
yelling *

Of Sheehy's

quartered corpse, of heirs dark
dwelling;
And some, oh, righteous God impious and
I

daring,

Pour'd forth their curs'd lives and died despairing.
*

Maude,

of

Dundrum, and oue

Cloumel, both died mad*

of the

Bagwells of

APPENDIX.
[We are enabled, by the kind permission of
Doctor Madden, the accomplished and impartial historian of the United IrishTuen, to
present to our readers in this Appendix the
true historical details of the foul judicial
murder of Father Sheehy, together with a
graphic picture of the events that led to
that tragedy. The picture of Ireland 110
years ago has many features not very dissimilar to that which the Ireland of this
year of grace, 1881, presents. True, Ireland
was then only beginning to break some of
the links of that blood-stained chain of
oppression which had bound her in abject
subjection to England for upwards of a censhe was only beginning to acquire
tury
strength for those heroic efforts, which, iu
later times, have broken many a link of that
chain.
Of those that remain she is now
engaged in a supreme effort to snap one of
them the strong feudal link, which has
paralysed her energies, and kept her the
mendicant of the nations; "the worst fed,
worst housed, worst clothed people in the
civilized world."
Year by year t|xe terribly
;

—
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drain of her population the true wealth of
has been depleting her more and
more, intermittently, by the appalling process of deaths by starvation, caused by
famine in a fruitful land, where the Pharaoh
of the day would not listen to the monitions
of our Joseph to provide the means of
averting the awful scourge and perennially,
by the hemorrhage of emigration. Even the
achievements of science, which advance the
material well-being of other nations, work
For example, the applicato her detriment.
a means of
tion of steam to navigation
wealth to self-governed nations— only afford
greater facilities for the exodus which has
brought Ireland down to her present condition, a condition that has at length compelled h6r people to resolve that the time
has come to put an end to this system. Yes,
the popular will has advanced this burning
question; if not to the stage of a final settleinent, at least to within a measurable distance of such a settlement. Whether the
present Parliament has the wisdom and
patriotism to make that settlement on such
an equitable basis as will satisfy the just
requirements of the case, or will let the
golden opportunity pass, frittering away its
time—-one of the two great English parties
trying how little would satisfy the people,
and the other, how much they may safely

a nation

—

;

—

ivithhold, remains to be seen.

But

if this"
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Parliament fail, another one, legitimately
convoked in the capital of Ireland, mtist
settle it on a broader and fairer basis than
those submitted to the British Parliament.
But our object here is not to discuss the
Land Question or Home Eule, but to show
how, in the case of Ireland, history is in some
respects repeating itself
In June, 1881, as
in March, 1776, the injustice of the oppressive Land Laws was stirring the stormy
passions of Ireland, and now, as then, a
Father Sheehy is subjected to incarceration
for Ireland
But the spirit of the age will
fiot permit the Father Sheehy of to-day to
be more than a confessor; the martyr's
Jialm he may not aspire to, however willing
e might be to emulate the Fate of Father
Sheehy, Priest, Patriot, and Martyr of the
eighteenth century.]
!

PERSECUTION OF THE CATHOLIC CLERGY AND
GENTRY OF THE SOUTH ON PRETENCE OF
WHITEBOYISM THE CASE OF THE SHEEHYS,
BUXTON, AND FARRELI^

—

The

various outbreaks of popular discontent
which took place between 1760 and 1790,
and got the names of insurrections and
Popish rebellions, can only be regarded as
agrarian outrages, the result of oppressive
measures taken for the collection of exorbitant rents, the exaction of tithes, aind tlie
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conversion of the small holdings of the
peasantry into pastures.
The destitution
attendant on those measures, and especially
the latter practice, in a country where the
unfortunate people turned adrift had no
manufacturing districts to fly to for the
means of support, drove the persons thus
beggared and deprived of house and home,
to those acts of violence and desperation
which usually follow in the footsteps of dis-

and ignorance.
The same interests
which reduced the people to misery were
tress

exerted in representing their condition as
the result of their own turbulent and lawless
proceedings, and the conduct of any of the
gentry of their own persuasion who sympathised with their sufferings, or dared to
attempt to redress their wrongs, as influenced by seditious and disaffected motives.
Wherever agrarian outrages were committed, and their causes were inquired into by
such persons, the landlords and the titheowners never failed to raise a clamour
against their character for loyalty ; and even
the writers of the day, who ventured to
espouse the cause of the parties who had
the courage and humanity to interfere in
behalf of the unfortunate people, represented
their advocates as well-meaning " but giddy

and

officious

men."

The conduct was thus

Boman

Catholic

priest

designated of a
of the namcj pf
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Sheehy, a

man

of unblemished character,

and the memory of whose
this

day

is

in the place

virtues even to

held in the highest veneration

where he was most foully mur-

dered, and the name of law desecrated by
the formal sanction of his death.
He was said to be inimical to the collection of church-rates in the parish of Newcastle,* where there were no parishioners,
and was suspected of holding seditious
opinions with respect to the divine right
of a clergy to the tenth part of the produce
of a half-starved people, whose souls they
had no cure of. For these offences they
persecuted to the death a minister of the
gospel, who had neither offended against its
law nor against the laws of his country.

Mr. Arthur Young, an Englishman, and
an eye-witness of the Munster tumults,
plainly attributes these disturbances to the
inhuman conduct of landlords. " The landlord of an Irish estate," he says, " inhabited
by Roman Catholics, is a sort of despot, who
yields obedience in whatever concerns the
poor to no law but that of his will."-fThe flame of resistance to their oppression,
states, was kindled by " severe treatment
in respect of tithes, united with a great

he

• He had succeeded in abolishing them in the parish
of Newcastle, and from his time to the present they

have been unknown there.
+ Young's "Tour," vol,

ii.,

pages 40 and 42,
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speculative rise of rents about the same
time.
The atrocious acts they (the Whiteboys) were guilty of made them the objects
of general indignation. Acts were passed
for their punishment which seemed calcuThis
lated for the meridian of Barbary,
arose to such a height, that by one (law)
they were to be hanged, under certain circumstances, without the common formality
of a trial, which, though repealed the following session, marks the spirit of punishment;
while others remain yet the law of the land,
that would, if executed, tend more to raise
than quell an insurrection."
Another English writer. Dr. Campbell, in
his '^ Philosophical Survey of the South of
Ireland," speaks of the country at the time
he wrote, 1777: "Instead of being in a
progressive state of improvement, as verging
to depopulation ; the inhabitants are either
Baoping under the sullen gloom of inactive
indigence, or blindly asserting the rights of
nature in nocturnal insurrections, attended
with circumstances of ruinous devastation
and savage cruelty ; and must we not conclude that there are political errors some^
where ? "
After detailing the causes of

Whiteboyism, he adds: "What measures
have been taken for laying this spirit ?
None that I hear of, but that of offering
rewards for apprehensions and discoveries.
This evil must, nevertheless, originate from

;
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gome otTier cause than mere depravity of
nature for, to suppose that a set of people
should conspire to run the risk of being
hauged and gibbeted for the mere pleasure
of doing mischief to their neighbours, would
argue a degree of diabolism not to be found
in the human heart/'*
The best, and by far the most clear and
explicit account of the cause of those agrarian disturbances, is to be found in a pamphlet rarely to be met with, printed in
Dublin in 1762, under the title of *' An
Enquiry mto the Causes of the Outrages
committed by the Levellers or Whiteboys
Esq."
of Munster, by
S
*'Some landlords,'* says the author, *'in
Munster have set their lands to cottiers far
and, to lighten their
above their value
burden, allowed commonage to their tenants
by way of recompense afterwards, in despite
of all equity, contrary to all compacts, the
;

M

,

;

:

landlords enclosed these commons, and precluded their unhappy tenants from the only
means of making their bargains tolerable.
The law, indeed, is open to redress them
but they do not know the laws, or how to
proceed ; or, if they did know them, they
are not equal to the expense of a suit against
a rich tyrant. Besides, the greatest part of
these tenures are by verbal agreement, not
Dr.Campbeirs "Philosophical Survey,"

pp. 293-297.
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by written compact.

Here

another diflSculty if these wretches should apply to law,
what could they do in this case ? They
were too ignorant of the principles of equity
to seek a reasonable redress
they had too
of
their
sufferings to feel the
deep a sense
less pungent call of virtue nay, they thought
equity was on their side, and iniquity on the
part of their landlords, and thence flew with
eagerness to what is ever the resource of
low and uncultivated minds violence."
" It is not uncommon in Munster to charge
from four to five guineas per acre for potato
ground but we shall suppose the price but
four guineas, that is ninety-one shillings:
the daily wages for labourers is four pence
per day there are three hundred and sixtyfive days in the year, of which fifty-two are
Sundays, and suppose but thirteen holidays,
the remainder is three hundred working
days, the wages for which is a hundred
shillings, that is, nine shillings above the
is

:

:

;

—

.

.

.

;

:

price of their land, of which five shillings
are paid for the tithe, and two for hearth

money and
;

the remainder goes towards the

rent of their cabin. What is left ? Nothing.
And out of this nothing, they are to buy
seed for their garden, salt for their potatoes,
and rags for themselves, their wives, and
children.
It must be observed that in this
calculation I have mentioned three hundred

working days, though

it is

known, from th^
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greater number of holidays observed in that
part of the kingdom than in any other, from
the number of wet and broken days, there
are not above two hundred days for which
they are paid. What an aggravation does
And will the
this make in the account.
best crop enable them to maintain a family,
often of six or eight persons, under the
difficulties

we have mentioned

?

It is this

exorbitant rent which produces the comReady money they have
plaint of tithes.
reward
of
their labour goes in paynot the
ment of their rent ; they can seldom amass
the mighty sum of two shillings to pay their
;

hearth money

;

how then

five shillings for tithes

?

shall

they collect

The clergymen

in

that country possess livings which have a
thousand acres under black cattle. Here
the incumbent gets nothing, and the cottier's garden becomes his principal support
gentleman of birth, perhaps piety and
learning, is brought to the disagreeable
necessity of chaflFering with a set of poor
wretches for twopence or sixpence in a bargain, or forego the support of his own family.
This business grows irksome to him, and he
seeks some one person who will take the
whole trouble upon him. The distress of
the parishioner is heightened by this agreement ; and the tithe-monger, who is generally
more rapacious than humane, squeezing out
the very vitals of the people, and by process,

A
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and sequestration, drags from them
the little which the landlord and king had
citation,

left

them^'

If the landlords of Ireland had been iii
alliance with France, and bent upon promoting its views in the former country, by rendering the people more discontented, they

could not have done more for French policy
than they thus effected by driving the people
to desperation.

These were the real rebels to the British
Crown, and the worst enemies of all to the
connection that ought to have subsisted
with mutual good-will between the two
countries.

In 1760, a variety of causes had conspired
to reduce the people to the lowest degree of

misery.
The revenue, the unerring baro^
condition, plainly indicated in
their
meter of
this year the distress that universally prevailed ; a fatal disease swept off vast quantities of their cattle, and provisions became

unusually dear.

The

distress

was not sudden

or partial it had gone on increasing for the
past five years. The House of Commons, in
their address to his Excellency, on referring
to this subject, and to the want of corn to
which the distress of the country was largely
to be attributed, declared " they would most
cheerfully embrace every practicable method
;

to

promote

tillage."

The members

of that

-

House kept the wor4
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of promise to the Viceroy's ears, and broke it
They scandalously
the people's hope.
embraced the opportunity of promoting their
own temporary interests by turning the tilled
lands of vast districts into pasturage, and
even enclosing the commons where their
impoverished tenants had hitherto been permitted to graze their cattle, and by such
means had been enabled to meet the landlords* and the tithe-owners' exorbitant de-^
to

mands.

When a famishing peasantry ceases to
look upon the lords of the soil as their
natural protectors, and they regard the law
without respect, because it is administered
by men "who grind the faces of the poor,"
their outrages, it will be found

by melan-

choly experience, are more violent, ungovernable,driftless, and vindictive in their character
than those that are excited by any other
species of oppression.

So it was with the lawless acts of the Whiteboys, wanton in cruelty, wild in their schemes,

and heedless of the consequences arising from
the destruction of property and so it always
;

be with the turbulence of a people who
have been trampled upon by the proprietors
wnll

of the soil, as those of Ireland had been.
proprietors cared, in fact, no more for
their miserable tenants than the bashaws of

The

Turkey are wont

to do for the Christian
rajahs of the distant provinces, which are

;
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delivered into their hands, to be ruled over
with a rod of iron, to have the last para
wrung from their labour, for the benefit of
soil, and of ulemas in Stamfrom whose functions they derive no

strangers to the
boul,

earthly or spiritual advantages.
Lord Northumberland, addressing the
Parliament in 1763, in speaking of the disorders in the south, intimated that the

means of industry would
from whence

it

remedy
want of those

be the

followed, the

means must have been the cause.
The
Commons, in accordance with the Viceroy's
suggestion, promised to give their best attention to the Protestant Charter Schools
and Linen Manufacture. The people, it
was well known, would not send their children to the former, and were totally ignorant
In fact, when the Catholic
of the latter.
people were crying out for bread, the Commons were proposing Prdtestant schools for
the starving children of a Roman Catholic
population, and shuttles and looms for an
agricultural peasantry.
The landlords in the House of Commons
carried out the views on which they acted in
they declared the
their several districts
riots which had taken place in 1762 and
;

1763, " to be Popish rebellions." They appointed a committee " to inquire into the
causes and progress of the Popish insurrec^
tion in the province of Munster.*'
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In 1764, the Lords and Commons in their
address to the Viceroy, the Earl of Northumberland, characterized the acts of the rioters
In their
as, "Treason against the State/'
"pretended grievances no traces of oppression
can be seen we can only impute their disorders to the artful contrivances of designing
men, who, from selfish and interested views,
have spread this licentious spirit among the
people."
In 1766, the unfortunate people having
paid the penalty of " their crimes and their
pretended grievances," having been dealt
with according to law, the country was restored to that kind of quiet which usually
follows terror, and in Ireland passes for tranquillity.
The landlords then had leisure,
and a colourable pretext in their ov/n exaggerated representations of the treasonable
designs of the quelled rioters, to bring all
those Roman Catholic gentry to an account
who were known to have afforded any pecuniary assistance to the miserable wretches
who had been thrown into gaol or brought
to trial, and were without the means of making any defence, except what they obtained
from the charity of those of their own communion who were thus far able to assist
them.
An expression of sympathy with
their unfortimate condition, a single act of
interference in their behalf before a justice
of the peace, or the appearance at the trial
;

N
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of one of
seen,

them

even

as a witness,

and

it will

be

as a legal adviser of the party

accused, was sufficient to bring the loyalty of
every such person into question, to compromise his character, and to put his life in peril.
The turpitude of involving men in the
crimes of those they succoured in a gaol, or
enabled to procure the means of defence on
the trial, which the law allowed, but which
they were unable to provide, did not originate
with the persecutors of the Sheehys, the
Farrells, the Buxtons, and the Keatings of
1766 ; nor did the baseness of the practice
terminate with the troubled time they lived
in.
In 1798, the same principle was not
only acted on by magistrates, but the Lord
Chancellor of Ireland gave the sanction of
his authority to the execrable doctrine, that
the act of contribution towards the defraying
the expense incurred for the defence of persons accused of treason involved a participation in the crime
General descriptions of popular tumults
and of calamitous occurrences often convey
a less accurate idea of the events in question,
than the particular details of the fate or
sufferings of one of those actors or victims in
the strife, whose history is bound up with
the events that excite our interest.
The account of the persecution and judicial murder of Father Nicholas Sheehy, of

Clogheen,

is

an epitome in

itself of

the his-
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tory of Ireland at that period, of its persecuted people, of the character of their
oppressors, of the divisions secretly encouraged and sedulously fostered by the
rulers of the country

between one

class of

the community and another, and, finally, of
the use made of the weakness consequent on
the general disunion.
In 1762, the Earl of Drogheda, was sent
to the disturbed districts in the province of
Munster, in command of a considerable military force, and fixed his head-quarters at
Clogheen, in the county of Tipperary.
While he continued at Clogheen, the
troops were constantly employed in the old
mode of pacifying the country, and some
of the gentlemen in the neighbouring districts were in the habit of scouring the
country at the head of armed parties. The
gentlemen who chiefly distinguished themselves in these military exploits were, William
.

.

.

Bagnell, Esq., Sir Thomas Maude, and John
Bagwell, Esq.
The exertions of these gentlemen in their military and magisterial
pursuits were actively seconded in the arrangement of the panel at the assizes by
Daniel Toler, Esq.. High Sheriff of the
county, an ancestor of the judge celebrated
for his judicial energy at another calamitous
period of Irish history, and in the getting up
of the prosecutions by a minister of the
gospel, the Rev. John Hewityon,
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While the head-quarters of the Earl of
Drogheda were fixed at Clogheen, the services
of the usual auxiliaries to the Irish magistracy were called into requisition. No Roman
Catholic leader of any respectability had been
yet fixed on to give a plausible character to

the rumour of a Popish insurrection the
parish priest of the town was accordingly
suspected of disaffection. He had collected
money for the defence of some of the rioters
who were his parishioners, and the acquittal
of any of them was attributed to his interFather Nicholas Sheehy was born
ference.
at Fethard, about six miles from Clonmel.
He was sent to France at an early age to
receive that education which it was a capital
offence to communicate to one of his creed
He was well descended, and reat home.
lated to some of the most respectable Caman of
tholic gentlemen of the county.
the name of John Bridge, having been arrested on a charge of Whiteboyism, examined
by torture, and " severely punished by courtmartial," was induced to come forward with
charges against several respectable persons
of having been amongst the rioters who had
assembled in the neighbourhood of the town,
the night of the day on which Lord Drogheda
woman of abanarrived at Clogheen.
;

A

A

doned character, who had been excommunicated by the priest Sheehy, was likewise
procured, at ^ later period, to swear to an
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information of a similar tendency to Bridge's.
Sheehy was arrested, but the evidence against
him could not have been very conclusive, for
after his examination he was suffered to go
at large on the understanding that he was to
appear if further evidence was brought
against him in corroboration of the informers.
The proceedings against Mr. Sheehy remained
thus suspended, when, in the latter end of
1763, Bridge disappeared, and a report was

had been murdered by the
Whiteboys. In March, 1764, the high sheriff
and grand jury of the county of Tipperary
published an advertisement, setting forth,
" That whereas the said John Bridge was
missing since October preceding, and was
supposed to he murtheredy they did hereby
promise a reward of £50 to any person or
persons who should discover, within twelve
calendar months, any person or persons concerned in said act,'' etc.
The advertisement soon produced the desired effect.
The only persons concerned in
the appearance or non-appearance of the
informer were those who had been informed
against.
Father Sheehy was not named in
the advertisement, but it was impossible
that any doubt could be entertained as to
the party interested in the disappearance of
the informer, and therefore to be suspected
of being privy to his murder.
The magistrates and gentry of Tipperary
circulated that he
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had been incensed against the judge who
presided at the preceding trials of the rioters.
One of the few impartial and humane judges
who then graced the Irish bench, Sir Richard
Acton, Lord Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas, had been sent upon a special commission to try a great number of these rioters
two years previously. The trials were conducted with a show of justice that was extremely offensive to the local authorities,
and the magistrates and grand jury raised
such a clamour against the excellent judge,
that he was driven from the Irish bench, and
went to England, where he accepted of the
inferior appointment of puisne judge.
The
name of Sir Richard Acton deserves to be
remembered in Ireland with respect and
honour; and if no other eulogy on his
character were recorded, it might be sufficient
to say, that this Fletcher of his day was
reviled by Sir Richard Musgrave, and that
on the occasion of his return from Clonmel at
the conclusion of the business of the special
commission, the road along which he passed
Avas lined on both sides with men, women,
and children, thanking him for the justice
and the fairness of his conduct in the discharge of his duty, and pouring blessings on
him as a just and impartial judge.*
This was a novel spectacle in Ireland: it

was a touching exhibition, and
* Plowden's

'*

one, it

History of Ireland," vol.

ii.,

might

page 139.

;
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be considered, that might have moved the
pity and softened the rancour of the enemies
But justice and huof these poor people.
manity were hateful to their oppressors, and
the administration of the law under the
influence of either was a eourse they could

not comprehend or tolerate
Before entering upon the further proceedings against the Rev. Mr. Sheehy, it was
necessary to show the state of publix) feeling,
not only in the disturbed district in which
he resided, but even in the House of Commons, on the subject of those agrarian
disturbances.

Between the period of Bridge's disappearance and the spring of 1764, Mr. Sheehy
was constantly menaced with prosecution
witnesses were frequently examined, and
indictments framed, but no criminal proceedings followed.
At length, in the early part of 1764, he
found his persecutors so bent on his destruction, that it became necessary for him to
secrete himself.

The government had been

prevailed upon to issue a proclamation against
him, in which he was described as a fugitive

from

charged with high treason, and
reward of £300 for his apprehension,
Sheehy no sooner was informed of
the proclamation than he wrote to Mr.
Secretary Waite, acquainting him " that he
would save the government the reward offered
justice,

offering a
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him, by surrendering himself out
of hand to be tried for any crime he was
accused of, not at Clonmel (where he feared
the power and malice of his enemies were
too prevalent for justice), but in the Court
of King's Bench in Dublin f and accordingly he delivered himself up to Cornelius
O'Callaghan, Esq., of whom the present Lord
Lismore is the grand-nephew.
Several of the preceding details are to be
found in a pamphlet called, "A Candid
Inquiry into the Causes and Motives of the
late Riots in the Province of Munster ;" and,
as appears by a subsequent pamphlet by the
same author. Dr. Curry (a parallel between
the pretended plot of 1762, and the forgery
of Titus Gates in 1679), was written in the
for taking

month

of May, 1766.
Speaking of this pamphlet, the venerable
Charles O'Connor states that no notes of the
trials were taken at the time, and that it is
only to this account of the proceedings, and

the declarations solemnly made of the victims,
that we can refer for information that can
give an insight intcrthe proceedings against
them. Such, however, is not the fact notes
of some of those trials do exist, and from
them and the records of the Crown OfSce of
Clonmel, and the original informations sworn
against the parties, which I discovered there,
the followino^ details are given.
The Dablin Gazette, of 15th March, 1765.
;
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announces that, "About eight o'clock on
Wednesday night, Nicholas Sheehy, a Popish
priest, charged with being concerned
in
several treasonable practices to raise a rebellion in this kingdom, for the apprehending of whom government offered a reward of
£800, was brought to town guarded by a
party of light horse, and lodged by the Provost in the Lower Castle Yard/*
It was not
till the 10th of February, in the following
year, that he was brought to trial in the
Court of King's Bench.
The Lord Chief
Justice of the King's Bench, then, was the
Right Honourable John Gore ; Second Justice, Mr. Christopher Robinson ; Third Justice, William Scott, Esq.
The indictment
charged the prisoner with acting as a leader
in a treasonable conspiracy, exercising men
under arms, swearing them to allegiance to
the French king, and inciting them to rebellion.
The witnesses produced were, a man
of the name of John Toohy, who had been
committed to Kilkenny gaol on a charge of
horse-stealing, a month previously to his
examination having been given in against
the prisoner; a woman of the name of Mary
Butler ; and a vagrant boy of the name of

Lonnergan.
It

would be

difficult to

comprehend the

nature or extent of the wickedness exhibited
in these proceedings, without referring to the
circumstances which rendered Sheehy and
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others more obnoxious to the magisterial
conspirators than the persons of his persuasion in the neighbourhood who had the good
fortune to escape being similarly implicated.
The enclosing of commonage in the neighbourhood of Clogheen in the winter of 1761-2,
had inflicted much injury on the parishioners
of Father Sheehy.
About that time the tithes of two Protestant clergymen, Messrs. Foulkes and
Sutton, in the vicinity of Ballyporeen, were
rented to a tithe proctor of the name of
Dobbyn.
The tithe farmer instituted in
1762 a new claim on the Roman Catholic
people in his district of five shillings for
every marriage celebrated by a priest. On
what ground this claim was put forward I
have not been able to ascertain, but the
fact of its having been preferred and levied
admits of no doubt.* This new impost was
resisted by the people, and, as it fell heavily
on the poor parishioners of Father Sheehy,

he denounced

The

it

publicly.

first " risings''

in his neighbourhood
were connected with their resistance to this
* The above-named fact and many others connected
with the private history of the persons referred to in
this Memoir, were communicated to me by one of the
oldest inhabitants of Clogheen, one most thoroughly
acquainted with those times and their events, Mr.
Jeremiah M'Grath, a land surveyor, a relative of one
of the persons persecuted and repeatedly prosecuted,
Koger Sheehy.
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odious tax. The collection of church cess in
a parish adjoining his, where there was no
congregation, was likewise resisted by the
people, and there is no doubt but their resistance to it was encouraged by Father Sheehy.

On some

occasions,

when the

parishioners

assembled for the purpose of devising some
means of protection against the extortions
of tithe proctors, Father Sheehy was present
and took part in their discussions. These
discussions, it is needless to say, they dared
not hold in public; but, private as they
were, they were well known to the real conFather Sheehy was a
spirators in Clonmel.
bold and fearless advocate of justice and
humanity, a man whose misfortune it was
in times like those, to be gifted with a
generous disposition, and to be animated
with a hatred of oppression. But the very
qualities which rendered him obnoxious to
the enemies of the poor persecuted people,
left him naked and open to their enmity.
He was courageous and confiding, chivalrous
in defence of the poor and the oppressed,
but incautiously prominent in the struggle,
and heedless of the power and the wickedness of his enemies.
The various informations and indictments
show plainly enough, differing, as they do,
in the most material particulars, yet concurring in one point, the influence of Sheehy
over his parishioners, that his prosecutors

.
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were casting about them at random for evidence of any kind or character that might
rid them of the annoyance of a man of an
independent mind, and by his implication
give additional colour to* the pretended Popish
plot.

For several months previously to Mr.
Sheehy's surrender, he had been in concealment, flying from house to house, of such of
his parishioners as he could confide in.
He
had been frequently obliged to change his
abode to avoid the rigorous searches that
were almost daily made for him. At length,
terror and corruption had exerted such an
influence over his own flock that he hardly
knew whom to trust, or in whose house to
seek an asylum.
Indeed it is impossible to
wade through the mass of informations sworn
to against him by persons of his own persuasion, without wondering at the extent and
the successfulness of the villany that was
practised against him.
His last place of
refuge at Clogheen was in the house of a
small farmer, a Protestant, of the name of
Grifiiths, adjoining the churchyard of Shandrahan, where his remains now lie.
The
windows of this house open into the churchyard, and there Father Sheehy was concealed
for three days, hid during the day in a vault
in the latter place, and during the night in
the house, when it was necessary to keep up
a large fire, so benumbed with cold he u^ed
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when brought

from the
place that was indeed his living tomb.
The
house is still standing, and inhabited by the
grandson of his faithful friend, and one not
of his own creed it is to be remembered.
The last service rendered to him at Clogheen
was likewise by a Protestant, a gentleman in
the commission of the peace, Mr. Cornelius
O'Callaghan, to whom he surrendered himThis gentleman gave him one of his
self.
horses to convey him to Dublin, and the sum
to be

afc

nightfall

of ten guineas to bear his expenses.
Mr. O'Callaghan's high rank, his character
for loyalty, his position in society,
sufficient to secure

were not

him from the malignity

Mr. O'Calof the magisterial conspirators.
laghan was denounced by Bagwell as a
suspected person. Lord James Cahir, the ancestor of
to

Lord Glengall, was likewise declared

be on the black

and of

list

of this gentleman,

his associate, the Kev.

James Hewet-

son ; both these gentlemen had to fly the
country to save their lives, and the noble-

men who

are their successors would do well
it is to keep
the administration of justice in pure hands,
that rapacious villany may be discomfited in
to

remember how necessary

its attempts to promote its interests by the
inculpation of men who have broad lands
and local influence to be deprived of by con-

victions

One

and

confiscations.

of the earliest charges of

Whiteboyism

—
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brought against him stands thus recorded in
the indictment and information book in the

Crown

Office

:

"Nicholas Sheehy,.bailed in £2,000 Denis
Keane, £1,000; Nicholas Doherty, £1,000.
A true bill. Olonmel General Assizes, May
23, 1763, before Right Hon. Warden Flood
and Hon. William Scott. Nicholas Sheehy,
a Popish priest, bound over in court last
assizes, trial then put off by the Court, indicted for that he, with divers others illdisposed persons and disturbers of the peace,
on the second day of March, in the second
year of the reign of George III., at Scarlap,
did unlawfully assemble and assault William
Ross, and did wickedly compel him to swear
that he would never discover anything to
the prejudice of the Whiteboys, etc. William
Ross, bound over in £100, estreated; James
;

Ross, £100, estreated.''
The Rosses of Garrymore were Roman
Catholics of the middle rank, and had rendered themselves obnoxious to the people at
the commencement of these agrarian disturbances by enclosing commonage adjoining their lands at Dromlemmon
The custom of first " presenting" a Popish
priest in those times, and then trumping up
charges of sedition, and encouragement of
agrarian outrages, was in full force at this
period.
Sheehy had been thus *' presented''
before any other charge was brought against

him.
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the Clonmel Summer Assizes of 1764,
Nicholas Sheehy was again indicted, and
seven other persons out on bail were included in the same indictment, wherein it
set forth, " that they on the 6th of January,
in the fourth year of the king's reign, at
Shanbally, did assault John Bridge, against
the peace."
At the General Assizes held at Clonmel
the 16th March, 1765, before Chief Baron
Willes and Mr. Justice Tennison, the following bills found at the former assizes were
brought before the Grand Jury. Some of
the trials were put off, all the parties were
admitted to bail, or allowed to stand out on
heavy recognizances, and the names of the
persons who bailed the prisoners are deserving of notice ; for it will be found, that to
enter into sureties for a man marked out for
ruin by the Clonmel conspirators, was to
draw down the vengeance of these conspirators on those who dared to come forward as
witnesses, and stand between the victims

At

and

their persecutors.
I doubt if anything more terribly iniquitous than the proceedings which I have traced
in these official records is to be met with in
the history of any similar conspiracy
The preceding details sufficiently explain
the views and objects of the prosecutors, and
their temporary defeat by the terms entered
into by Father Sheehy with Government,
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trial in

Dublin was secured to

him.

The trial, which took place on the 10th of
February, 1766, in the Court of King's
Bench, was impartially conducted the conduct of the "managers" who got up the
evidence, at every turn of the testimony,
bore on its face the evident marks of subornaThe vile witnesses broke
tion of perjury.
down, and after a trial of fourteen hours'
duration, the persecuted priest was honourably acquitted. He had redeemed his pledge
to the Government, he had given himself up,
stood his trial, and proved his innocence.
But no sooner was the verdict pronounced,
than the faith of Government was broken
with him. The unfortunate man was informed by the Chief Justice that a charge
of murder was brought against him, and on
this charge he must be committed to NewHe was accordingly taken from the
gate.
dock, removed to the prison, and, after two
or three days' imprisonment, was put into
the hands of his merciless persecutors, to be
forthwith conveyed to Clonmel.
The first intimation of the new charge
against him was given to him in Dublin, a
few days previously to his trial, by a person
named O'Brien, who had accompanied him
from Clogheen. Martin O'Brien, on account
of his intelligence and prudence, had been
chosen by the friends of the priest to accom;
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pany him

and he gave some proof
appointment by strongly

to Dublin,

of his fitness for his

urging him, a few days previously to his trial,
to quit the kingdom.
Father Sheehy was
then at large he had been confined for a
few days after his surrender in the Provost
in the Castle Yard.
He was placed under
the charge of Major Joseph Sirr, then townmajor, and father to the person of less enviable notoriety in the same office at a later
period.
His innocence was so manifest to
Mr. Secretary Waite and to Major Sirr, that
he was relieved from all restraint, and the
latter held himself responsible for his appearance at the time appointed for his trial.
While he was at large he was informed by
O'Brien that a person had brought him an
account from Clonmel that no sooner had
the news of Father Sheehy's surrender been
received than a rumour got abroad that
a charge of murder was to be brought against
him. He recommended Father Sheehy nob
to lose a moment in getting out of the kingdom, and urgently pressed him to put himself
the same day on board a packet for England.
O'Brien several years afterwards stated to
my informant that Sheehy smiled at the
proposal.
He said they wanted to frighten
him out of the country, but he would not
gratify his enemies, and if they brought such
a monstrous charge against him, he could
easily disprove it.
Sheehy's arrival in Dub;

o
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be borne in mind, was only five
months after the alleged murder, and at the
time of his departure from Clogheen, it is
positively afBrmed by Magrath, on the authority of O'Brien, that Father Sheehy had
then no knowledge of the murder, and the
probability is, that it was in Dublin a fugitive
named Mahony, when about quitting the
kingdom, had made the revelation to him.
Sheehy was conveyed on horseback, under
a strong military escort, to Clonmel, his arms
pinioned, and his feet tied under the horse's
belly.
While in confinement in the gaol of
Clonmel he was double bolted, and treated in
every respect with the utmost rigour. In
this condition he was seen by one of his old
friends, and while this gentleman was condoling with him on his unfortunate condition,
he pointed to his legs, which w^ere ulcerated
by the cords he had been bound with on his
way fromDublin. He said,laughiDg, "Never
mind, we will defeat these fellows;" and he
struck up a verse of the old song of Shaun
lin, it is to

na

guira.
On the 12th of March, 1766, Sheehy was
put on his trial at Clonmel, for the murder
Most of the witnesses who
of John Bridge.
gave evidence on the former trial were pro-

duced on this occasion.

Among the new witnesses was a woman
of abandoned character, commonly known by
the

name

of

'^

Moll Dunlea/' but introduced
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on the trial as Mrs. Mary Brady, the latter
being the name of a soldier of the light
horse, with whom she then cohabited.
Nicholas Sheehy was indicted on the
charge of having been present at, and aiding
and abetting Edmund Meighan in the murder of John Bridge. Mr. Sheehy had a
sister, Mrs. Green, who resided at Shanbally,
in the vicinity of Clogheen
and at this
place, according to the evidence, the murder
of Bridge, Lord Carrick, Mr. John Bagnell,
Mr. William Bagnell, and other persons obnoxious to them, was first proposed by Mr.
Sheehy to a numerous assemblage of Whiteboys and by him all those present were
sworn to secrecy, fidelity to the French king,
and the commission of the proposed murders,
and subsequently the murder was committed
by one of the party, named Edmund Meighan,
of Grange, in the month of October, 1764.
;

;

Sheehy and Meighan were tried separately.
The same evidence for the prosecution was
produced on both trials. The notes of one
of the jurors, taken at the trial of Meighan,
were communicated to the Editor of the

Gentleman's and London Magazine, with a
view to establish the guilt of the accused
parties ; and, therefore, the account is to be
taken as one, the leaning of which was certainly towards the prosecutors, and in support
of the finding of the jury.*
^

**

Gentleman's and London Magazine, June, 1766,

p. 370.
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John Toohy, sworn
Knows

the prisoner

;

for the

Crown.

knew John Bridge
by Edward Meighan,

;

he is dead was killed
by a stroke of a bill-hook on the head at
Shanbally, and died instantly went to Eng;

;

house at Shanbally, with Pierce Byrne,
James Buxton, James Farrell, Silvester
How, Darby Tierney; knew not for what
purpose saw John Walsh, Denis Coleman,
Peter Magrath, and John Bridge, playing
cards at English's house went a small way
out of the house, on James Farrell's call, into
a field ; saw many people in the field to
wit, Edmund Meighan, the prisoner, Nicholas
Sheehy, Edward Prendergast, Thomas Beere,
John Burke, Edward Burke, Thomas Magrath, Hugh Hayes, Roger Sheehy, Denis
Coleman, William Flyn, Edmund Sheehy,
Edward Coffey, James Coghlan, John Walsh,
Philip M'Grath, Thomas Harman, John
Butler, and many others, drawn up in a
rank, as if to be reckoned. John Bridge
and company went towards the people, and
joined them. Nicholas Sheehy tendered an
oath to John Bridge to deny his examinations, who refused to take it
on this refusal
Pierce Byrne struck at him with a flane,
which he defended with his left hand then
the prisoner drew a bill-hook from under a
belt, and struck Bridge on the head, which
to his recollection clove the skull; Bridge
fell dow^n dead instantly.
lish's

;

;

;

;

;
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persons, in about half an hour,
blanket,
and carried the corpse to a
got a
field belonging to Connor's son, or Ross, at

The same

Ballybuskin, and buried him in a ploughed
field, about two miles from the place of committing the murder.
An oath was then tendered by Nicholas
Sheehy to all present not to disclose what
had passed that night, and to be true to the
king of France and Shaun Meskill and children which oath most or all of them did
The prisoner took the oath ; all aptake.
proved of what happened; that as John
Bridge was out of the way, Michael Guinan's
testimony could not take effect. The field is
called the Barn-field
knows not what was
done with the body since; heard the prisoner say that the corpse was taken up and
removed knows of a letter brought to James
;

;

;

Buxton by John Dogherty, which was wrote
by Nicholas Sheehy.

At the time

of burying the corpse in the
field, a little boy was found hiding in the

and put up behind Nicholas Sheehy.
John Lonnergan believes
he could not see him killed, or where he was

ditch,

The

boy's name,

;

buried, but could see the people carrying the
body.

—

Cross-examined. Came from Killcrow;
has been in gaol for about four months was
sent to gaol the 20th of September; first
gave examinations against the prisoner about
;

;
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a month after committal

;

was committed

for

horse stealing; believes the 28th of October,
17G4, was Tuesday, but cannot recollect;
knew not of any rewards to be given by

Government; remembers Clogheen

fair in

October, 1764, but not the day Bridge was
killed about ten or eleven at night
knows
not whether before or after the fair of
Clogheen lived for a week before the murder with James Buxton, and returned to the
same place ; lived with James Buxton for
three years before and after ; was employed
to carry messages and letters to and from
the Whiteboys; knows not whether the
house belonged to English, but it was named
for his ; never was there after the murder
believes there were above an hundred present when the murder was committed ; says
the several people already named were present says there is a dwelling-house in the
field where Bridge was buried ; in his evidence in Dublin he said the house was within
a musket shot of the place of burial ; knew
the prisoners by seeing them at several meetings of the Whiteboys gave in examinations
against the Whiteboys in about a month
after committal, and after the murder, a short
time before he went to Dublin.
;

;

;

;

;

John Lonnergan,
Knows

sworn.

the prisoner saw him in October,
1764, between Mr. O'Callaghan's and Father
;
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saw several in company with the
prisoner; to wit, Thomas Magrath, John
Butler, Nicholas Sheehy, and many others,
Sheehy's

;

in the high road to Shanbally ; that when
he first saw them he slipped into a trench,

being afraid of his life was discovered in
the trench by Thomas Magrath, and taken
out and asked his business they then put
him behind Nicholas Sheehy he saw them
carry a corpse rolled up in a caddow saw
the head bloody on the side of the horse next
to him ; was not carried far, before he was
put from behind Sheehy knew John Bridge,
but did not know whether he was the
;

;

;

;

;

corpse.*

They desired this evidence to go home
another short road, and Nicholas Sheehy
gave him three half-crowns, and desired him
not to talk of what he saw, or to betray his
uncle, Michael Guinan is not very certain
of the time of the murder of Bridge, but
heard he was murdered; believes it was
about the first of November was two years.
He was sent by his uncle, Michael Guinan,
does
to John Bridge for a pistole or guinea
not recollect when, but it was on the same
night that he saw the corpse, but did not go
all the way on account of hearing the crowd,
;

;

some way on

foot

and some on horseback.

* This part of the evidence is falsified ; the boy swore
that the head of the corpse he saw had been cloven
nearly in two, and was that of John Bridge.— i?. i?. M.

;;;
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Heard that Bridge was

killed

on the same

night, very soon after.

When he was taken from behind Nicholas
Sheehy, the prisoner showed him a short
cut to the town of Clogheen, and desired
him not to follow the corpse, but to go home
the short way believes there were an hundred there
there were also present Buck
Farrell and James FarrelL
Cross-examined, Saw the corpse after
midnight it was neither very dark nor very
light; the days were not long, but rather
short believes it was Sunday night, because
he saw people going to mass knows not how
long it was before Christmas it was three
weeks before Christmas people go to mass
on holidays as well as Sundays, therefore it
might be an holiday ; he did not know the
length of a week.
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Mary Bradt,
She

lived with her

sworn.

mother in Clogheen

Michael Kearney was in her house in October, 1764, and was called on by Nicholas
Sheehy she was present Nicholas Sheehy
said Kearney was to go with him that night
she followed them to Shanbally saw a man
wrapped in a blanket, dead she then and
there saw Nicholas Sheehy, the prisoner
Edmund Sheehy,* Thomas Magrath, and
several others there were about an hundred
;

;

;

;

;

*

The grandfather

of the late

Lady

Blessington.

;
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she first saw the body at Shanbally ; they
buried the body at Ballyhuskin, on the lands
called the Barn
was not present at the
burial she saw a bill-hook in the prisoner^
hand; the prisoner made an attempt to
strike the corpse when in the blanket, and
said what had been done was very right, and
it was a pity but to use all w
s and
rogues in like manner; she observed the
bill-hook bloody ; they left Shanbally shortly
before she followed them.
She recollects no other words of the prisoner ; in about eight days the corpse was
taken up and buried at Ballysheehan, near
Shanbally.
Says she was sent by Nicholas Sheehy to
the prisoner that he was to go on command,
and he said he would obey ; says she watched
the party, and followed them from Clogheen
to Ballyhuskin Barn; was desired by Nicholas
Sheehy and Edmund Sheehy, alias Buck
Sheehy, to stay at the end of the road, and
not to go farther, and by the prisoner she
saw them bring the corpse in the same way
as before from Ballyhuskin to Ballysheehan;
about an hundred
it was carried by turns
present; followed the corpse most of the
road to Ballysheehan they said they would
bury it in the churchyard there.
Nicholas Sheehy tendered an oath at the
;

;

—

;

;

;

and second burial on the
true to each other, and never
first

cross, to

be

to discover

;
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the prisoner was sworn on the cross at both
burials ; she heard the prisoner say it was
John Bridge.

—

She remembers
knows not when the

Cross-examined.
in October;

it

was

of
four
days
was
before
fair

Ologheen is
it
Lieutenant Chaloner went to Clogheen;
she went after Michael Kearney, by whom
she had a child, to Ballyhuskin Kearney
had no certain residence, but was at her
mother's house the night Sheehy called on
him.
The men were gathered about nine o'clock
says Michael Kearney was there present at
the burial there were many other women
there ; she was admitted, as Michael Kearney was such as they imagined Kearney
swore her there were some Clogheen women
there she saw none prevented Ballyhuskin
how far from Shanbaily, or Bally sheehan, she
knows not, but thinks above three miles;
it was neither light nor
all dressed as usual
dark ; did not go the high road.
held says
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

For the Traverser.

Gregory Flannery,

sworn.

He knew Michael Kearney; lived in
Clogheen; saw him April, 1763, in Dublin;
he went to borrow money from Counsellor
O'Callaghan, and if he could not get it he
he gave the
was to quit the country
;
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witness

£60

in cash, witness gave a bill for

£58 12s. 4d., and left two letters saw him
go aboard a ship bound for Bristol or Parkgate saw the ship sail below the wall wrote
to the witness about some things in about
two months after never heard of him since
he left the kingdom, about the 22nd or 23rd
;

;

;

;

of April, 1763.

Cross-examined.

—He might have returned

since without his knowledge; he lived in
Dublin ten years, but never resided in the

county of Tipperary.

Thomas Gokman,

Knew

sworn.

Michael Kearney twenty years;

saw him

in February or March, 1763 heard
Michael Kearney went abroad, and received
;

a letter from him, dated 7th May, 1763,
from London received several other letters
till September or October, 1763, when he
said he was going to Jamaica often saw him
when in the country, and believes if he had
returned he would have seen him.
;

;

Henby Keating,

sworn.

Knew

Michael Kearney in Jamaica, the
beginning of March, 1764; saw him first
there in December, 1763; he was in very
good health ; then did not think of returning witness returned in August, 1764 ; left
Jamaica in April, 1764 made some stay in
London ; has been in Olonmel since believes
;

;

;

;;
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he would have seen Kearney if he returned
it was Michael Kearney of Clogheen.
Cross-examined. Knew the county of
Tipperary sixteen years heard there was
another Michael Kearney.
;

—

;

Denis Magrath, sworn.
Lives at Clogheen since he was born
left Clogheen the
15th of April, 1763
he was the same
Michael Kearney that kept Mary Brady.
Gross-examined. Witness, a brother to
Thomas Magrath, a prisoner; says Michael
Kearney set off for Dublin the 15th of
April, 1763 ; he received a letter in six or
eight days from Dublin he received letters
from London the May following he is sure
Kearney did not return after he first went

knew Michael Kearney
;

—

;

;

off.

Daniel Keefe,

sworn.

Lived in Clogheen fifteen years; knew
Michael Kearney saw him last three years
ago next April ; knew him since 1752
quitted on
heard he was in Jamaica
account of money due; sure if he was in
Clogheen he must have seen him, unless he
kept his room; he had a child by Mary
Brady.
;

;

Ann Hullan,

sworn.

Remembers the fair of Clogheen, 1764;
knows Mary Brady; her daughter, Mary

;
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Brady, lived with the witness in October,
1764 the fair is in October ; she lived with
her mother she was at the fair lay in her
own house the night before the fair lay for
two nights before the fair with her two
daughters, Mary Brady one of the daughters,
Eleanor Dunlea the other lay in her own
house, with her two daughters, in one bed
she and her daughters went to bed about
eight or nine o'clock, two nights before the
fair
Mary Brady remained the whole night
in bed for the three nights
could not be
out of bed without her knowing of it knows
not whether Mary Brady be married she is
not to be believed on her oath three years
next Easter since Michael Kearney left
Clogheen he was not at her house at any
time in 1764 no one in company with her
daughter but what she was present with.
;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Eleanor Dunlea,

sworn.

Knows Mary Brady ; the fair in Clogheen
before AU-hollandtide ; a fair there every
year in October ; lay the fair night in bed
with Mary Brady and her mother, and the
night before, and the night before that, and
the night after the fair went to bed about
seven all went to bed together ; has known
Michael Kearney; does not remember his
ever spending an hour in her house it was
usual with the family to go to bed early.
;

;

;

1
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John Henderkin,

sworn.

Knows Edward Meighan,

the prisoner;
the fair of Ologheen, the 28th of October,
witness lives in
1764, was on a Monday
Carrick ; came to Ologheen spent the night
before the fair in prisoner s house, to Avhich
he went, as being his friend prisoner keeps
;

;

;

a free house in Ologheen came to his house
about five in the evening of the 28th;
prisoner was at home before him, and
remained with him all the evening; they
went to bed about eight or nine o'clock
the prisoner was in the house when the
witness went to bed
the prisoner did not
all
night, as the fair-day was to
go to bed
be next day, and he had work to finish for
the fair; he and a journeyman v,^ere at work
in the same room where witness lay, who
awoke several times, and still found them at
work lay awake about half an hour, and
spoke to Meighan about working did not
go to sleep before ten, at which time,
Meighan, the prisoner, was in the room.
Cross-examined. Meighan, the prisoner,
is married to witness's sister
came from
Oarrick to Ologheen about five in the evening, where he found the prisoner, his wife, a
journeyman, and maid; prisoner sitting in
the kitchen with man and maid; witiiess
got cold meat in prisoner's house did not
speak to the journeyman since he came to
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;;
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town
an entry between the shop and
kitchen worked usually in a bed-chamber,
and not in the shop; they began to work
after night-fall
no other person lay in the
room without; the witness did not sleep
before ten
did not sleep an hour together
all night
said the prisoner could not go out
unknown to him he slept an hour together
does not think it possible for the prisoner to
go out unknow^n to him ; the prisoner and
his journeyman were at work when he got
up in the morning witness, after the fair,
lay with the prisoner in the same bed
prisoner and he w^ent to bed together that
night about ten Meighan and he lay positively together all that night; heard the
prisoner was charged with the murder of
John Bridge, about a month ago; never
applied to for his evidence by any one 3
knows not who told him of the murder;
did not hear when the murder was committed; came voluntarily to give his evidence;
heard the morning of the fair that John
Bridge fled out of the country never heard
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

he was murdered but by common fame had
no conversation with the prisoner since he
came to town, or since he was committed
is a nailor by trade.
;

a second time by
Counsellor Hughes.

John Toohy, produced
Knows

the prisoner was present;

says

;;
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there was John Butler and Thomas Magrath,
both of Clogheen, present.

Edmund Callaghan,
Knows Shanbally

for the Prisoner.

knew

in October,
lived there seventeen years; no
one of the name of English in Shanbally
since he knew it.
;

it

1764, and

Cross-examined.—ILnows Glyn Callaghan
some English live above Glyn Callaghan, on
a purchase made by Counsellor Callaghan,
and joins Shanbally where English lives is
;

about one-eighth of a mile from Shanbally.

Daniel Keefe, produced a second

time.

Knows John Butler saw him in October,
did not see him the 28th or 29th of
October, 1764
;

1764

;

Geeald Fitzgerald, for the Prisoner.
Knows John Butler saw him in October,
1764, in a fever, at his own house, from the
;

3rd to the end of the month ; cannot say he
saw him the 28th saw him in November
the 2nd, before he was able to go out.
;

Richard Travers,

sworn.

Knew Thomas Magrath in October, 1764
saw him the 28th at witness's father's house,
and from about eight at night till four o'clock
in the morning on Sunday; was drinking all
the time in the company knows not whether
;

;
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he went out did not stay out an hour at a
time knows not where English lives Shanbally about four miles from Clogheen.
;

;

;

John Brten,

sworn.

Lives at Shan bally; is a dancing-master
Bridge; believes him alive; never
saw him since the 24th of October, 1764,
nor was he in the country since met him in
a forge the 24th at Barncourt ; called for the
called witness
sledge, and turned some shoes
aside, and desired that he would keep what
he told him secret, for that he was going out
of the kingdom, and that if he returned he
would return his favour.

knew John

;

;

Lawrence Haxglin,

sworn.

Knew John Bridge saw him at Anglesborough, in the county of Limerick, 28th of
October, 1764, about eleven miles from
Clogheen; was surprised at his knocking at
his door three hours before day he said he
was going to sea to avoid the light horse
went with him through Mitchelstown; parted
from him beyond the town, and took leave of
him beyond it; he could read and write, but
he never wrote to him, or to any one that he
could hear; told him he would go to Cork or
Kiijsale to look for a ship; believes Mr.
Beere is to be believed on his oath.
;

;

John Landkegan, sworn.
Worked ail Saturday night; worked Sun-
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day night, till five or six o'clock 'on Monday
morning began to work about six on Sunday
evening did not go to bed or to sleep all
night witness went to prepare a stand in
;

;

;

witness's

;

company

all

night with his wife,

maid, and Henderkin, all there Henderkin
went to bed in the work-room above stairs.
Cross-examined. Did not sleep from Saturday to Monday; lay on Monday night at
Henderkin went away
his father's house
on Tuesday ; saw Henderkin a fortnight ago;
did not see him this day or yesterday ; did
not hear what he swore.
Meighan, on this evidence, being convicted, the same testimony was produced
Several of his
against Father Sheehy.
parishioners offered to come forward as witnesses, to confute the witnesses who had so
grossly perjured themselves on the former
but Father Sheehy, well knowing they
trial
would incur the vengeance of his prosecutors,
and relying mainly on the testimony of two
witnesses, Messrs. Keating and Herbert,
;

—
;

;

whose characters he thought would secure
them from any injury on his accoctnt, generously, but unfortunately for him, declmed
to have several of them called.

One person, indeed, of his own persuasion,
his spiritual superior, the Rt. Eev. Dr. Egan,
he did call on to speak to his character as a
man of loyalty, and this gentleman refused.
The

cold, dull

shade of the Catholic aristo-
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tocracy, the influence of the friendship of

Lord Kenmare, the fear of the consequences
attendant on the perjured informations,
which went to implicate Dr. Butler, the
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Cash el, in
the crime of treason, it is to be feared, prevented Dr. Egan from coming forward on
behalf of a person who had the character of
an agitating priest, one who was inimical to
titlie proctors and the oppressors of the poor,
and most obnoxious to the latter, and their
powerful protectors in the commission of the
peace.*

The innocence
clearly established

of

Father Sheehy was

by one

of the witnesses

he produced, Mr. Keating, a Catholic gentleman of respectability and fortune, the excellence of whose character, in the words of
Mr. O'Connor, formed a striking contrast
with that of his prosecutors. But the most
astounding act of wickedness that had been
life of this doomed
recourse to to deprive him of
the advantage which the testimony of Mr.
Keating must have been to him, had that
testimony been allowed to go unimpeached.
The following account of the extraordinary
proceeding of his persecutors to effect their

yet practised against the

man was had

* After Sheehy's execution, the refusal of Dr. Egan
as the corpse was borne
past the house of Dr. E the blood of the innocent man
was sprinkled on his door.

was remembered and marked
,

:

—
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taken from the Candid Inquiry
*^
During his trial, Mr. Keatof Dr. Curry
ing, a person of known property aad credit
in that country.givmg the clearest and fullest
evidence that, on the whole of the night of the
supposed murder of Bridge, the prisoner,
Nicholas Sheehy, had lain in his house that
he could not have left it in the nicrht-time
without his knowledge, and, consequently,
that he could not be present at the murder,
(Hewetson) stood up, and,
the Rev. Mr.
after looking at a paper that he held in his
had, informed the Court that he had Mr.
Keating s navie on his list as one of those
who were concerned in the murder of a sergeant and corporal at New Market, upon
which Mr. Keating was immediately hurried
away to Kilkenny gaol, where he lay for
some time loaded with irons, in a dark and
loathsome dungeon. By this proceeding not
only his evidence was rendered useless to
Sheehy, but also that of many others was
object, is

:

;

similarly dealt with,
the same thing, but

themselves,

same

for

treatment.*'

who came to testify to
who instantly withdrew

fear of

meeting with the

As the crime

laid to the

charge of Mr. Keating w^as committed in
another county, foitiinately for him he was
not tried at Clonmel. He was broug^ht to
trial in Kilkenny.
The principal witnesses
against him were those who had given evidence on Sheehy 's trial, but the jury gave
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no

credit to their testimony, and the prisoner was accordingly acquitted. The purpose, however, of Father Sheehy's prosecutors
was effected.
The obnoxious priest was
deprived of the evidence of a witness which
nnust have established his innocence, if the
Rev. Mr. Hewetson had not remembered that
''his name was on the list."
In the Scots' Magazine, of March, 1766,
at page 65, this matter is treated as an ordinary occurrence, that called not for a single
" On the trial Father Sheehy
observation.
produced Mr. Keating, of Tubberett (Tubrid),
as evidence in his behalf, who, before he
quitted the court, was, by the Lord Chief
Justice's order, taken into custody, being
charged with the murder of a sergeant and
man
corporal in the county of Kilkenny.
of considerable property was taken last TuesSheehy was hanged, drawn, and quarday.
tered, on Saturday morning."
" Herbert," we are told by Curry, " who
was a farmer, had come to the assizes of
Clonmel, in order to give evidence in favour
of the priest Sheehy (but it was pretended
bills of high treason had been found against
him) they sent the witness Toohy (accompanied by Mr. Bagneli), attended by some of
the Light Horse, lo take him prisoner. Herbert, when taken, immediately became an
evidence for the Crown, but upon what
motive, whether for the sake of justice, the

A

:
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fear of hanging, or the hopes of a reward,"

by Curry to the reader to determine.
the day of his (Sheehy^s) trial," we
are told by the same author, " a party of
horse surrounded the court, admitting and
excluding whom they thought proper while

is left

"

On

;

others of them, with a certain
(Baronet,
Thomas
scampered
Maude)
their
Sir
at
head,
the streets in a formidable manner, forcing
their way into inns and private lodgings in

the town; challenging and questioning all
new comers; menacing his friends, and encouraging his enemies. Even after sentence
of death was pronounced against him, which
one would think might have fully satisfied
his enemies, Mr. S
^w (Sparrow), his
attorney, declares that he found it necessary
for his safety to steal out of the town by
night, and with all possible speed to escape
to Dublin."
The prisoner, Father Nicholas Sheehy, was
found guilty of the murder of John Bridge,
and sentenced to be hanged, drawn, and
quartered; and on the 15th the sentence
The
v/as carried into execution at Clonmel.
a
on
stuck
head of the murdered priest was
spike, and placed over the porch of the old
gaol, and there it was allowed to remain for
upwards of twenty years, till at length his
sister was allowed to take it away and bury
it with his remains at Shandraghan.
Beside the ruins of the old church of Shan-
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draghan the grave of Father Sheehy is distinguished by the beaten path, which reminds
us of the hold which his memory has to tliis
day on the affections of the people. The
inscriptions on the adjoining tombs are
effaced by the footsteps of the pilgrims who
stand over his grave, not rarely, or at stated
festivals, but day after day, as I was informed
on the spot, while the neglected tomb of the
ancestors of the proud persecutor, Wm. Bagnell, lies at a little distance, unhonoured and
The inscription on the tomb of
unnoticed.
Father Sheehy is in the following terms
*'
Here lieth the remains of the Rev. Nicholas
Sheehy, parish priest of Shandraghan, Ballysheehan, and Templeheney. He died March
15th, 176(3, aged thirty-eight years. Erected
by his sister, Catherine Burke, alias Sheehy."
When it is remembered that it was not
the lives of two men, but those of almost all
the leading Roman Catholic gentry of the
county, several of the priesthood, and even
some of the hierarchy, which were dependent
on the credit given to the testimony and
sworn informations of these witnesses, it may
not be impertinent to the subject, or even
unprofitable in our own times, to inquire into
their characters, and the means taken by
the terrorists of the day, or the suborners of
those perjured witnesses, to goad or gain
them over to their nefarious purposes.
:

John Toohy, a

horse-stealer,

was lying in
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Kilkenny gaol, under a charge of felony,
about a month before the trial of Father
Slieehy in Dublin. The large promises held
out to persons who would swear home against
the suspected and accused parties, and insure
convictions, came to the knowledge of this
felon, and he contrived to get into communication with Lord Carrick and other managers of the prosecution, by whom he was
visited, and in due time transmitted to
Dublin. Having done his work there, he
was sent back to Clonmel, at first confined
in the gaol, and then suffered to go abroad

with a fetter-lock on one of his legs. The
lock was soon removed, and he was dressed
out for the witness-table (the customary
preparation then oF an Irish Crown witness).
Amyas Griffith, Surveyor of Excise, in his
letter to Mr. Toler, speaks of seeing him at
this period, " in an elegant suit of new fine
clothes, a superfine blue cloth coat, the waistcoat and breeches of black silk," purchased
for him in Clonmel, at Mr. Lloyd's, by the

managers of the prosecution.
At the prosecution of Roger Sheehy, iu
the year following, 1708, Toohy was again
brought forward as a wimess. The pnnio
sergeant pronounced him perjured, an^i the
judge desired the jury to acquit the prisoner.
Griffith states Toohy survived a few years,
and died of leprosy. Mary Dunlea, lived at
Rebill, and by her own mother was admitted
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be a woman of the worst character. She
cohabited with Michael Kearney, the person
mentioned in her evidence and the notoriety
of her ill conduct, when esiding in the parish
of Shandraghan. caused Father Sheehy to
denounce her from the altar. It was subsequently to this denunciation she lodged informations against Nichohis, Edmund, and
Roger Sheehy, the two Burkes of Ruske, and
several others.
During the trials, she was
kept at the barracks, her table being furnished from one of the principal hotels in
Clorimel, the Spread Eagle.
At the general assizes in Clonmel, August,
17G6, true bills were found, on the information of Mary Dunlea, alias Brady, against
James Kearney and Terence Begley, for
**
tampering wiih the said M. Brady, and
dissuading her from giving evidence.'*
Another true bill was found against a
woman of her own name, for " unlawfully
reviling said M. Brady, for giving evidence
against Nicholas Slieehy."
Jeremiah Magrath, of Clogheen, the surviving relative of one of her victims, saw her
in Clogheen in 1798.
She was then married,
or said to be so, to a soldier
a militia regiment, a miserable object, blind of one eye,
and was on lier way to Cork with her reputed
husband, where she met with an untimely
end by falling down a cellar. Griffith states
that she died in a ditch in the county of
to

;

i

m
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Kilkenny; but the former account of her
end is entitled to most credit.
The boy, Lonnergan, nephew of another
informer, was notorious in the country for his
During the trials, he was likedepravity.

When his
wise lodged in the barracks.
services were dispensed with, he changed his
name to Ryan, enlisted, and went to Dublin.
There, it is said, he eventually, by a loathsome disease, terminated his career in Barrespectable apothecary, of
rack-street.
the name of M'Mahon, of Aungier-street,
was employed to attend him by a person in
authority, and was liberally paid for his
attendance.
The origin of John Bridge, the unfortunate
man whose name is connected Avith the

A

earliest incidents in this frightful

drama,

is

involved in equal mystery with the termination of his career.
Deserted by his parents,
he was found in infancy on the bank of the
river, under the bridge of Clogheen, and
was brought up by a man of the name of
Henry Biers. He was a simple, harmless
poor creature, of weak intellect, and was
accustomed to go about the county amongst
the small farmers, with whom he was a
favourite, and was looked on by them as a
good-natured poor fellow, who, having no
friend or relatives, had some claim to their
kindness. Father O'Leary appears to have
been misinformed respecting his character.
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the

head-quarters of the Earl of
Drogheda was at Clogheeu, he had been

taken up on suspicion of Whiteboyism, or for
the purpose of obtainiug information from
him he was flogged with sfreat severity, and
under that torture made disclosures, true or
false, which were supposed
to impli3ate
several persons in the neighbourhood of
Clogheen.
His disappearance has been
already stated, and the consequences that
;

ensued from

it.

"Bridge's body," we are informed by
Curry, "was never found, though it was
carefully sought for in the two different
places in which the witnesses had sworn it
was deposited and though the particular
circumstances of his cleft skull, which the
same witnesses swore was the cause of his
death, would have guided the search, and
distinguished his from every other body in
the place. Besides, two of Bridge's known
intimates, whose veracity was not questioned,
positively deposed, at the trials of the late
convicts, that but a few days before he disappeared, he told them in confidence, that he
was then going to quit the kingdom, and
took a formal leave of them, desiring them
to keep his departure secret, and promising
that, if he should ever see them again, ho
would reward their kindness."*
;

* Dr. Curry's

«*

Parallel," etc.
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Many years subsequently to his disappearance, Bridge was said to be living in
Newfoundland
The reader, I

believe, is

now

in possession

the data on which the assertion o-enethat John Bridge
was living in Newfoundland many years subsequently to the execution of the prisoners
convicted of his alleged murder. It now
remains to examine what evidence, documentary or traditionary, there may be in
support of the opinion, that he met in bis
own country with an untimely end.
The testimony of Toohy, Dunlea, and
Lonergan, is not only evidently at variance
with truth in the most material matters, but
obviously contradictory with that of each
other, and is altogether utterly unworthy of
of

all

rally received is founde(1

—

But, even without the broad marks
of perjury blazoned on its face, there is
enough to render it suspected in the character
of the witnesses
one charged with felony
another excommunicated by the minister of
her religion the last, whose vicious habits
had rendered him notorious as ill-reputed in
his neighbourhood, transformed by the magic
influence of a crown prosecutor's liberal expenditure, from a vagrant in rags and tatters,
to a witness in fine clothes, a long-tailed
coat, and in high-heeled shoes, duly trained
and drilled to go before a jury. Dr. Curry,
in his pamphlet, the Candidlnqniry^ alludes
credit.

—

;

;

;
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which Sheehy wrote to Major Sirr
his execution, wherein he
before
the day
admitted that the murder of Bridge had been
revealed to him in a manner he could not
avail himself of for his own preservation
and that the murder had been committed by
tv/o persons, not by those sworn to by the
witnesses, and in a different manner to that
Curry admits this letter
described by them.
written
by
Sheehy,
but he does not inwas
and in his subsequent work, the
sert it
Review of the Civil Wars, there is no mention at all made of it in his account of these
Having obtained a copy of
proceedings.
this letter, the first point to ascertain was,
if the letter was written by Sheehy, or fabricated by his enemies. The result of my
inquiries was to convince me that the letter
was genuine. It was declared to be so by
the successor of Father Sheehy in the parish
of Clogheen (Mr. Keating), to Mr. Flannery,
another ecclesiastic, in the same place, at a
Dr. Egan, who then adminislater period.
tered the diocese, had likewise declared it to
be genuine.
The present parish priest of
Clogheen, a relative of Edmund Sheehy,
believes it to be genuine.
One of the Roman Catholic clergymen of Glonmel, who
takes the deepest interest in the fate of
Father Sheehy, has no doubt of its authenticity.
Every surviving relative of either of
to

a

letter

;

the Sheehys with

whom

I have communi-

—
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entertains the same opinion; and
may observe, the document bears
the internal evidence of authenticity in its
style and tone.
The following is a literal copy of this docated,

lastly, I

cument
''

:

TO JOSEPH SIKR,

DUBLIN.

ESQ.,

" Clonmel, Friday Morning,

"Dear

March

14, 1766.

Sir,

To-morrow I am to be executed, thanks
be to the Almighty God, with whom I hope
to be for evermore: I would not change
"

my

with the highest now in the kingdom.

lot

I die innocent of the facts for

which I

The Lord have mercy on

am
my

sentenced.
I beseech the great Creator that for

soul.

your benevolence to me he will grant you
grace to make such use of your time here

may see and enjoy him hereafter.
Remember me to Mr. Waite, the Lord Chan-

that you

Speaker, and the Judges of the King's
Recommend
Bench may God bless them
with me
same
charge
the
under
all
to them
they are innocent of the murder; the proseGod
cutors swore wrongfully and falsely
The accusers and the accused
forgive them.
cellor,

;

!

;

;

are equally ignorant of the fact, as I have
been informed, but after such a manner I
received the information that I cannot make
use of it for my own preservation ; the fact
is,

that

John Bridge was destroyed by two
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who

strangled him on Wednesday
night, the 24th October, 1764.
I was then
from home, and only returned home the 28th,
and heard that he had disappeared. Various
were the reports, which to believe I could
not pretend to, until in the discharge of my
duty one accused him.self of the said fact.
May God grant the guilty true repentance,
I recommend
and preserve the innocent.
them to your care. I have relied very much
on Mr. Waiters promise. I hope no more
priests will be distressed for their religion,
and that the Koman Catholics of this kingalone,

dom

will

be countenanced by the Govern-

ment, as I was promised by Mr. Waite would
be the case if I proved my innocence. I am
now to appear before the Divine tribunal,
and declare that I was unacquainted with
Mary Butler, alias Casey, and John Toohy,
never having spoken to or seen either of
them, to the best of my memory, before I
saw them in the King's Bench last February.
May God forgive them and bless them, you,
and all mankind, are the earnest and fervent
prayers of
" Dear Sir,
"

Your most

humble servant,
Nicholas Sheehy.'*

obliged,
"

The witnesses stated that the murder was
committed the 28th October, 17G4. Father
Sheehy says it was on the 2ith. The num-
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by the former

ber of persons implicated in

it

was considerable; by the

latter

were concerned in

mittmg
no

it

it.

two only
of com-

In the mode

the discrepancy of the accounts

is

less obvious.

The question arises, when was this confession made to Father Sheehy, and with
what object ? Amyas Griffith speaks of the
disclosure thus made under the veil of confession as " no new method of entrapping
credulous priests/* and that it was adopted
in this instance after the trial of the latter
statement no proof is adduced. The shortness of the time between his conviction and
execution, and the inability expressed of
availing himself of the knowledge given him
"for his own preservation/' militate against
the probability of this disclosure being made
subsequently to the trial.
Curry treats the disclosure as a snare laid
by the enemies of Sheehy, for their own purThe purposes to be served by having
poses.
recourse to the infamous proceeding of deceiving the unwary priest, and of making the
functions of his sacred office subservient to
the designs of his enemies, could only be the
following; if resorted to previously to trial,
by the disclosure of the alleged murder to
deter Sheehy from adducing evidence of the
man's existence or, if subsequently to it, to
leave it out of his power to make any declaration of his ignorance of the fact of Bridge's
;

;

alleged death.

.

"

f

<

-
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The attempt for the accomplishment of
either object was not too unimportant for
the character of the prosecutors ; nor can it
be deemed too infamous to be be3^ond the
compass of their wickedness, when we fiad
them holding out

offers of

pardon to their

three next victims on condition of their
making a declaration that "the priest," in
his last solemn protestation of innocence,
" had died with a lie in his mouth."
Curry expresses an opinion that Father
Sheehy mistrusted the statement made to
him in confession, and grounds that opinion
on the evidence produced on his trial in
proof of Bridge's proposed departure out of
the kingdom at the period of his disappearThere is no appearance of mistrust,
ance.
however, in the statement made to him in
his reference to it, in his letter to Major Sirr.
The fact of Bridge's intention to go abroad,
and of having gone to certain persons to take
leave of them on the last day he was seen
That fact is within
living, is unquestionable.
the knowledge of persons yet in existence.

The same obligations which prevented Father
Sheehy from availing himself on his trial of
the knowledge communicated to him, may
have precluded his giving any specific information to those witnesses whose testimony
went to the estabhshment of the fact of
Bridge's intended departure, and of their
belief in his existence.

Q
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The information he (Sheehy) gave Major
Sirr was no less vague than the rumour of
Bridge's death consequent on his disappearance, on which superstructure of suspicion
the whole story of the luoJe and manner of
his death was built by the witnesses for the
prosecution.
In fact, neither the accusers

nor the accused, of their own knowledge,
knew anything of that event.
The whole frightful catalogue of crimes
and calamities attendant on these proceedings at Clonmel, are to be traced to the
barbarous custom of inflicting torture for the
purpose of extorting confessions of guilt and
disclosures, on which criminal proceedings
were to be grounded against obnoxious
parties.

The

atrocious practice to which I allude,
reduced the Irish, at a later
period, to the condition of a people rather
scourged than governed, by the delegation
of the functions of supreme authority to a
party simulating loyalty, and exercising lawless power, and which, in our times, has been
defended in the legislature, and even recently,
with signal daring, has been advocated in the

which

literally

pages of a Dublin periodical. This remnant
of the barbarity of the good old times, the
scourging of suspected persons, which its
modern admirer in the Dublin University
Magazine has recently commended the advantages of, was one of the methods of paci-
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fying the disturbed districts of Manster in
1763-4.
The managers of the Tipperary prosecutions in 1766 furnished the editors of the
Gentlenviris and London Magazine with
"A narrative collected from autlientic materials, of the proceerlings at Clonmel, on the

Edmund

Sheehy, James Buxton,
and James Farrell." They begin with an
account of the conduct of the prosecutions,
as characterized by the deepest impartiality.*
The statement, therefore, it is hardly needful to add, may be depend-d on as that of a
person by no means likely to fabricate or
exaggerate any account of the cruelties committed on the people by order of the authorities, or
under the sanction of the
of

trials

courts-martial of that day.

The

narrative

informs us: ''It was in resentment of a
whipping which was inflicted on John Bridge
with remarkable severity, to which he was
sentenced by one of their courts-martial,
that led him to give evidence against them,
by which he lost his life." The object of
singling out a poor, simple creature, who
was in the habit of roaming about that part
of the country, and well acquainted with the
names and residences of the Catholic gentry
and farmers of the locality, of putring him
" to the question," through the instrumen* "

Gentleman's and London Magazine," April, 1766,

p. 247.
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tality of the cat-o'-iiiDe-tails, and of making
the triangles subservient to the interests of
law and order, is plain enough. The sim-

the creature tortured, bordering, as
it did, on weakness of intellect; his familiarity with the persons suspected, or sought
to be criminated, rendered him a fit object
to be worked upon by the influence of
terror and the infliction of corporal punish];licity of

ment.
Bridge made whatever disclosures were
suggested to him or required of him, and he
•was bound over to appear as a witness when
called on.
He made no secret of his punish-

ment

and some of the
people implicated by him were desirous to
or his disclosures,

him out of the country
own rank in life, there is

get

;

others, in his

reason to believe, distrusted his intention to leave the
country, and contrived a nefarious plot to
get rid of his testimony, by implicating him

in felony.
The church-plate, chalice, etc., of a small
Boman Catholic place of worship at Carrigvistail, near Ballyporeen, usually kept, for

better security, at the house of an innkeeper
of the name of Sherlock,* adjoining the
chapel, was stolen, or said to be so, and concealed on the premises, with the knowledge,
* The name of Sherlock occurs in some of the informations against the Whiteboys, sworn to by Toohy and
Bier.
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of the owner of the house. The
facts now mentioned have not been published heretofore, and the importance of their
bearing on the character of these proceedings,
rendered it necessary to be well assured of
the grounds there were, for attaching credit
to them before coming to a determination to
give them publicity. The authority on which
they are given by the author is known to a
Roman Catholic clergyman of Clonmel. who
had opportunities of knowing the paities
best qualified to give information on this
subject, and of forming an opinion of the
inquiries which were made on this occasion
in his presence.
The result of these inquiries
as to the truth of the statement of one main
fact respecting the faith of Bridge, coincides
with the opinion of every surviving friend and
relative of the Sheehys, and the other innocent men who suffered in this business, with
whom I have communicated on the subject.
The rumour of the stolen church plate
having been circulated in the country, Bridge
being in the habit of frequenting Sherlock's
house, was pointed out as thepers(m suspected
of having stolen it.
The double infamy now
attached to Bridge's character of being an
infoi^mer and a sacrilegious person.
He was
advised to leave the country, and at length
he made preparations to do so. On their
completion, he took leave of his acquaintances; and the last time he was seen by
it is alleged,
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them was on
friend of his,

way to the house of an old
named Francis Bier, for the

his

purpose of taking leave of him. It was
known that he intended calling on another
of his acquaintances,

named Timothy

Sulli-

Sullivan and a man of the
van, a slater.
name of Michael Mahony, better known in
his neighbourhood by the name, in Irish, for
"wicked Michael," lived at Knockaughrim

he fell into their hands, and he was
murdered by them. No other human being
had act or part in this foul deed. Mahony's
flight, and his reasons for it, were known for
a long time only to his friends. The body of
the murdered man was thrown into a pond
bridge

;

at Slianbally.

Mahony

the country; Sullivan remained, and lived and died, unsuspected by
the authorities, though not unknown as the
fled

murderer to one individual at Clogheen
an innkeeper of the name of Magrath,
who had been one of the innocent persons sworn against by Mary Dunlea, and
had undergone a long imprisonment in Clonmel gaol.
The persons by whom this account was
given to the author appeared to be ignorant
of any communication respecting the murder
made by Father Sheehy to Major Sirr. The

—

circumstance of the coincidence of both acwith respect to two persons only

counts,

having been engaged in the commission of

—
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tie crime, deserves attention. By one of
those guilty persons, Sheehy says the state^
ment was made to him.
Sullivan was a Protestant; Mahony a
Catliolic.
If the crime was perpetrated and
revealed by either, the disclosure must have
been made by Mahony.
From the time of Bridge's disappearance
till the disclosure in the confessional, Father
that various rumours were
afloat, but which of them to believe he knew
In concluding this part of the subject,
not.
I have only to observe, that if any doubt
remains respecting the fate of Bridge, hone
whatever can be entertained of the innocence
of those who w^ere the victims of one of the
foulest conspiracies on record.
If these legal
proceedings were instituted with a view
rather to retaliation of an indiscriminate
character, than to the vindication of the law
by the punishment of guilt in the person of
the actual culprit ; if they were adopted, as
such proceedings have too often been, in
cases of agrarian crime where no clue was
obtained to the perpetrators of it ; and it was
deemed sufficient, not for the ends of justice,
but for the purpose of striking terror into a
portion of a community or a class to which
the guilty party was suspected to belong, to
take life for life on whatever plea of expediency or policy under whatever legal
forms such prosecutions were carried'^on

Sheehy

states

—

;

—
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the parties to them were the worst of criminals, and their practices were outrages on
justice, and violations of the laws of their
country, and of the laws of God.
Why are these acts of barbarity to be reIf the day is going, or gone by, for
called ?
the perpetration of them, to what cause are
we to ascribe the happy change, but to the
free expression of the disgust and indignation which the exposure of them calls forth ?
Is the day gone by for their defence ?
The
publication of the book I have just referred
to, so many years after the death of the
victim of Protestant ascendancy fanaticism,

an answer

The

passions
of the writer were not engaged in the matter
he took up, like those of the actors in that
persecution.
But the old interests of ascendancy were to be sustained, and it is good
for the people of England to know by what
means they have been upheld, and are defended even at this day, by their Irish organs, and would be promoted, if happily a
change had not come over the policy of the
is

to that question.

Gx)vernment.

The

old

maxim, divide

DO longer applicable

et

impera, can be

to its interests.

To

rule

with justice can now be the only policy a
government can sanction with any prospect
of security for itself, or the people will submit to at the hands of any party that may
be inT)ower,

—
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Ireland can no longer be safely or conveniently governed for the benefit of a facwithout regard to the rights,
tion, and
interests, or feelings of the great body of the

community.
Mr. Taylor, in his History of the Civil
states, that Sheehy had been frequently tried for " acting as a Popish priest,"
an offence then punished with transportation but evidence sufficient for his conviction could not be obtained.
The imputed
crime, however, involved consequences which
subject to penalties of
lefc the accused
greater severity even than transportation,

WarSy

;

as the following references will show
By the 9th of William III, passed 1697,
it is declared that " all Popish archbishops,
bishops, vicars-general, deans, Jesuits, monks,
friars, and all other regular Popish clergy,
shall depart out of the kingdom before the
1st day of May, 1698," on pain of transportation ;
and any person so transported
returning again into the kingdom, shall be
adjudged guilty of high treason.*
This act not being thought sufficiently
stringent, in 1703 another was passed, to be
in force for fourteen years, in the second
year of Anne, enjoining increased diligence
in apprehending Popish priests returning
into the kingdom.
In 1709, previous to
:

* "Irish Statutes," vol.

iii.,

p. 340.
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the expiration of this
it

act,

by another

statute,

was declared perpetual.

This act extentied the penalty of treason to
"any person of the Popish reliijion who shall
pubiicly teach school, or shall instruct youth
in learning in any private house within this
realm." And if such person acted as tutor
or usher in any Protestant school, not having
subscribed the oath of abjuration, the penalty
of ten pounds shall be imposed for such
By the 19th clause of this act,
offence.*
priests are presumed to exist
parish
Popish
;"
"
in the realm, having been duly registerevl
but if such parish priests shall keep any
Popish curate, or assistant, both are to be
prosecuted as Popish regulars, the guilt of
which is high treason.
The 28th clause provides for rewarding
informers for discovering and convicting
Fifty pounds for every
Popish clergy.
arclibishop, bishop, or other person exercising ecclesiastical jurisdiction, twenty for
each regular and each secular clergyman,
and ten pounds for each schoolmaster, usher,
etc., to be levied on the Popish inhabitants
of the county, "in such manner and on
such persons as money for robberies, by a
act

late

par ees
*

»*

against tories, robbers,

is to

be levied/' t

Irish Statutes," vol.

t Ibid., vol. iv., p. 200.

i.,

.

p.

.

19a

.

and rap•
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The managers who had on the
trial

previous
surrounded the court with a military

on

crammed

with their
adherents, whose minds had been inflamed
by public advertisements previously to the
trial, in which the leniency of the former
measures of Government was reprobated,
"The baronet (Sir Thomas Maude) before
inentioned,published an advertisment, wherein he presumed to censure the wise and
vigilant administration of our last chief
governors, and even to charge them with
the destruction of many of his Majesty's
subjects, for not having countenanced such
measures with respect to these rioters, as
were manifestly repugnant to all the rules
of prudence, justice, and humanity.
Nor
did his boldness stop here; for, naming a
certain day in said advertisement, when the
following persons of credit and substance,

force,

this occasion

it

namely, Sheehy, Buxton, and Farrell, and
others, were to be tried by commission at
Clonmel for the aforesaid murder as if he
meaut to intimidate their judges into lawless rigour and severity, he sent forth an
authoritative kind of summons
to every
gentleman of the county to attend that
commission.'"*
With such arrangements
for inflaming the public mind, for influencing
the jury, lor intimidating the judges, the

—
*

*

**

A Candid Inquiry,"

etc., p. 12.
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doom

of the prisoners was sealed before they
were put into the dock.
The unfortunate Edmund Sheehy was
convicted, and sentence of death, with its

usual barbarous concomitants in these cases,
drawing and quartering, was pronounced
upon him. His wife was in the court when
that dreadful sentence was pronounced, and
was carried from it in a swoon. The two
other acts of the judicial drama were duly
performed the packed juries discharged the
duties required or expected of them by the
managers of the prosecutions. Buxton and
Farrell were found guilty, and were sentenced, with Sheehy, to be executed on the
3rd of May.
Eight other persons were placed at the
bar, who were charged with the same crime
as the prisoners who had been convicted.
Another Sheehy was on the list of the
managers, but the jury was instructed to
acquit the prisoners, Roger Sheehy, Edmund
Burke,John Burke, John Butler, B. Kennelly,
;

William Flynn, and Thomas Magrath but
no sooner were they acquitted, than several
of them were called on to give bail to appear
at the ensuing assizes, to answer to other
;

charges of high treason

"that
made
were
frequent and earnest solicitations

"Notwithstanding," Curry

states,

several persons of quality in the favour
of the prisoners, who, being persuaded of

by
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their innocence, hoped to obtain for them, if
not^ a pardon, at least some mitigation of
their punishment, by transportation or re-

prieve

—

the chief and most active of these
worthy personages was the Right Honourable
Lord Taaffe, whose great goodness of heart
and unwearied endeavours on all occasions
to save his poor countrymen, add new lustre
to his nobility, and will be for ever remembered by them with the warmest and most
respectful gratitude
it is no wonder that
their solicitations were vain, for the knight
(baronet) so often mentioned (Sir Thomas
Maude), Mr.
etc., had been before with
the Lord Lieutenant, and declared that, if
any favour were shown to these people, they
would follow the example of a noble peer,
and quit the kingdom in a body.
The
behaviour of the prisoners at the place of
execution was cheerful, but devout and
modest, though resolute. It was impossible
for any one in their circumstances to counterfeit that resignation, serenity, and pleasing
hope which appeared so strikingly in all
Conscious
their countenances and gestures.
of their innocence, they seemed to hasten to
receive the reward prepared in the next life
for those who suffer patiently for its sake in

—

,

this."*

In the Oentleman's and London Maga^
*

«*

A Candid Inquiry/' pp. 13, 14.
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zine of May, 1766, there is " an authentic
narration of the death and execution of
Messrs. Sheehy, Buxton, and Farrell, with
declarations attested, and carefully
compared Aviih those in the hands of Mr.
Butler, sub-sheriff of the County Tipperary,
who received them from these unfortunate
people at the place of execution."
These documents I have likewise compared with copies of the same declarations,
furnished me by some of the surviving

their

friends of these unfortunate gentlemen, and,
except in the omission of some names, I
find no material difference.

**The
called

sheriff',

who proceeded with

decency,

upon the prisoners early in the morn-

ing of the 3rd instant, so as to leave the
gaol of Clonmel for Clogheen about six
o'clock, to which place he was attended by
the regiment of light dragoons, commanded
by Lieutenant-Colonel Harcourt, and two
companies of Armiger^s foot: these the commander had previously made ready for the
purpose, by an order from government.
Edmund Sheehy and James Buxton were
put on the same car, James Farrell on the
next, and the executioner on another, with
his apparatus, and the gallows so contrived as
to be immediately put together
they thus
proceeded in awful procession to Clogheen,
where they arrived about twelve o'clock, the
distance being about eleven miles.
;
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In the most open part of the village the
gallows was erected, and that in a very short
time, while the prisoners remained at a
small distance, in devotion with their priest,
for about two hours, when it was thought
necessary to execute the sentence the law
of their country had doomed them to suffer.
They were then all three put upon one car,
and drawn under the gallows, where, after
remaining some time, they were tied up,
and in that situation each read his declaration, and afterwards handed
it
to the
''

sheriff.

*'Sheehy met his

fate with the most
undaunted courage, and delivered his declaration with as much composure of mind as
if he had been repeatino^ a prayer.
When
this awful scene was finished, they were
turned off, upon a signal given by Sheehy,
who seemed in a sort of exaltation, and
sprung from the car; he was dead immediately
and after the criminals had hung
some time, they were cut down, and the
;

executioner severed their heads from their
which were delivered to their respec-

bodies,

tive friends.

"Sheehy's intrepid behaviour, set off by
an engaging person, attracted much pity and
compassion from all present but the most
;

oppressive part of

this

tragic

scene

yet

remains to be told, when I say that Sheehy
has left a widow with five children to
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his

unhappy fate; Buxton, three;
who had not been married more

and Farrell,
than three months, has left his wife pregThey were all buried the evening of
nant.
that day, as particularly requested by themwhere, we hope, they rest, having
made atonement for their crimes and let
selves,

;

not the imputation of the fathers' misfortunes be remembered to the prejudice of
their families.

"Your constant

reader, etc.

"Casliel,May28, 1766."
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